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Abstract
This thesis presents results using data collected by the ATLAS experiment
during 2011 and 2012 at
√
s = 7 TeV and 8 TeV respectively. The focus of the
work presented in this thesis is separated into two areas, measurement of the
tt¯+Z process and searches for the supersymmetric partners to third generation
quarks.
Firstly, a search for tt¯ + Z production using 4.7 fb−1 of √s = 7 TeV data
is described including the generation of the dedicated simulated signal Monte
Carlo samples for the analysis. The result is interpreted in terms of a 95%
probability upper limit on the tt¯ +Z production cross section of 0.71 pb. This
is compatible with NLO Standard Model prediction of 0.14 pb.
Secondly, a number of searches for the supersymmetric partners of bottom
(sbottom) and top (stop) quarks are described. The first is a search for sbot-
tom squark pair production in the b˜1 → bχ˜01 decay channel using 2.05 fb−1 of√
s = 7 TeV ATLAS data. No significant excess is observed above the Standard
Model expectation and exclusion limits at the 95% confidence level are set in
the mb˜1 −mχ˜01 plane. For a massless neutralino sbottom masses are excluded
up to 390 GeV. For neutralino mass of 120 GeV sbottom masses are excluded
for 275 < mb˜ < 350 GeV. Finally two searches for stop squark pair production
in the t˜1 → tχ˜01 decay channel are described, one using 4.7 fb−1 of √s = 7 TeV
data and the other using 20.5 fb−1 of
√
s = 8 TeV data. Again, no significant
excess is observed above the Standard Model expectation and exclusion limits
at the 95% confidence level are set in the mt˜1−mχ˜01 plane. For a nearly massless
neutralino, stop masses between 320 and 660 GeV are excluded. For neutralino
mass of 150 GeV, stop masses are excluded between 400 and 620 GeV.
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“ The things that we think we know something about. I’m going to tell you what the
theory is, what it looks like, ...just what the thing is.
- the question is, are you going to understand it?
...When I tell you first, that the first time we really thoroughly explain it to our
own physics students is when they’re in the third [graduate] year...
then you think the answer is no,
and that is correct - you will not understand.
But this business about not understanding is a very serious one that we have
between the scientists and an audience, and I want to work with you, because I’m
going to tell you something:
the students do not understand it either,
and that is because the professor does not understand it!
My task, really, is to convince you not to turn away because it appears incompre-
hensible. The thing that is exciting about this is that nature is STRANGE...
That the rules ...by which we understand nature are so SCREWY,
you can’t believe them!
There’s saying that you don’t understand it, meaning
‘I don’t believe it, it’s too crazy, ...I’m just not going to accept it.’
Well... I hope you’ll come along with me and you’ll have to accept it, because it’s
the way nature works.
If you want to know the way nature works, ...we looked at it carefully - that’s the
way it looks!
You don’t like it?
Go somewhere else,
to another universe where the rules are simple,
philosophically more pleasing,
more psychologically easy.
- I can’t help it, OK?! ”
- Richard Feynman.
The Douglas Robb Memorial Lectures 1979 - University of Auckland
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and its experiments are some of the largest and most
complex constructions in human history. They were built with the intention of shedding
light on fundamental physics and have now been succesfully gathering data for over two
years. This thesis will describe a number of analyses that make use of data collected by the
ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) detector, specifically a measurement of the tt¯ + Z
process and searches for supersymmetry (SUSY).
Firstly an introduction to the theoretical framework of the Standard Model of particle
physics (SM) is given in Chapter 2. This framework represents the best current understand-
ing of funamental particles and their interactions, however it does have some failings. A
discussion of these failings, possible theoretical solutions and their experimental signatures
is given. One particularly well motivated extension to the SM is SUSY which is introduced
in some detail.
In Chapter 3 the LHC and the ATLAS detector are outlined. During 2011 and 2012
the LHC produced proton-proton (p-p) collisions with a centre of mass energy of 7 TeV
and 8 TeV respectively. The resulting particle interactions were measured and recorded
by ATLAS which is a general purpose detector. Chapter 4 describes many analysis tools
that are used in the following Chapters. After a brief introduction to the ATLAS detector
in Chapter 3, Chapter 5 provides an overview of the ATLAS trigger system. Particular
focus is given to jet triggers and the author’s contribution to designing and implementing
a topological jet trigger for selecting SUSY events.
The remaining Chapters describe several physics analyses which the author has made
significant contributions towards. Firstly, Chapter 6 describes a measurement of production
of the tt¯ + Z process. This process is predicted by the SM but yet to be experimentally
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observed. This is the first measurement of this process by ATLAS.
Chapter 7 gives an introduction into searches for SUSY and specifically searches for
the supersymmetric partners of third generation quarks. This Chapter gives more detailed
theoretical motivation for such searches and describes some of the common aspects of the
analyses that are used in the following two Chapters. Chapter 8 describes the first ATLAS
search for pair production of the supersymmetric partner to the bottom quark (sbottom).
Chapter 9 describes the first ATLAS searches for pair production of the supersymmetric
partner to the top quark (stop) using the full 2011 and 2012 datasets. Finally, Chapter 10
summarises the major results and conclusions from the work outlined in this thesis.
2
Chapter 2
Theory and motivation
2.1 Introduction
In this Chapter a brief overview of the SM will be given, followed by an introduction to
one possible extension to the SM - SUSY.
The SM is the theoretical framework which describes the fundamental particles and
their interactions which constitute much, but not all, of the known universe. It is the result
of many years of collaboration between experiment and theory. The framework of the SM
has been used to make predictions which have been confirmed by experiment to very high
levels of accuracy. Feynman once remarked of the precision of theoretical calculations and
experimental measurement of the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron:
“ If you were measuring the distance of me to the Moon, the question would
come up; ‘do you mean from my chin or from the top of my head?’. ”
The current experimental measurement and theoretical calculation of this quantity are in
agreement across twelve orders of magnitude [5].
There are, however, some areas in which the SM does not fare quite so well. The
SM offers no explanation of one of the four known forces of nature, gravity. There is
no prediction of a particle that would constitute a suitable candidate for dark matter
(DM). DM is non-luminous matter that constitutes 80% of the gravitating matter in the
universe, the existence of which is inferred through measurement of galaxy rotation curves
and gravitational lensing [6]. The SM also offers no solution to the hierarchy problem
(described in detail in §2.2.3). Therefore, some extension to the SM is required to fix these
inconsistencies.
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Leptons Quarks
Particle Mass Charge Particle Mass Charge
I
electron e 0.511 MeV -1 up u 2.3 MeV +23
e neutrino νe < 2 eV 0 down d 4.8 MeV −13
II
muon µ 105.658 MeV -1 charm c 1.275 GeV +23
µ neutrino νµ < 2 eV 0 strange s 95 MeV −13
III
tau τ 1776.82 MeV -1 top t 173.07 GeV +23
τ neutrino ντ < 2 eV 0 bottom b 4.18 GeV −13
Table 2.1: The SM fermions, spin-1/2 particles, with their corresponding masses taken
from [7].
In what follows the basic concepts of the SM will be introduced followed by a brief
introduction to SUSY - one plausible extension to the SM which attempts to rectify a
number of the failings identified above.
2.2 Standard Model
The SM treats all the fundamental particles as point-like entities with an internal angular
momentum quantum number, spin. The spin value of fundamental particles classifies them
into one of two categories, fermions with half-integer spin and bosons with integer spins.
Fermions are often referred to as the constituents of matter1, whilst bosons are the force
carriers that mediate interactions between fermions.
The known particle content of the SM is given in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. For each fermion
an anti-matter counterpart also exists with the same mass but opposite quantum numbers.
Fermions are separated into two categories depending on whether or not they interact via
the strong force. Those that do are referred to as quarks and those that do not are referred
to as leptons. Neutrinos are neutral leptons assumed to be massless by the SM that interact
only via the weak force. The charged leptons interact via the electromagnetic and weak
forces. Quarks interact via all three forces of the SM.
In Table 2.1 the three three quark and lepton generations are denoted by I, II and III.
Each generation appears to be identical in every respect other than the particle masses.
The reason for there being exactly three generations is not clear.
1Although only the first generation u -quark, d -quark and electron make up the majority of matter.
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Particle Mass Charge Spin
photon γ - 0 1
W ± 80.385 GeV ±1 1
Z 91.1876 GeV 0 1
gluon g - 0 1
Higgs h 125.9 GeV 0 0
Table 2.2: The SM bosons, integer-spin particles, with their corresponding masses taken
from [7].
The weak interaction does not couple to the “physical” quarks but to weak eigenstates
that correspond to a linear combination of the mass eigenstates with some mixing defined
by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix . The result is the weak interaction
violates quark flavour. It is interesting to note for a CP-violating phase to be present in
the CKM matrix at least three generations are required. In fact, this was the original
motivation for proposing this structure which came even before even the complete second
generation was experimentally verified [8,9]. However, no experimental evidence for a fourth
generation currently exists and in the neutrino sector experimental evidence suggests that
there are only three generations [10].
Not shown in Table 2.1 are the three copies of each quark flavour due to the three
quark colour charges, nor the eight gluons in Table 2.2. In total there are 61 distinct
particles in the SM: 6 quarks each copied 3 times for each colour, their 18 anti-particles
and 8 gluons; 6 leptons, again each with their own corresponding anti-particle, three vector
bosons and one photon; and the Higgs boson. All have been experimentally verified with
the exception of the Higgs boson. However, both ATLAS and CMS have recently been able
to claim observation of a new boson with a mass of ∼ 126 GeV [11, 12] whose properties
appear consistent with a SM Higgs boson [13,14].
2.2.1 Quantum field theory
The SM is constructed by a relativistic quantum field theory (QFT) in which particle
fields that permeate all space are quantised. Excitations in each respective field correspond
to a particle of that field. The Lagrangian formulation is used to derive the dynamics
of and interactions between different particle fields. The application of the concept of
5
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symmetry to the Lagrangian by imposing local gauge invariance introduces new vector
fields. This gives rise to new interaction terms in the Lagrangian which couple the fermion
fields to the new vector fields. Unfortunately this new gauge field is required to be massless
to preserve local gauge invariance, which is clearly at odds with experimental evidence
for the W and Z bosons that are known to be massive [7]. Fortunately however, this
issue can be resolved through the introduction of spontaneous symmetry breaking and the
Higgs mechanism which will discussed in more detail in §2.2.2. The SM is mathematically
described by the combination of the SU(3)C symmetry group generated by the colour
charge and the unified electroweak interaction corresponding to the SU(2)L×U(1)Y group
symmetries of left-handed weak isospin and hypercharge, respectively:
SU(3)C × SU(2)L ×U(1)Y . (2.1)
QED
Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) is perhaps the simplest formulation of QFT in the SM.
This is because the set of gauge transformations of QED commute (the generators are
Abelian). In group theory these transformations are said to belong to the U(1)Q gauge
group. Physically this means that the mediating gauge bosons in QED have no self coupling.
This section will describe how imposing local gauge invariance on the Lagrangian
of free Dirac fields introduces new vector fields that must be massless2. The Lagrangian
density for a free Dirac field, ψ , is given by
L = iψ¯γµ∂µψ −mψ¯ψ. (2.2)
It can trivially be shown that this Lagrangian is invariant under the global transformation
ψ → eiθψ, (2.3)
however it is more interesting to consider the more general case where the gauge transfor-
mation is dependent on position
ψ → eiθ(x)ψ, (2.4)
this is a local gauge transformation. The x dependance on θ now results in an additional
2The remainder of this section will closely follow prescriptions taken from [9], [15] and [16].
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term in the Lagrangian after transformation from the derivative
L→ L − (∂µθψ¯γµψ). (2.5)
However, it is possible to retain invariance under this local gauge transformation by adding
an additional term in the Lagrangian, such that the new Lagrangian is given by
L = ψ¯ (iγµ∂µ −m)ψ − qψ¯γµAµψ. (2.6)
A new gauge field Aµ has been introduced, which under local gauge transformations trans-
forms as
Aµ → Aµ + ∂µλ. (2.7)
Here λ(x) = −1
q
θ(x) and q is the charge of the corresponding particle. This restores the
invariance of the Lagrangian under local gauge transformations. However, the Lagrangian
is now missing a free term for this new vector field. Defining F µν ≡ ∂µAν − ∂νAµ the
following free terms are added
L = −1
4
F µνFµν + 1
2
m2AA
νAν . (2.8)
However, this poses a problem, the first term is invariant under (2.7) the second is not. In
order for the Lagrangian to be invariant under local gauge transformations mA = 0, i.e. the
vector field must be massless. The resulting Lagrangian is
LQED = ψ¯ (iγµ∂µ −m)ψ − 1
4
F µνFµν − qψ¯γµAµψ. (2.9)
Thus, the QED Lagrangian has been derived by taking the Lagrangian for free Dirac
fields and imposing local gauge invariance. This describes all of electrodynamics, free
Dirac particles and their interactions. Note that last two terms in (2.9) correspond to the
Maxwell Lagrangian with current density Jµ = q(ψ¯γµψ) .
At this point it is useful to define the covariant derivative
Dµ ≡ ∂µ + iqAµ. (2.10)
This allows the QED Lagrangian to be written, in more compact notation, as follows
LQED = ψ¯ (iγµDµψ −m)ψ − 1
4
F µνFµν . (2.11)
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QCD
A similar approach can be taken to construct the QCD Lagrangian, however the situation
is more complicated. The strong force can be seen as a manifestation of invariance under
changes of colour charge. Imposing local gauge invariance under the non-Abelian SU(3)C
transformations of quark states introduces the 8 gauge fields that correspond to the 8 gluons
colour states.
The QCD Lagrangian can be written
LQCD = ψ¯ (iγµDµψ −m)ψ − 1
4
Fµν ⋅Fµν , (2.12)
where ψ is defined to be
ψ ≡
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
ψr
ψg
ψb
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, ψ¯ ≡ (ψ¯r, ψ¯g, ψ¯b) , (2.13)
the covariant derivative is defined to be
Dµ ≡ ∂µ + iqλ ⋅Aµ (2.14)
and Fµν is defined to be
Fµν ≡ ∂µAν − ∂νAµ − 2q (Aµ ×Aν) . (2.15)
In (2.14) λ are the Gell-Mann “λ-matrices” which are the SU(3) equivalent of the Pauli
matrices. The SU(3) “cross product” in (2.15) is shorthand for
(B ×C)α = 8∑
β,γ=1
fαβγBβCγ, (2.16)
where the structure constants, fαβγ , are defined by the commutators
[λα, λβ] = 2ifαβγλγ. (2.17)
Of course (2.12) must be replicated 6 times for each quark flavour. The non-Abelian nature
of SU(3)C results in the addition interaction term in (2.15) which gives rise to the triple
and quartic gluon coupling terms. These terms contribute to the weakening of the strong
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force at higher energies or shorter distance scales, a phenomenon known as asymptotic
freedom. Another important feature of QCD is confinement, the fact that the only free
states observed in nature are colour singlets. One important consequence of confinement is
that it causes free partons to hadronise, forming colour singlet states of mesons (rr¯ ,gg¯ ,bb¯)
and baryons (rgb , r¯g¯b¯). Experimentally this means that high energy quarks and gluons
produced in collisions reach the detector as a collimated spray of hadrons, referred to as a
particle jet.
Electroweak unification
The unification of the electromagnetic and weak forces was first suggested by Glashow in
1961 [17]. The disparity in the coupling strengths of the two forces could be explained if the
bosons that mediate weak interactions are very massive. It took the additional insight of
Weinberg and Salam to provide a complete solution utilising the Higgs mechanism [18,19].
The weak current is constructed from the SU(2)L group of weak isospin which is
observed to only couple to left-handed fermions. U(1)Y is the group of weak hypercharge,
Y , which is related to the U(1)Q symmetry group of QED by Y /2 = Q− I3 where Q is the
electric charge and I3 is the third component of weak isospin.
Once again, the starting point is the Dirac Lagrangian and new vector fields are
introduced through imposing local gauge invariance. The electroweak Lagrangian is given
by
LEW = ψ¯ (iγµDµψ −m)ψ − 1
4
Wµν ⋅Wµν −
1
4
BµνBµν , (2.18)
where ψ are the left-handed doublets and right-handed singlets:
ψleptons = ⎛⎜⎝
νeL
e−L
⎞
⎟
⎠
, eR,
⎛
⎜
⎝
νµL
µ−L
⎞
⎟
⎠
, µR,
⎛
⎜
⎝
ντL
τ−L
⎞
⎟
⎠
, τR, (2.19)
ψquarks = ⎛⎜⎝
uL
dL
⎞
⎟
⎠
, uR, dR,
⎛
⎜
⎝
cL
sL
⎞
⎟
⎠
, cR, sR,
⎛
⎜
⎝
tL
bL
⎞
⎟
⎠
, tR, bR. (2.20)
The final two terms in (2.18) correspond to the free terms for the weak vector fields, Wµ ,
and the hypercharge vector field, Bµ . The covariant derivative in this case is given by
Dµ ≡ ∂µ + igWτ ⋅Wµ + igY Y
2
Bµ, (2.21)
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where gW and gY are the coupling constants for each respective field and τ represents the
generators of the SU(2)L group. The corresponding electroweak gauge fields W ±µ , Zµ and
Aµ are linear combinations of the weak and hypercharge fields
W ±µ = 1√
2
(W 1µ ± iW 2µ), (2.22)
Zµ = cos θWW 3µ − sin θWBµ, (2.23)
Aµ = sin θWW 3µ − cos θWBµ. (2.24)
2.2.2 Spontaneous symmetry breaking and the Higgs mechanism
At this stage the gauge fields for the SM bosons of QCD and the electroweak interactions
have been generated by imposing local gauge invariance. However, maintaining this invari-
ance requires that the vector fields be massless. This is not a problem for the photon and
gluons, but it is known from experiment that the W and Z bosons have mass. Fortu-
nately there is a way to manipulate the theory to incorporate massive gauge fields through
spontaneous symmetry breaking and the Higgs mechanism.
The concept of spontaneous symmetry breaking can be introduced by first considering
the simple case of a scalar field ϕ , for which the Lagrangian is given by
L = 1
2
(∂µϕ)(∂µϕ) + 1
2
µ2ϕ2 −
1
4
λ2ϕ4. (2.25)
The second term in (2.25) appears to be a mass term but with the wrong sign. Remembering
that L = T − U , the above Lagrangian has the potential
U(ϕ) = −1
2
µ2ϕ2 +
1
4
λ2ϕ4, (2.26)
where the minimum of U(ϕ) is given by ϕ = ±µ/λ . If a new field variable η is introduced
and defined to be
η ≡ ϕ ± µ
λ
, (2.27)
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U(φ1,φ2)
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ξ
η
Circle of minima,
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Figure 2.1: The potential for a complex scalar field.
this corresponds to a redefinition of the ground state. The resulting Lagrangian is
L = 1
2
(∂µη)(∂µη) − µ2η2 ± µλη3 − 1
4
λ2η4 +
1
4
(µ2/λ)2. (2.28)
The second term in (2.28) now gives mass term with the correct sign, corresponding to a
field with mass
m =√2µ, (2.29)
and the third and fourth terms correspond to triple and quartic scalar couplings.
Whereas the original Lagrangian (2.25) is even, i.e. symmetric, under the exchange
ϕ→ −ϕ , the new Lagrangian (2.28) is not even in η ; the symmetry has been broken. This
is due to the fact that one of the “vacuum” states must arbitrarily be chosen to work with,
thus spontaneously breaking the symmetry. The intrinsic symmetry of the Lagrangian is
hidden by the arbitrary choice of an asymmetric ground state.
This can now be extended to the SU(2) symmetry group, considering a complex
scalar field, ϕ , with Lagrangian
L = 1
2
(∂µϕ)∗(∂µϕ) + 1
2
µ2(ϕ∗ϕ) − 1
2
λ2(ϕ∗ϕ)2. (2.30)
With a potential shown in Figure 2.1. Once more, the requirement that the Lagrangian is
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invariant under local gauge transformations
ϕ→ eiθ(x)ϕ, (2.31)
can be imposed. Of course this means introducing the massless vector field Aµ and the
Lagrangian becomes
L = [(∂µ − iqAµ)ϕ∗] [(∂µ + iqAµ)ϕ] + µ2ϕ∗ϕ − λ2(ϕ∗ϕ)2 − 1
4
F µνFµν . (2.32)
Similarly to (2.27) two new fields can be defined
η ≡ ϕ1 − µ
λ
, ξ ≡ ϕ2 (2.33)
where ξ corresponds to a massless Goldstone boson. By choosing a specific gauge3 the
resulting Lagrangian is
L = [1
2
(∂µη) (∂µη) − µ2η2] + [−1
4
F µνFµν +
1
2
(qµ
λ
)2AµAµ] +Lint (2.34)
Thus, a massive scalar field η has been introduced which corresponds to the famous Higgs
boson and the vector field Aµ has been given mass. This combination of gauge invariance
and spontaneous symmetry breaking is the Higgs mechanism.
In the SM this corresponds to the W and Z bosons acquiring mass whilst the photon
remains massless. The masses are related by
mW± = 1
2
vgY (2.35)
mZ = v
2
√
g2Y + g
2
W (2.36)
cos θW = mW
mZ
(2.37)
where θW is the Weinberg angle and gY and gW are the hypercharge and weak current
coupling strengths.
3This choice is made to eliminate the unwanted Goldstone boson and the troublesome interaction terms
it introduces. The specific gauge choice is θ = − tanϕ1/ϕ2 , which in the transformation ϕ → ϕ′ results in
ϕ′ being real (ϕ′2 = 0).
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Figure 2.2: The evolution of the gauge coupling in the SM (dashed lines) and the MSSM
(solid lines). Figure from [20].
The Higgs mechanism also gives mass to the fermions. The terms in the Lagrangian
corresponding to the the Higgs’ couplings to the first generation fermions take the form
L = −λel¯iLϕieR − λdq¯iLϕidR − λuǫij q¯iLϕ∗juR + hermitian conjugate (2.38)
(2.39)
where lL and qL are the left-handed lepton and quark doublets and eR , dR and uR are the
electron, d- and u-quark right-handed singlets. λe , λd and λu correspond to the electron,
d- and u-quark Yukawa couplings, where the Yukawa couplings are related to the fermion
masses by mf = λfv/√2. The Yukawa couplings are not predicted by the SM, hence neither
are the fermion masses which must be experimentally measured.
2.2.3 Failings of the Standard Model
Although the SM is theoretically and experimentally one of the great triumphs of physics in
the 20th century, it is not without fault. The SM contains several free parameters; it is not
known why there are three generations of fermions or why the masses of the quarks differ
by orders of magnitude. The extent of CP violation and electroweak mixing are further
examples of parameters which must be determined by experiment.
Experimental evidence of neutrino oscillations [21] imply that neutrinos must have
13
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Figure 2.3: Feynman diagrams showing contributions to the Higgs boson mass from
fermion loops.
mass. However, in the SM the weak interaction only couples to left-handed neutrinos which
are predicted to be massless indicating the SM is incomplete in this regard.
In other areas the SM model provides no explanation at all. Gravity is not incor-
porated in the SM and despite indirect experimental evidence for DM the SM does not
postulate any candidates for DM. Unification of the fundamental forces is certainly a de-
sirable quality in a “theory of everything”. Although, as can be seen in Figure 2.2, there is
some convergence of the strength of the force couplings at very high energies they do not
converge exactly. Another serious concern for the SM is what is known as the hierarchy
problem.
The hierarchy problem
The hierarchy problem [22–25] refers to the fact that the Higgs boson mass, m2H , receives
divergent quantum corrections from virtual effects of all particles that couple to the Higgs
boson field. The relevant Lagrangian contains the term −λfHf¯f and the corresponding
correction to m2H due to fermion loops, such as the diagram shown in Figure 2.3, is given
by
∆m2H = − λ
2
f
8π2
[Λ2UV − 6m2f ln (ΛUV/mf) + ...] (2.40)
where λf is the fermion Yukawa coupling and ΛUV is the ultraviolet momentum cut-off
which corresponds to the lower limit at which new physics can enter which alters the
high-energy behaviour of the theory. The largest contributions come from the top quark
as λf ≃ 1. It is known that the SM is only an effective field theory, since gravity is not
included. As such, it can only be valid up to some cut-off scale, the Planck scale, MP ∼ 1019 ,
where the effects of gravity become comparable to the other forces. If it is assumed that
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ΛUV ≃ MP the resulting corrections to the m2H are of order 1034 GeV. However, from
electroweak precision measurements, such as electroweak couplings and the W and top
masses, the Higgs boson mass is expected to be O(100 GeV) [26]. Not only that, but in
order to preserve unitarity in vector boson scattering the Higgs boson mass is required to
be below ∼ 1 TeV [27, 28]. Therefore, in order to achieve a Higgs boson mass at the scale
expected from precision measurements and unitarity arguments cancellations in the various
contributions to m2H must be precise to 17 orders of magnitude. The requirement for this
seemingly very unnatural level of cancellation is referred to as the hierarchy problem.
2.3 Supersymmetry
Several theories exist that provide extensions to the SM in order to rectify some of the
issues described in the previous section. Examples of such theories are Large Extra Dimen-
sions [29] and Kaluza-Klein [30] models. However, the theory that the rest of this section
is dedicated to describing is the theory of supersymmetry (SUSY)4 [31–39]. The simple
concept of SUSY is to introduce a symmetry between bosons and fermions resulting in the
prediction of many new superpartner particles that accompany the existing SM particles.
A natural introduction to this idea comes in the context of the hierarchy problem,
previously discussed in §2.2.3. In (2.40) the contributions to m2H from fermion loops are
given. It possible to imagine similar contributions from a massive complex scalar of the
form
∆m2H = λS8π2 [Λ2UV − 2m2S ln (ΛUV/mS) + ...] (2.41)
where λS is the Yukawa coupling of the scalar.
The corresponding Feynman diagrams for these fermion and scalar contributions are shown
in Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4, respectively. Comparing the form of (2.40) and (2.41) a clear
similarity in structure is present which implies a deeper underlying fermion-boson symmetry
could exist. Note the difference in sign of these contributions. In fact the contributions
from Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 give the following total radiative correction to the Higgs
boson mass:
∆m2H ∣total = λ
2
f
4π2
[(m2f −m2S) ln (ΛUV/mS) + 3m2f ln (mS/mf)] , (2.42)
4The description given in this section closely follows that of [20].
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Figure 2.4: Feynman diagram showing contributions to the Higgs boson mass from scalar
loops.
and will cancel exactly if each SM fermion has partnering complex scalars with λ2f = −λS
and mf =mS . This boson-fermion symmetry is SUSY.
2.3.1 Foundations of SUSY
The supersymmetric transformation operator, Q , is defined such that it transforms a
bosonic state into a fermionic state and a fermionic state into a bosonic state
Q ∣Boson⟩ = ∣Fermion⟩ , (2.43)
Q ∣Fermion⟩ = ∣Boson⟩ . (2.44)
A single particle state has corresponding fermion and boson states that are organised into
a supermultiplet. Each state in the supermultiplet must have equal mass and must reside
in the same representation of the gauge group because the SUSY generators commute with
the gauge transformation generators. Therefore, all states in a supermultiplet share the
same quantum numbers of electric charge, weak isospin, and colour. Each supermultiplet
has the same number of fermionic and bosonic degrees of freedom.
The result is that SM particles must reside in either chiral or gauge supermultiplets
with a superpartner that differs by half a unit of spin. The SM quarks and leptons form one
component of a chiral supermultiplet alongside spin-0 scalar superpartners. These scalar
particles are denoted with a tilde and their names are prepended with an “s” for scalar.
For example, the superpartner of the quark is referred to as a squark and is denoted q˜ .
As the left-handed quarks and leptons have different gauge transformation properties, so
do their superparters. The left-handed quark qL has the superpartner q˜L , but in this case
the label refers only to the handedness of the squark’s superpartner and not the helicity
16
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Name spin-0 spin-1/2 SU(3)C ,SU(2)L,U(1)Y
quarks, squarks (u˜Ld˜L) (uLdL) (3,2, 16)
(× 3 families) u˜∗R u
†
R (3¯,1,−23)
d˜∗R d
†
R (3¯,1, 13)
leptons, sleptons (ν˜e˜L) (νeL) (1,2, 13)
(× 3 families) e˜∗R e
†
R (1,1,1)
Higgs, higgsinos (H+uH0u) (H˜+u H˜0u) (1,2, 12)(H0dH−d ) (H˜0dH˜−d ) (1,2,−12)
Table 2.3: Chiral supermultiplets.
Name spin-1/2 spin-1 SU(3)C ,SU(2)L,U(1)Y
gluon, gluino g˜ g (8,1,0)
W bosons, Winos W˜ ±, W˜ 0 W ±,W 0 (1,3,0)
B boson, Binos B˜0 W 0 (1,1,0)
Table 2.4: Gauge supermultiplets.
of the sparticle. However, as the superpartners share the same gauge group it is only the
left-handed squarks and sleptons that couple to the W boson.
Similarly, the gauge bosons combine with their spin-1/2 superpartners to form a gauge
supermultiplet. The superpartners of the gauge bosons are referred to as gauginos and also
denoted with a tilde. The gaugino fermions are required to have the same transformation
properties for left- and right-handed components. The superpartner to the W boson is
called the Wino, the superpartner of the B -boson is the Bino and the superpartner to the
gluon is called the gluino.
Having spin-0 it appears that the Higgs boson should belong to a chiral supermultiplet.
In the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) there are two Higgs supermulti-
plets, one which gives masses to the up-type quarks, Hu , and the other to the down-type
quarks, Hd . Keeping the notation of suffixing the spin-1/2 superpartners with “-ino” the
superpartners of the Higgs boson are called higgsinos.
The chiral supermultiplets and gauge supermultiplets which constitute the MSSM
[40–44] are shown in Table 2.3 and Table 2.4.
With the formulation of SUSY described so far in this section the superpartners are
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still expected to have the same mass as their SM counterparts. Such particles would have
been straightforward to discover and the lack of experimental evidence for them implies
that SUSY is a broken symmetry. Furthermore, the symmetry should be broken in such
a way as to preserve the cancellations in contributions to m2H that are such an attractive
aspect of SUSY. This kind symmetry breaking is referred to a soft symmetry breaking. If
the mass scale associated with terms in the supersymmetric Lagrangian corresponding to
this soft symmetry breaking is given by msoft , the corresponding corrections to m2H are
given by
∆m2H =m2soft [ λ16π2 ln (ΛUV/msoft) + ...] , (2.45)
where λ is the relevant coupling. From (2.45) it is clear that msoft cannot be too large
otherwise the m2soft corrections to m
2
H would be unnaturally large and the solution to the
hierarchy problem is lost.
The superpartners described so far, and listed in Table 2.3 and Table 2.4, are not
necessarily the mass eigenstates of the theory after symmetry breaking. There can be
mixing between the electroweak gauginos and the higgsinos, and within the various sets of
squarks and sleptons and Higgs scalars. The neutral fermionic MSSM content, consisting
of the neutral bino, wino and Higgsino (H˜0u, H˜0d) , mix to form four neutral particles called
neutralinos and denoted χ˜01,2,3,4 . Two chargino states, χ˜
±
1,2 , arise from a mix of the charged
winos W˜ ± and Higgsinos (H˜+u , H˜−d ) . In the squark sector the amount of mixing is propor-
tional to the corresponding standard model partner mass and is hence only non-negligible
in the third generation. The stop t˜L and t˜R mix to form the t˜1 and t˜2 . Similarly the
superpartners of the right and left handed sbottom mix to form the b˜1 and b˜2 , this is de-
scribed in more detail in §7.2.1. The same applies to sleptons and only staus are considered
to mix significantly, forming the τ˜1 and τ˜2 from the τ˜L and τ˜R . The mixing is summarised
in Table 2.5.
2.3.2 Unification
The electromagnetic and weak forces are now known to be two components of the unified
electro-weak force. This implies that there could be some grand unification theory (GUT)
which unifies all of the fundamental forces [45]. Therefore, the forces are manifest as distinct
entities simply because this unification occurs at a very high energy scale. Such a unification
is a certainly an attractive property for any new theory of beyond the SM (BSM) physics.
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Original states Mass eigenstates Names
B˜0,W˜ 0,H˜0u,H˜
0
d χ˜
0
1,χ˜
0
2,χ˜
0
3,χ˜
0
4 neutralinos
W˜ ±,H˜+u ,H˜
−
d χ˜
±
1 ,χ˜
±
2 charginos(t˜L, t˜R),(b˜L, b˜R) (t˜1, t˜2),(b˜1, b˜2) stops and sbottoms(τ˜L, τ˜R) (τ˜1, τ˜2) staus
Table 2.5: The mass eigenstates that result from mixing in the MSSM.
The evolution of each of the couplings in the SM is shown by the dashed lines in Figure 2.2.
The SM particle content is not sufficient to ensure that the electromagnetic, weak and strong
couplings all converge at some high unification scale. However, the new particles predicted
by SUSY cause the evolution of the running couplings to change. Figure 2.2 (solid lines)
shows that the additional particle content of the MSSM has just the right effect on the
evolution of the couplings that close to perfect unification occurs at ∼ 1016 GeV. This
result is one of the many attractive aspects of SUSY.
2.3.3 R-parity
There are processes in the MSSM which allow for proton decay. An example of such a
process is shown in Figure 2.5. Experimental evidence provides a lower limit on the proton
lifetime, for example the Super-Kamiokande collaboration sets a limit on the p → K+ν¯
decay channel of > 2.3 × 1033 years [46]. This implies that if such a process did exist it
must be inconceivably rare. One way such processes can be avoided is by imposing the
requirement that R-parity, RP , is conserved. The result of this ad-hoc requirement is that
all lepton number violating terms in the supersymmetric Lagrangian are disallowed. RP is
defined as follows
RP = (−1)2S+3B+L (2.46)
where S , B and L refer to spin, baryon number and lepton number respectively. The
requirement that this multiplicative quantum number is conserved in all interactions has
several important consequences for SUSY phenomenology. From the definition of (2.46) it
is clear that SM particles have RP = +1 and SUSY particles RP = −1. As the LHC is a p−p
collider, the initial state has RP = +1, therefore all SUSY interactions must contain two
SUSY particles. This means that SUSY particles must be produced in even numbers and
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Figure 2.5: An example process that could lead to proton decay if R-parity were violated.
Figure from [20].
they must decay to an odd number of SUSY particles. Importantly it also means that the
lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) must be stable. The fact that no such stable SUSY
particle has been observed implies that it must be neutral and weakly interacting. Thus, R-
parity conserving SUSY predicts a stable massive neutral weakly-interaction particle - these
are the required properties for a DM candidate. This seemingly innocuous requirement to
preserve the proton lifetime appears to resolve yet another shortcoming of the SM. It should
be stated that not all SUSY models provide just the right kind of LSP to give the observed
DM density as will be discussed in the following section.
2.3.4 Implications of cosmological and precision measurements
The LHC and its detectors are not the first experiments to search for supersymmetric parti-
cles. Constraints exist from previous generations of collider experiments, most significantly
the Large Electron-Positron (LEP) collider at CERN and the Tevatron proton-antiproton
collider at Fermilab. In addition, there are constraints from cosmological measurements,
such as the observed DM relic density, and from direct DM detection experiments. Finally,
there are also constraints from indirect measurements of low-energy observables.
Each will now be discussed in more detail. For convenience, and because until re-
cently it has been the focus of a large proportion of SUSY searches, the following shall be
considered specifically in the context of the Constrained MSSM (CMSSM) [47–52]. The
CMSSM is defined by only five parameters; the scalar superpartners along with the gaugi-
nos have a common masses at the SUSY-breaking scale, denoted m0 and m1/2 respectively;
the universal trilinear scalar coupling, A0 , the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of
the two Higgs boson fields, tanβ , and the sign of the higgsino mass parameter, µ .
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Figure 2.6: (a) Feynman diagrams that contribute to BS → µµ from the SM (top) and
a possible SUSY scenario (bottom). (b) Constraints on the CMSSM from
flavour physics measurements. The colours indicate which regions of the
m1/2−m0 plane are excluded by the corresponding measurement given in the
legend. Figure (b) from [54].
Indirect constraints
Flavour physics measurements place tight constraints on SUSY parameter space and on
models for BSM physics in general. The precise measurement of branching fractions of
rare B -meson decays is interesting as such decays can be rare because they involve loop
diagrams mediated by heavy particles. Measurements can, therefore, exclude the possibility
of contributions from new heavy particles. For example the BS → µµ branching ratio is
sensitive to additional interactions that contribute via loop diagrams, such as the one shown
on the bottom of Figure 2.6(a), which are sensitive to some SUSY scenarios. Several such
measurements and their impact on the CMSSM m0 −m1/2 plane are discussed in [53] and
shown in Figure 2.6(b).
Another low-energy measurement that indirectly constrains SUSY parameter space
is the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, or g−2. Again, heavier particles can con-
tribute in the loop corrections. The latest results are described in [55] and their implications
for SUSY discussed in [56,57].
Astrophysical constraints
Astrophysical observations also serve to constrain SUSY parameter space. Most notably,
the compatibility of SUSY models with the observed DM relic density. After the universe
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Figure 2.7: (a) Feynman diagrams of possible mechanisms for reduction of the DM relic
density. These diagrams (from top to bottom) correspond to the following
regions on the CMSSM m1/2 −m0 plane: the bulk region, the co-annihilation
region, the funnel region and the focus point. (b) A schematic diagram of the
CMSSM m1/2−m0 plane showing the above mentioned regions and the (green
shaded) areas on the plane where the predicted DM relic density coincides
with the observed value. The magenta shaded area shows the region where
electroweak symmetry no longer occurs and the brown shaded region shows
the area where the stau is the LSP and is therefore excluded by constraints
against charged dark matter. Figure (b) from [58].
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has expanded sufficiently, the DM particle density is becomes so low that the probability
of one DM particle finding another to annihilate is very small. At this point the amount
of DM is said to have frozen out and the density of remaining DM is the relic density. The
most recent DM relic density measurement from WMAP is ΩDM ≃ 0.227 ± 0.014 [59].
R-parity conserving SUSY models predict a LSP which would be consistent with a
weakly-interacting massive particle (WIMP), one possible manifestation of DM. But the
nature of the predicted LSP vary for different models and are by no means guaranteed to
provide an LSP and resulting DM density prediction that is compatible with the observed
value. While SUSY models are not required to provide all of the DM in the universe, many
SUSY models predict too high a relic density. The DM annihilation cross section increases
with increased LSP coupling and decreases with increasing LSP mass. Therefore, SUSY
models with LSPs that have too small couplings, or are too heavy, or both, result in too low
a rate of annihilation and too high a relic density when the freeze out occurs. Fortunately,
there are mechanisms that reduce the relic density as will now be described.
Figure 2.7(b) shows the CMSSM m1/2 −m0 plane, the green shaded area corresponds
to the region in which the calculated relic density is found to be consistent with a relic
density of 0.1 < Ωχh2 < 0.3. The green band has several distinct regions which correspond
to different mechanisms for reducing the relic density.
For all values of tanβ there is a bulk region at low m1/2 and m0 where annihilation via
sfermion exchange is dominant. At large m1/2 , stau and stop co-annihilation contributes
as the sfermion becomes nearly degenerate with the neutralino. For larger values of tanβ
with increasing m1/2 , the pseudo-scalar mass, mA begins to drop so that 2mχ ≃ mA and
s-channel annihilation via an A-boson contribute. This gives rise to the funnel region. At
very large m0 the value of µ falls and the LSP becomes more Higgsino-like and annihilation
proceeds through scattering into WW , ZZ , hh and Zh channels. This is referred to as
the focus point. Feynman diagrams that contribute to the above four regions, respectively
in the order discussed, are shown in Figure 2.7(a) from top to bottom.
Collider constraints
Previous colliders such as LEP and the Tevatron have searched for supersymmetric particles
in a number of scenarios. Some of the limits on searches for supersymmetric partners to
third generation squarks are described in more detail in Chapter 7.
The Tevatron experiments set limits with analyses focussing on final states with
jets and missing transverse momentum, vetoing events with leptons. At the Tevatron
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Figure 2.8: The Higgs boson mass in the MSSM as a function of the lightest
top squark mass, mt˜1 , with red/blue solid lines computed using Sus-
pect [67]/FeynHiggs [68–71]. The two upper lines are for maximal top squark
mixing assuming degenerate stop soft masses, while the two lower lines are
for zero top squark mixing. Figure from [65].
(and the LHC) the QCD production cross sections of squarks and gluinos production are
dominant. Exclusion limits on squark and gluino masses were set by CDF [60] and D0 [61]
of ∼ 400 GeV in the CMSSM framework. At LEP the DELPHI experiment performed a
search for gauginos and sleptons in a CMSSM model [62] and set lower limits on the masses
of the lightest neutralino and chargino of 45.5 GeV and 94 GeV respectively. In addition,
limits on slepton masses were set by DELPHI [62] and ALEPH [63] of between 80 and
100 GeV.
More recently, the discovery of a particle compatible with the SM Higgs boson has
significant implications for SUSY. In the MSSM after symmetry breaking the two Higgs
boson doublet fields, Hu and Hd , result in five physical Higgs bosons; two neutral CP-even
scalars, h and H , a neutral CP-odd pseudoscalar A and a pair of charged scalars H± .
Over most of the MSSM parameter space, the lightest Higgs boson, h , is SM-like so that
SM Higgs boson search results can also be re-interpreted in terms of h [64]. In the MSSM,
given constraints from LEP, mh is expected to be lighter than ∼ 135 GeV [65], so the
measured value of ∼ 126 GeV appears to be in the required region. However, at tree-level
mh is approximately equal to mZ . Raising mh up towards the measured value can be
achieved via radiative corrections, but with the consequence that relatively high sparticle
masses or maximal mixing stop mixing is required [66] as shown in Figure 2.8. This also
has important implications for naturalness and fine-tuning which will be discussed in more
detail in §7.2.1.
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LHC general SUSY searches
The LHC has been collecting data for over two years and, in the absence of any observed
deviation from the SM, has set exclusion limits over a significant range of SUSY parameter
space. Some of these limits are derived in the context of searches for stop and sbottom
squarks, these are not discussed here as they are subject of Chapters 7, 8 and 9.
Some of the most inclusive SUSY searches looks for events containing jets and missing
transverse energy and vetoing those with leptons. In ATLAS these are referred to as
0-lepton analyses. Such analyses target squark and gluino production in hadronic final
states. The analysis model is to veto events with leptons then suppress the QCD multijet
background with some kinematic requirements based on the configuration of the jets and
missing transverse energy. The sensitivity to squark and gluino production is then enhanced
with several other kinematic quantities such as meff [72], Razor variables [73], αT [74] and
MT2 [75].
No significant excess is observed in either the
√
s = 7 TeV or √s = 8 TeV datasets.
The
√
s = 7 TeV results are interpreted in the CMSSM m0 − m1/2 plane as shown in
Figure 2.9(a) and (b) for ATLAS and CMS respectively. Figure 2.9(c) and (d) show the
ATLAS exclusion
√
s = 8 TeV exclusion limits for the CMSSM m0−m1/2 and mq˜−,g˜ planes
respectively.
A large range of the CMSSM plane is now excluded and, more significantly with
respect to third generation squark production, first and second generation squarks and
gluinos are excluded for masses up to ∼ 1 TeV. This imposes strong constraints for natural
SUSY models and firmly directs the emphasis on a natural solution to the hierarchy problem
towards the third generation squarks. This is discussed in more detail in §7.2.1.
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Figure 2.9: Exclusion limits in the CMSSM m0 −m1/2 plane with 2011
√
s = 7 TeV data
from ATLAS (a) and CMS (b). Figures from [72] and [76]. Exclusion limits
from ATLAS in the CMSSM m0−m1/2 (c) and mg˜−mq˜ (d) planes using 2012√
s = 8 TeV. Figures from [77] and [78].
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Chapter 3
The LHC and ATLAS detector
3.1 Introduction
To probe physics at the TeV scale high energy particle collisions are required. Accelerating
particles to these very high energies necessitates large scale projects such as the LHC. The
LHC and its four main detectors, ATLAS, CMS, LHCb and ALICE are based at CERN (the
European Organisation for Nuclear Research), located on the Franco-Swiss border outside
Geneva, see Figure 3.5(b). This Chapter will give a short introduction to hadron colliders,
a brief description of the LHC and the CERN accelerator complex and an overview of the
ATLAS detector.
The author’s contribution in this Chapter is described in §3.7.2; the implementation
of a framework to read information about the ATLAS semiconductor tracker configuration
and display it in graphical format on a dedicated webpage.
3.2 Hadron colliders
Since the late 1960s the experimental setup of particle colliders has remained essentially un-
changed [79]. Two beams of particles (or antiparticles) accelerated and directed by electric
and magnetic fields are brought together for head-on collisions at the interaction points
inside the detectors. The collision centre-of-mass (CoM) frame approximately coincides
with the laboratory frame.
The benefit of colliding beams over the preceding fixed target approach is that all
the energy of the beams can be converted into mass for new particles. In fixed target
experiments conservation of momentum requires that some of the collision energy must go
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of the parton model of a hard scattering process. Figure
from [80].
into giving kinetic energy to the particles produced in the collision. This energy is then
not available to contribute to production of heavier particles.
Although the LHC is capable of colliding ions, such as lead, the data used in this
thesis are only those collected during pp collisions.
3.2.1 The parton model
At the high energies and correspondingly small distance scales probed at the LHC the
incoming protons cannot be thought of as point particles, instead collisions are the result
of interactions between quarks and gluons. The formulation for describing these interactions
is known as the parton model [81] and is described schematically in Figure 3.1.
In the case of an e+e− collider the CoM frame is the laboratory frame, however this is
not the case for a pp collider. The proton constituents, u-quarks, d-quarks and gluons as
well as sea quarks and anti-quarks that arise due to quantum fluctuations can all take part
in the interaction, albeit the latter with a significantly lower probability. These partons
carry some fraction, x , of the proton energy. Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) experimental
measurements have shown that quarks carry only approximately 50% of the proton energy
at Q2 100 GeV2 , the rest is carried by the gluons [82]. Parton Distribution Functions
(PDFs) which describe the probability of a given parton having a particular x value are
shown in Figure 3.2.
As the partons involved in the hard interaction can carry different fractions of the
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Figure 3.2: MSTW 2008 NLO parton distribution functions at 10 GeV2 (Left) and
104 GeV2 (Right). Figures from [83].
proton momenta it is possible for there to be an asymmetry in the collision and hence the
CoM frame undergoes a Lorentz boost in the z -direction. This has an important effect on
event kinematics and reconstruction, introducing an additional unknown into calculations,
as is discussed further in Chapter 4.
3.2.2 Luminosity
An important consideration for any collider experiment is the number of events that will
be produced for a given process. This number is given by the process production cross
section multiplied by the integrated luminosity, L ,
Nevent = σeventL = σevent∫ Ldt. (3.1)
The cross sections for a number of SM processes are shown in Figure 3.3. The instantaneous
luminosity, L , of a pp collider is given by
L = N2b nbfrevγr
4πǫnβ∗
F, (3.2)
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where Nb is the number of particles per bunch, nb is the number of bunches per beam,
frev is the revolution frequency, γr is the relativistic gamma factor, ǫn is the normalised
transverse beam emittance, β∗ is the beta function at the collision point and F is the
geometric luminosity reduction factor due to the crossing angle at the interaction point [84].
The product of ǫn and β∗ essentially gives the area of the beam spot at the interation point.
To maximise the number of events produced for a given process in a given time, it is
clearly important to have the largest possible instantaneous luminosity. From (3.2) it can
be seen that there are a number of ways to increase this value. For example, increasing the
number of particles in the bunches or the number bunches per beam, or both.
3.2.3 Structure of an event
Collision conditions are sensitive to the beam parameters. With an increase in the number
of particles per bunch the probability of a hard collision increases, but also the number of
soft interactions per bunch crossing. A single bunch crossing containing several pp interac-
tions is referred to as in-time pileup. This can lead to a large background of predominately
soft hadronic activity in collisions, which has several effects on event reconstruction, as will
be described in §3.5.
Increasing the number of bunches per beam can lead to more out-of-time pileup. This
is where the detector hardware, that has an operation cycle of similar or longer timescale
to the time between bunch crossings, can be affected by the bunch crossings before or after
the one under consideration. However, In 2011 and 2012 data-taking it has proved to be
considerably less significant than in-time pileup. In the rest of this thesis, unless explicitly
stated, the term pileup will relate to in-time pileup.
Another background in pp collisions comes from interactions between the remnant
partons of the colliding protons not involved in the hard processes. This is referred to
as the underlying event (UE). It is also possible to have collisions where multiple partons
from the same proton are involved in hard interactions. This is referred to as multi-parton
interactions (MPI).
Accelerated charges (colour or electromagnetic) will emit radiation. This gives rise to
two other important phenomena at colliders: initial state radiation (ISR) and final state
radiation (FSR). ISR corresponds to emissions associated with the incoming partons and
FSR corresponds to emissions associated with the outgoing partons and decay products of
particles produced in the interaction.
It is clear that the environment of a pp collision can be very messy indeed. Figure 3.4
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Figure 3.4: Pictorial representation of a tt¯h event as produced by an event generator.
Figure from [85].
provides a schematic diagram of the many contributions that constitute an event. A more
detailed discussion of the simulation of these contributions is given in §4.5.
3.3 The Large Hadron Collider
The LHC is a particle accelerator, 27 km in circumference, capable of accelerating protons
and lead ions to higher energies than any other existing experiment. Particles are acceler-
ated around the LHC ring directed by its 1232 dipole and 506 quadrupole superconducting
magnets which operate with a peak magnetic field of 8 T.
The LHC is the final step in a chain of accelerators at CERN, see Figure 3.5(a). A
humble gas bottle supplies hydrogen atoms from which the electrons are stripped using an
electric field. The remaining protons are accelerated to an energy of 50 MeV by Linac 2,
before being accelerated further to 1.4 GeV by the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB). The
proton beam then enters the Proton Synchrotron (PS) and the beam energy is increased to
25 GeV. Finally, the beam is accelerated up to an energy of 450 GeV by the Super Proton
Synchrotron (SPS). From here the beam is split in two and each part is accelerated around
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Parameter Nominal 2011 2012 Units
Proton energy 7000 3500 4000 GeV
Number of particles per bunch 1.15 × 1011 1.45 × 1011 1.5 × 1011
Number of bunches 2808 1380 1380
Peak luminosity in IP1 and IP5 1.0 × 1034 3.8 × 1033 7.7 × 1033 cm−2 s−1
Time between collisions 49.90 49.90 24.05 ns
Delivered integrated luminosity - 5.5 23.3 fb−1
Table 3.1: LHC operating parameters, nominal values from LHC Design Report [84], 2011
values from 3rd Evian Workshop on LHC beam operation [88] and 2012 values
from 4th Evian Workshop on LHC beam operation.
the LHC in different directions.
The two beams are forced to collide at four interaction points around the LHC. These
correspond to the four main experiments ALICE, ATLAS, CMS and LHCb. The nominal
design values of selected LHC operating parameters are shown in Table 3.1, along with the
actual values reached during 2011 and 2012 data taking.
3.4 The ATLAS detector
ATLAS [89] is one of four main detectors situated along the LHC ring. It is a multipurpose
detector designed with the aim of operating a wide physics program, from high precision
measurements to searches for new physics.
ATLAS has a mass of ∼ 7000 tonnes and its design is largely dominated by the
choice of magnet system: a thin central superconducting solenoid and three large outer
superconducting toroids. The detector consists of several different sub-detectors arranged
in concentric forward-backward symmetric cylindrical layers, giving near-hermetic coverage.
The inner detector, located within the solenoid and immersed in a 2 T magnetic field, is
dedicated to measuring particle tracks. Starting from the detector closest to the beam
pipe it is subdivided into a silicon pixel detector, a silicon strip detector, known as the
semiconductor tracker (SCT), and a straw-tube tracking detector, known as the transition
radiation tracker (TRT). Outside of the solenoid, the calorimetery is located. The inner
electromagnetic calorimeter makes use of a liquid argon scintillator (LAr) and the outer
hadronic calorimeter is constructed of iron/scintillator tiles. A toroidal magnet system is
located outside of the calorimeters and is surrounded by an array of muon detectors.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.5: The CERN accelerator complex (a) and schematic diagram of the position of
the LHC and experiments underground (b). Figures from [86] and [87].
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Figure 3.6: Schematic diagram of the ATLAS detector. Figure from [89].
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3.5 Co-ordinate system
In ATLAS a combination of both cartesian and spherical co-ordinate systems are used. In
both cases the origin is defined to be the nominal interaction point. In the right-handed
cartesian co-ordinate system the z -axis is defined to be the direction of the beam, the
positive x-axis points from the interaction point to the centre of the LHC ring and the
positive y -axis points upwards. The azimuthal angle ϕ is measured around the beam axis,
and the polar angle θ is the angle from the beam axis.
It is often useful to define variables transverse to the direction of the beam. The
partons involved in hard interactions have an unknown fraction of the momentum of the
incoming protons. Therefore, collisions will not be at rest in the z -direction in laboratory
frame. However, in the transverse plane there is negligible net momentum, so conservation
of momentum can be applied. Transverse quantities refer to projections in the x-y plane,
for example transverse momentum, pT , and transverse energy ET . It is also useful to define
the quantity pseudorapidity, η = − ln[tan(θ/2)] , which is an approximation to rapidity,
y = 1/2 ln[E+pz
E−pz
] , for massless objects. This is often used in place of θ as differences in y
are invariant under longitudinal Lorentz boosts. Another useful parameter to define is the
distance between objects in the η -ϕ plane defined as follows,
∆R =√∆ϕ2 +∆η2. (3.3)
Note that this quantity is also invariant under longitudinal Lorentz boosts.
3.6 Magnet system
Precise measurement of charged particle momenta requires a strong magnetic field. ATLAS
utilises a hybrid system of a central superconducting solenoid and three outer supercon-
ducting toroids. In totality the magnet system is 22 m in diameter and 26 m in length,
providing a magnetic field over a volume of 12,000 m3 , with a stored energy of 1.6 GJ [89].
The solenoid provides the inner detector with a 2 T axial magnetic field. Crucially,
this high field strength is obtained whilst keeping the solenoid thin in order to reduce the
material in front of the electromagnetic calorimeter. The solenoid is aligned to the beam
axis, it is 5.8 m in length and has an outer diameter of 2.56 m.
The toroid system is divided into three regions, the barrel and two endcaps. The
barrel region is constructed from eight coils and produces a toroidal magnetic field of ap-
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Figure 3.7: Schematic diagram of the ATLAS magnet system. Figure from [90].
proximately 0.5 T for the central muon detectors. The endcap toroids are also constructed
from 8 coils each and produce a magnetic field of approximately 1 T for the muon detectors
in the end-cap regions.
3.7 Inner detector
The inner detector, shown in full in Figure 3.8(a), and with a cross section of the barrel
in Figure 3.8(b), is the closest detector to the beam pipe. It is responsible for measur-
ing the position and momentum of charged particle tracks to very high precision. This
is especially important for measurement of primary and secondary vertices and electron
identification. With the luminosity produced by the LHC the track density in ATLAS is
expected to be extremely high. In order to obtain the precise vertex and momentum resolu-
tion fine-granularity detectors are essential. The various components of the inner detector
are designed to have the best possible resolution whilst minimising the amount of material
placed in front of the calorimeters. The inner detector is composed of three subdetectors
which are described in more detail in the following sections. Table 3.2 gives an overview of
the intrinsic measurement accuracies of the inner detector subdetectors which are driven
by the performance requirements of ATLAS [89].
3.7.1 Pixel detector
The pixel detector is the closest detector the to beam line and has the finest granularity of
detecting material and hence the best resolution. The pixel detector is composed of 1744
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Detector component Intrinsic accuracy µm
Pixel
barrel 10(R −ϕ) 115(z)
endcap 10(R −ϕ) 115(R)
SCT
barrel 17(R −ϕ) 580(z)
endcap 17(R −ϕ) 580(R)
TRT 130
Table 3.2: Inner detector intrinsic measurement accuracies [89].
(a) (b)
Figure 3.8: Schematic diagram of the ATLAS inner detector (a) and of a particle travers-
ing the different sub-detectors in the inner detector barrel region. Figures
from [89].
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modules each with ∼50,000 50 × 400µm2 pixels. These are arranged into 3 barrel layers
and 6 endcap disks (3 on each end). In total there are ∼140 million silicon pixels. The
pixel detector has an intrinsic accuracy of 10 µm in the R − ϕ direction and 115 µm in
the z direction [89], hence its high resolution and vertexing capability.
3.7.2 Semiconductor tracker
The semiconductor tracker (SCT) is situated outside the pixel detector and like the pixel
detector is of modular silicon design. The SCT however makes use of silicon strips rather
than pixels. The construction of the SCT is heavily influenced by the requirement to reduce
the amount of material in front of the calorimetry which is especially important due to the
relatively high density of the pixel detector.
The SCT is composed of 4088 modules and is characterised by two regions, the barrel
and endcaps. Two types of SCT module exist, one for each region. The barrel modules are
arranged into 4 concentric layers (2112 modules) and the endcaps into 18 disks, 9 on each
side, (1976 modules) [89] as shown in Figure 3.8(a). The two types of SCT modules are
shown in Figure 3.9.
Although differing in shape between barrel and endcap the general structure of all
modules is the same. Each module consists of two back-to-back wafers covered with 768
silicon strips (1536 per module). The two wafers are offset by a stereo angle of 40 mrads.
This allows for 2D track hit reconstruction and reduces noise. In the barrel the SCT has
a hit precision of 17 µm in the r − ϕ coordinate and 580 µm in the z coordinate. The
forward region has a precision of 17 µm in the z − ϕ coordinate and 580 µm in the r
coordinate. [91].
SCT readout system
The SCT modules communicate with the off-detector electronics through optical connec-
tions, as shown in the schematic diagram in Figure 3.10(a). The off-detector hardware is
composed of the Data Acquisition system (DAQ) and the Detector Control Systems (DCS).
The DAQ is composed of Readout Driver (ROD) crates, each containing up to 16 ROD
and Back of Crate (BOC) card pairs which work together and are each responsible for 48
modules.
DCS manages the monitoring of all the detector subsystem’s common infrastructure
and communication with the CERN services such as cooling, power supplies, ventilation and
39
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.9: SCT barrel module (a) and endcap module (b).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.10: (a) SCT DAQ system schematic. (b) Standard module readout configuration
(Top), module configuration for bypassing a failed chip (Middle) and module
configuration for broken optical Rx link or master chip (Bottom). Figures
from [92] and [93].
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safety. The RODs are responsible for forwarding the data on to ATLAS’s Readout Buffer
(ROB) which compiles all the data for event building. They also control the generation of
the command signals to be sent to the BOC as well as interpreting the returning signals
received by the BOC from the modules. The BOC card manages optical signals transmitted
to the modules through the transmit (Tx) channels and those returning from the modules
through the receive (Rx) channels. Each module has an optical package which contains
one PIN1 diode and two VCSELs2. The PIN diode receives the clock and command signals
sent from the Tx fibres and the two VCSELs send the optical signals converted from the
readout generated by the two master chips along the Rx fibres.
The module readout is initiated by a L1 accepted trigger (the ATLAS trigger system
is described in Chapter 5) signal which is sent along the Tx channel. The master chip
(as shown in Figure 3.10(b)) then begins readout with a L1 trigger and bunch crossing
indicator and then reads the hit information from the chip itself before passing a token to
the following chip in the chain. In the normal configuration this chain of chip data readout
and token passing goes through all the chips until the end chips have read out out their
hit data, see Figure 3.10(b - top). However, there are built in redundancies; if the chips or
optical links fail the chain can still follow through to all other chips, examples are shown
in Figure 3.10(b - middle and bottom).
SCT configuration monitoring
As described above the SCT is constructed from a huge number of component parts, in total
the SCT has over 6.2 million readout channels [91]. Monitoring of these parts is essential to
maintain the design performance of the detector. The SCT configuration is a snapshot of
the SCT settings as applied in the ATLAS control room at Point 1. Information is stored
regarding each SCT strip, chip, module, ROD, BOC etc. in the configuration database.
The parameters that are monitored can be separated into two categories, those re-
lating to SCT modules and those relating to SCT chips. For each the relevant parameters
with a description of their relevance are given in Table 3.3. A selection of three of the most
interesting monitored parameters plotted as function of time are shown in Figure 3.11. The
capability to display these paramters as a function of time is a unique addition to the SCT
monitoring package and this is the first instance of such variables being presented in this
format. The figure showing the number of modules in “select 1” mode as a function of
1p − i − n junction, i stand for intrinsic silicon
2Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Laser
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Figure 3.11: A selection of the most interesting monitored parameters displayed as a
function of time. Top: Disabled SCT modules. Middle: Modules using Tx
redundancy. Bottom: Total number of bypassed chips.
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Module parameter Description
Disabled modules Removed from data taking due to various faults.
Modules in select=0 mode Primary (default) Tx channel is being used.
Modules in select=1 mode Tx redundancy is being used due to issue with primary.
Modules in link=0(1) mode Only link 0(1) Rx channel is used to read out, problem
with the link 1(0) master chip or optical link.
Chip parameter Description
Masked chips For master chips in the barrel that cannot be bypassed.
Masked strips Individual strips can be masked by the chip if they are too
noisy or do not return data.
Bypassed chips Bypassed if faulty or connections between chips fail.
Chip trim range settings Chip-wide trim correction for variations in response from
the front-end amplifiers for each strip.
Chip thresholds Threshold that charge deposit must exceed to record a hit.
Table 3.3: Module and chip parameters in configuration being monitored.
time is of particular interest. An issue regarding the lifetime of the VCSEL packages on
the BOCs was observed and confirmed by this monitoring package from the upward trend
starting in May 2010. This is due to the module PINs receiving very low currents along
the Tx optical fibres. Without replacements this would certainly result in large portions
of the SCT being excluded from data taking. Knowing the rate of these failures and the
number of replacements required is exactly the kind of information that a monitoring tool
is designed to provide and neatly demonstrates the justification for such an infrastructure.
3.7.3 TRT detector
The TRT is the outermost layer of the inner detector. It is very different in design to the
two previously described sub-detectors and enables stand-alone electron identification. It
is composed of 73 barrel layers and 224 endcap layers (112 in each) and in total contains
∼ 372,000 straws [94]. The straws are orientated axially in the barrel and radially in the
endcaps. Therefore the TRT gives better z resolution but worse R−ϕ resolution compared
to the pixel detector and SCT.
The TRT uses gas straw tubes where a charged particle passing through leaves a
trail of ionisation electrons but also transition radiation photons produced when charged
ultra-relativistic particles pass through boundaries between different media. The energy
deposit due to transition radiation photon absorption provides a characteristic from which
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it is possible to differentiate between electrons and pions. The time taken for the electrons
to drift to the centre wire gives the distance from the wire and hence the position and
orientation of the track.
3.8 Calorimeters
Figure 3.12: Schematic diagram of the ATLAS calorimeter system. Figure from [89].
The ATLAS calorimetry, located outside the inner detector, is composed of electro-
magnetic (EM) and hadronic sampling calorimeter systems. Two different active media are
employed; liquid argon scintillator (LAr) and plastic scintillator tiles. The EM barrel and
all endcap calorimeters (EM, hadronic and forward) make use of the liquid argon scintil-
lator whilst the hadronic barrel calorimeter uses a tile scintillator. These two technologies
are described in more detail in the following sections, §3.8.1 and §3.8.2.
The geometry of the different subcomponents of the calorimeter system can been seen
in Figure 3.12. The EM barrel covers the range ∣η∣ < 1.52, the central barrel and extended
barrel tile calorimeters have coverage ∣η∣ < 1.7. The endcap region consists of three sub-
components; the EM endcap which has coverage 1.375 < ∣η∣ < 3.2, the LAr hadronic endcap
(HEC) with coverage 1.5 < ∣η∣ < 3.2 and the LAr forward calorimeter (FCal) which covers
the range 3.1 < ∣η∣ < 4.9. This gives near-hermetic hadronic calorimetry coverage which is
essential for accurate reconstruction of forward jets and for calculation of missing transverse
momentum which is important for many of the analyses described later in this thesis. The
granularity of each of the subdetectors are given in Table 3.4.
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Detector component Granularity ∆η ×∆ϕ
EM calorimeter
barrel 0.025/8 − 0.075 × 0.025
endcap 0.025/8 − 0.1 × 0.025 − 0.1
LAr hadronic endcap 0.1 − 0.2 × 0.1 − 0.2
LAr hadronic endcap 0.1 − 0.2 × 0.1 − 0.2
FCal 3.0 − 5.4 × 2.6 − 4.7
Scintillator tile
barrel 0.1 − 0.2 × 0.1
endcap 0.1 − 0.2 × 0.1
Table 3.4: Granularity of the calorimeter subdetectors [89].
3.8.1 Liquid Argon calorimeter
Liquid-argon is used as the active detector medium in the EM barrel calorimeter and all
three subdetectors in the endcaps. This allows the endcap modules to share the same
cryostat.
The barrel and endcap EM calorimeters are constructed with an accordion geometry
as shown for a barrel module in Figure 3.13. In the barrel the accordion waves are axial and
run in ϕ , in the end-caps the waves are radial and run axially. This allows readout of the
signal from either end of the module and avoids cracks in the direction of the waves. The
absorbing material in this case is lead. The hadronic endcap calorimeters are constructed
with a flat-plate design and use copper plates as the absorbing material. The forward
calorimeter is split into three segments; an inner EM module (FCal1) where copper is
used as the absorbing material and two outer hadronic modules (FCal2 and FCal3) where
tungsten is the absorbing material.
Figures 3.14(a) and (b) show the amount of material in front of and including the EM
calorimeters. Significant material before the accordion modules can lead to energy losses
to incident particles, therefore pre-samplers are placed before these modules in order to
correct for such losses. The EM barrel provides at least 22 radiation lengths of material
which ensures that all the EM shower will be contained within the calorimetry.
3.8.2 Tile calorimeter
The tile calorimeter is segmented into three sections, the central barrel ( ∣η∣ < 1.0) and
two extended barrels (0.8 < ∣η∣ < 1.7). The active medium is scintillating plates and the
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Figure 3.13: Schematic diagram of the EM barrel calorimeter module construction. Fig-
ure from [89].
absorber is steel. The main purpose of the tile calorimeter is the energy reconstruction of
jets and, combined with the endcap and forward calorimeters, measurement of the missing
transverse momentum.
The design of a tile calorimeter module is shown in Figure 3.15(a). The steel absorbing
material and scintillator active material are arranged in a periodic structure in planes
perpendicular to the beam allowing for excellent coverage in ϕ .
Figure 3.15(b) shows the amount of material that each part of the ATLAS calorimetry
contributes. Across the whole range of η the calorimetry provides at least 10 interaction
lengths of material which ensures that the full hadronic shower will be contained within
the calorimeter even up to very high energies.
3.8.3 Energy resolution
For several key analyses at ATLAS excellent energy resolution is required. For example in
H → γγ searches where good mass resolution, and hence EM energy resolutions, is key to
identifying a narrow resonance above the large irreducible γγ background. Also jet energy
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Figure 3.14: Cumulative amount of material in front of (a) and including (b) the EM
calorimeters as a function of ∣η∣ in units of radiation length X0 . Figures
from [89].
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Figure 3.15: (a) Schematic diagram of a tile calorimeter module. (b) Cumulative amount
of material in front of and including the calorimeter systems as a function
of ∣η∣ in units of interaction length I0 . Figures from [89].
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Detector component Required resolution
EM calorimetry σ/E = 10%/√E ⊕ 0.7%
Hadronic calorimetry
barrel σ/E = 50%/√E ⊕ 3%
endcap σ/E = 100%/√E ⊕ 10%
Table 3.5: Calorimeter energy resolution performance goals.
resolution is vital for many analyses, for example the measurement of the top quark mass
and SUSY searches in hadronic final states.
The energy resolution can be described with the following expression [95],
σ
E
= a√
E
⊕
b
E
⊕ c (3.4)
where a is the stochastic term due to the intrinsic fluctuation in the shower evolution, b is
the noise term due to electronic noise in the readout chain and c is the constant term due
to instrumental effects. The LHC performance goals for energy resolution are summarised
in Table 3.5.
3.9 Muon spectrometer
The muon spectrometer is designed to measure the momentum of charged particles exiting
the calorimetry system in the region ∣η∣ < 2.7 and trigger on those charged particles for∣η∣ < 2.4. The detector is required to give standalone high precision transverse momentum
resolution (10% for 1 TeV tracks) [89]. The tracking chambers are oriented in 3 concentric
cylindrical layers in the barrel and in large wheels perpendicular to the beam axis in the
endcaps, see Figure 3.16.
The precision tracking chambers in the barrel use Monitored Drift Tubes (MDTs) over
most of the η range. In the forward region of the inner most layer 2 < ∣η∣ < 2.7 Cathode
Strip Chambers (CSCs) are used. In the trigger system Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs)
are used in the barrel whilst Thin Gap Chambers (TGCs) are used in the endcaps.
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Figure 3.16: Schematic diagram of the ATLAS muon spectrometer. Figure from [89].
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Chapter 4
Analysis tools
4.1 Introduction
In this Chapter a description of several tools that are common to the analyses in the
following Chapters is given. In §4.2 information about the 2011 and 2012 datasets is
provided. §4.3 will provide an overview of how detector level quantities are reconstructed
to form physics objects used in analyses. A description of the treatment of systematic
uncertainties is given in §4.4. Finally, a detailed overview of Monte Carlo (MC) generators
is given in §4.5.
The author’s contribution in this Chapter is the generation of tt¯ + V (V =W,Z) MC
samples. These samples are used throughout several ATLAS analyses both as a signal and
a background. This work is highlighted in §4.5.3.
4.2 Datasets
The data used in the analyses in the following Chapters was collected by ATLAS dur-
ing 2011 and 2012. The 2011 dataset was collected between February and October with
the LHC running at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV. The total recorded integrated lu-
minosity was 5.25 fb−1 as shown in Figure 4.1(a) with an average of approximately 9 pp
interactions per bunch crossing, ⟨µ⟩ , as shown in Figure 4.1(c). The maximum peak instan-
taneous luminosityf 3.65 × 1033 cm−2 s−1 . The 2012 dataset was collected between March
and December at a centre-of-mass energy of 8 TeV. The recorded integrated luminosity
was 21.7 fb−1 as shown in Figure 4.1(b) with an average of over 20 pp interactions per
bunch crossing, as shown in Figure 4.1(c). The maximum peak instantaneous luminosity
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was 7.73 × 1033 cm−2 s−1 .
As discussed in Chapter 3 these conditions impose strong requirements on the detec-
tor design. They also provide significant challenges for efficient reconstruction of physics
objects, as will be discussed in the next section, and on trigger requirements, as will be
described in Chapter 5.
4.3 Definition of physics objects
Performing meaningful physics analysis requires efficient identification of physics objects
and, thus, necessitates a well defined prescription for classifying detector level objects. In
the following section the definitions of physics objects relevant to the rest of this thesis are
described.
Object definitions can evolve over time and vary between different analysis groups.
Therefore, for each object a general description of common criteria is given first before
highlighting any differences for four distinct stages of ATLAS running that correspond to
the four analyses described in later Chapters. The two different analysis groups are SUSY
and Top and are subdivided into the following four definitions:
• Top-2011 - tt¯ +Z (Chapter 6),
• SUSY-early 2011 - direct sbottom (Chapter 8),
• SUSY-late 2011 - direct sbottom 2011 data (§9.3),
• SUSY-2012 - direct sbottom 2012 data (§9.4)
4.3.1 Jets
Due to the short range of the strong force and colour confinement, it is not possible to
observe quarks and gluons directly. Energetic partons produced in collisions hadronise cre-
ating collimated bunches of hadrons known as jets that to some extent reflect the kinematics
of the underlying partons, as shown schematically in Figure 4.2.
There is no single optimal way of defining jets [98] and several different jet-finding
algorithms exist. Formation of a jet from a single hard isolated particle should be trivial
for any algorithm. However, different algorithms can have markedly different behaviour in
more complicated scenarios. For example, when two hard particles are close by, when a
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Figure 4.1: Cumulative luminosity per day delivered to (green), and recorded by (yellow)
ATLAS during stable beams in (a) 2011 data taking and (b) 2012 data taking.
(c) Luminosity-weighted distribution of the mean number of interactions per
crossing for the 2011 (blue) and 2012 (green) data. Figures from [96].
Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of jet production and measurement. Figure from [97].
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of infra-red (a) and collinear (b) safety problems that an can affect
an unsafe jet algorithm. Figures from [99].
parton radiates a soft gluon, or when jets are surrounded by significant noise, e.g. from
pileup.
The are two important concepts that any jet-finding algorithm must be wary of. Those
are infra-red and collinear safety, as illustrated for an unsafe algorithm in Figure 4.3(a) and
(b) respectively. The result of a particular algorithm should be insensitive to hard partons
undergoing collinear splittings as part of the fragmentation process and the emission of
soft particles. Collinear splittings and soft emissions are hard to predict as they involve
non-perturbative effects. Constructing jets in a way that is insensitive to these effects and
theoretically well behaved is crucial to obtain finite perturbative results at all orders, and
allow meaningful comparisons of data with theoretical predictions.
In ATLAS jets are reconstructed from energy deposits in the calorimeter cells that
are supplied as input to clustering algorithms. Two types of calorimeter quantities are
constructed, calorimeter towers and topological cell clusters (topoclusters). The latter are
used in all the analyses in this thesis and will be described here in more detail. Figure 4.4
shows the various stages of jet reconstruction. In all that follows a successive recombination
algorithm, anti-kt [100], is used for jet-finding, with a distance parameter of 0.4.
Topoclusters are the reconstruction of three-dimensional energy deposits in the calorime-
ter, exploiting the fine longitudinal and transverse calorimeter segmentation. The clusters
are built using a nearest-neighbour algorithm that groups together calorimeter cells with
energy significance, ∣Ecell∣/σ , above specific thresholds. Ecell is calibrated at EM scale using
information derived from test beam and simulations, and σ is the electronic and expected
pileup noise summed in quadrature.
The ATLAS calorimetry is non-compensating, meaning that some part of the energy
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Figure 4.4: Jet reconstruction flow for calorimeter jets from towers or clusters. Figure
from [89].
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deposited in hadronic interactions is invisible to the detector. As a result a calibration
must be applied to map the energy deposited in the calorimeter back to the true energy of
the incoming hadrons. The first step is for calorimeter cell energy deposits to be calibrated
to EM scale before further calibration is applied to get to the final jet energy scale (JES).
Two JES calibration schemes are employed in ATLAS. First, the EM+JES scheme, where jets
are reconstructed at the EM scale, then, after jet-finding, the jet energy at the hadronic
scale is restored by applying correction factors obtained from simulation and validated
in data [101]. Second, the local cluster weighting (LCW) scheme [102] decides whether
a calorimeter topological cluster is of hadronic or EM origin and correspondingly applies
either the hadronic or EM energy correction before jet-finding. All three analyses performed
on 2011 data, Top-2011, SUSY-early 2011 and SUSY-late 2011, use the EM+JES calibration
while the stop pair analysis performed on 2012 data, SUSY-2012, uses the LCW calibration.
In order to suppress jets arising from pile-up an additional selection can be applied
that requires that a given fraction of tracks within a jet originate from the primary vertex.
The value of this threshold is referred to as the jet vertex fraction (JVF). This requirement
is the default in the Top-2011 selection, however it is not applied in any of the SUSY
analyses.
4.3.2 b-tagging
The identification of jets resulting from the fragmentation and hadronisation of b-quarks is
performed through use of b-tagging algorithms. These algorithms use tracking information
to attempt to identify the secondary vertex due to the displacement between the primary
interaction and the B -hadron decay and exploit its characteristics.
Figure 4.5 provides a schematic diagram of a b-quark decay. Displaced vertices can
be identified by measuring the impact parameters of the tracks from the B -hadron decay
products. The transverse impact parameter, d0 , is the distance of closest approach of the
track to the primary vertex point, in the r −ϕ plane. The longitudinal impact parameter,
z0 , is the z coordinate of the track at the point of closest approach. Tracks from B -hadron
decay products can be distinguished from tracks from the primary vertex as they have
larger impact parameters [104]. It is also possible to reconstruct the secondary vertex. In
this case the decay length can be used, it is defined as the distance between the secondary
vertex in the jet and the primary vertex of the collision. Often the decay length significance
is used, this is defined as the ratio between the measurement of the decay length and its
uncertainty.
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Figure 4.5: Schematic diagram of b-decay within a jet. Figure from [103].
A number of different b-tagging algorithms are available in ATLAS, the relevant ones
are described below.
Secondary vertex algorithms
The SV0 algorithm attempts to reconstruct a displaced vertex from the tracks associated
to a calorimeter jet. The discriminating variable is the signed decay length significance of
the reconstructed secondary vertex [105].
The SV1 tagging algorithm is based upon the SV0 algorithm but takes advantage of
three additional properties of the vertex to increase the discriminating power: the invariant
mass of all tracks associated to the vertex; the ratio of the sum of the energies of the tracks
in the vertex to the sum of the energies of all tracks in the jet; and the number of two-track
vertices. These variables are combined using a likelihood ratio technique [106]
Impact parameter algorithms
The IP3D algorithm uses the signed transverse impact parameter significance and longi-
tudinal impact parameter significance of tracks as input to a likelihood ratio technique.
These input variables are compared to pre-defined distributions for both the b- and light-
jet hypotheses, taken from MC simulation, taking advantage of the correlations between
the two variables [106].
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Decay chain reconstruction algorithms
The JetFitter algorithm uses a Kalman fitter to find a common line on which the primary
vertex and the b- or c-vertices lie, as well as their position on this line. This gives an
approximation of the flight path for the b-hadron. The discrimination between b-, c- and
light-jets is based on a likelihood using similar variables as in the SV1 tagging algorithm
along with additional variables such as the flight length significances of the vertices.
Combined algorithms
The combined IP3D+SV1 algorithm utilises the fact that both the individual algorithms use
a likelihood method. Hence, it is straightforward to combine them, summing the weights
of the individual algorithms.
The JetFitterCombNN algorithm combines the JetFitter and IP3D algorithms based
on artificial neural network techniques with MC simulated training samples and additional
variables describing the topology of the decay chain [106].
The MV1 algorithm uses a neural network to combine the jet pT , jet η and inputs from
the SV0, IP3D+SV1, JetFitterCOMBNN algorithms into a single discriminating variable [107,
108].
In the SUSY-early 2011 selection the JetFitterCOMBNN algorithm is used, all other
analyses use the MV1 algorithm.
Operating points and scale factors
The above b-tagging algorithms are provided with several operating points. These corre-
spond to a particular b-tagging efficiency and gluon/light quark jet rejection power for
which scale factors to correct for differences between the tagger performance between MC
and data and the corresponding systematic uncertainties are provided [107]. Figure 4.6
shows the light-jet and c-jet rejection power for various algorithms as a function of the
b-tagging efficiency.
The scale factor (SF) is defined to be the ratio between the efficiencies in data (ǫdata )
and simulation ǫMC , for selecting b-jets (b) and light1 (l) jets.
SFb(pT) = ǫdatab
ǫMCb
, SFl(pT) = ǫdatal
ǫMCl
1Light jets in this case include jets coming from gluons.
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Figure 4.6: Light-jet (a) and c-jet (b) rejection as a function of the b-tagging efficiency
for various b-tagging algorithms, based on simulated tt¯ events. Figures
from [107].
The b-tagging performance is dependent on the pT and η of the jets hence the scale
factors are derived in bins of jet pT and η . The scale factors are then used to determine
a weight to assign each jet in an event and then combined to give a total weight for the
event [109]. If the jet is tagged, the weight is given by
wjet = SFFlavour(pT),
whereas if the jet is not tagged, the weight is given by
wjet = 1 − ǫ
data
Flavour(pT)
1 − ǫMCFlavour(pT) =
1 − SFFlavour(pT)ǫMCFlavour
1 − ǫMCFlavour(pT) .
The total event weight is then the product of all individual jet weights,
wevent =∏
jet
wjet.
The event weight wevent is included in all the MC estimations of event yields in the analyses.
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Operating points used in each analysis
Top-2011 : MV1 algorithm is used at the 70% efficiency operating point for which approxi-
mately 1 in 150 light quarks or gluons are b-tagged.
SUSY-early 2011 : JetFitterCombNN algorithm is used at 60% efficiency operating point
for which approximately 1 in 420 light quarks or gluons are b-tagged.
SUSY-late 2011 : MV1 algorithm is used with two operating points at 60% (tight) and 75%
(loose) efficiency where approximately 1 in 600 and 1 in 60 light quarks or gluons are
b-tagged, respectively.
SUSY-2012 : MV1 algorithm is used at the 70% efficiency operating point where approxi-
mately 1 in 150 light quarks or gluons are b-tagged.
4.3.3 Electrons
Clusters of energy deposits in the electromagnetic calorimeter that can be matched with a
well-measured track are identified as electron candidates. Further selection criteria to define
different quality classifications of electron candidates are then applied to suit analysis needs.
These quality cuts form three main classes of electron: loose, medium and tight, each with
increasingly strict requirements and hence decreasing efficiency and fake rate [110]. In the
analyses in the following chapters it is often required to define two electron categories Loose
and Tight.
Loose electrons are defined by the loose definition for SUSY-early 2011. For all other
analyses an improved definition which achieves a selection efficiency close to loose with
a rejection power close to medium is used. In addition electron candidates are required
to have at least 1 pixel hit and at least 7 silicon hits in the ID. Matching of the track
to the calorimeter cluster is performed, (∆η < 0.015). Candidates are also required to
have ET = Ecl/ cosh η > 10 GeV and to fall within ∣ηcl∣ < 2.47, excluding the calorimeter
transition region 1.37 < ∣ηcl∣ < 1.52, where Ecl and ηcl are the energy and pseudorapidity
of the electron candidate cluster, respectively. The pT of the electrons in the MC is both
rescaled and smeared to better match the distributions in data.
Tight electrons are required to satisfy the tight definition of [110] in SUSY-early
2011, for all other analyses a similar to tight but re-optimised for data collected in 2011 is
used. In addition, electron candidates are required to be isolated, this reduces the number
of electrons selected that arise from heavy hadron decays and fake electrons from hadrons
that mimicking electron signatures. For all SUSY-* analyses the isolation requirement is
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for the total transverse momenta of tracks with in a cone of ∆R = 0.2 around the candidate
electron to be less than 10% of the electron transverse momentum. For Top-2011 ET and
ηcluster dependent isolation cuts are imposed on the energy in a cone of ∆R = 0.2 around the
electron (E∆R=0.2 ) and on the total transverse momentum of all tracks within ∆R = 0.3
of the electron (p∆R=0.3T ). The cuts are chosen such that the efficiency of the isolation
requirement is 90%.
4.3.4 Muons
Muons candidates are constructed from track segments found in the muon chambers and
the ID. All muon candidates are required to have a hit in the innermost pixel layer (if within
acceptance), at least one hit in any pixel layer, at least 6 hits in the SCT and extension
of the track in the TRT. The SUSY analyses utilise the STACO algorithm [89], whilst the
Top analysis uses the MuID algorithm [111]. The pT of muons in the MC are smeared to
correct to the data. After smearing the acceptance requirements pT > 10GeV and η < 2.4
are applied. As with the electrons two classes are defined, Loose and Tight.
Muon quality cuts are again defined loose, medium and tight [112], each with in-
creasingly strict requirements and hence decreasing efficiency and fake rate. Loose muons
must also pass the loose selection criteria, whilst Tight muons must pass the tight criteria.
In addition, Tight muons must satisfy certain isolation requirements. For the SUSY-
early 2011 and SUSY-late 2011 selections the total transverse momentum of all tracks
within ∆R = 0.2 of the muon candidate is required to be less than 1.8 GeV. The SUSY-late
2011 selection also requires in addition that this total transverse momentum be less than
10% of the muon pT . The SUSY-2012 selection requires that the transverse energy within
a cone of ∆R = 0.2 must be less than 12% of the muon’s transverse momentum and the
transverse momentum of all tracks within ∆R = 0.3 of the muon must also be less than
12% of the muon’s transverse momentum. For the Top-2011 selection the transverse energy
within a cone of ∆R = 0.2 must be less than 4 GeV and total transverse momentum of all
tracks within ∆R = 0.3 of the muon candidate to be less than 2.5 GeV.
4.3.5 EmissT
Whilst most particles produced in collisions interact with the detector to leave some sig-
nature of their presence, there are some that do not. Neutrinos leave the detector without
interacting, their presence must be inferred. The momentum fraction of the incoming par-
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tons in a collision, and hence the CoM frame, in the z direction is unknown. However,
modulo ISR/FSR effects, there is negligible net momentum of the incoming partons in the
transverse plane. Conservation of momentum requires that if all particles produced in an
event are detected the vectorial sum of their momenta should be zero. Hence, the pres-
ence of undetected particles can be inferred if an event has significant missing transverse
momentum, EmissT ,
EmissT = − ∑
visible
paricles
pT = ∑
invisible
paricles
pT. (4.1)
This principle applies not only for detection of neutrinos but for any particles that do
not interact with the detector. As discussed in §2.3.3, R-parity conserving SUSY scenarios
predict the existence of a neutral weakly interacting massive LSP. Significant EmissT is a
key signature for searches for such SUSY scenarios. It plays an essential role in several of
the analyses discussed in the following Chapters.
Several different EmissT calculations are used within ATLAS, however only two are
relevant to the remainder of this thesis. They are MET RefFinal and MET Simplified20
and are closely related. In each case EmissT is calculated from calorimeter cluster energy
deposits calibrated to the EM scale. These clusters are then corrected to the scale of
the physics object with which they are associated [113]. One of the main considerations
in this choice is that it allows consistent treatment of object reconstruction systematic
uncertainties to the EmissT calculation.
The calculation can be separated into object-specific contributions. The final EmissT
calculation is given by the vectorial sum of the following terms :
MET RefFinal = MET RefEle + MET RefGamma + MET RefTau + MET RefJet + MET RefMuon
+MET CellOut Eflow + MET MuonBoy,
(4.2)
The terms correspond to the contributions from calorimeter cells associated with electrons,
photons, hadronic taus, jets (with pT > 20 GeV) and muon calorimeter deposits, respec-
tively. The final two terms correspond to cells not associated with any physics objects and
a term to compensate for the fact that calorimetric EmissT does not fully account for mo-
menta of muons. Cases where cells are associated to multiple physics objects are resolved
by choosing to assign cells to objects in the order above, highest priority first.
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In 2011 data-taking MET RefFinal was not fully commissioned and a simplified version
was used,
MET Simplified20 = MET RefJet + MET CellOut + MET RefEle − ∑
selected
muons
pT. (4.3)
In keeping with the jet calibration used in 2011 the MET RefJet term is calibrated to the
EM+JES scale.
The same principle of EmissT calculation can also be applied to tracks rather than
calorimeter energy deposits. The transverse momenta of all tracks satisfying the quality
cuts are vectorially summed to calculate the EmissT
Track . The track quality requirements are
as follows: pT pT > 500 MeV, ∣η∣ < 2.5, ∣d0∣ < 1.5 mm, ∣z0 sin(θ)∣ < 1.5 mm, ≥ 1 pixel hit
and ≥ 6 SCT hits.
4.3.6 Removal of overlapping objects
In the case of candidate objects overlapping with each other, all but one object must be
removed from the event. If an electron is located within ∆R < 0.2 of a jet the object is
considered to be an electron and the jet is removed. After this procedure has been repeated
for all electrons any leptons within ∆R < 0.4 of the remaining jets are removed to suppress
leptons arising from hadron decays. This overlap removal occurs after the above object
definitions have been applied.
4.4 Systematic uncertainties
Several sources of systematic uncertainty affect the predicted number of simulated signal
and background events. A brief description of the assessment of the uncertainties that are
common to all the following analyses will now be given.
4.4.1 Lepton reconstruction and triggers
Mis-modellings of the muon or electron trigger, reconstruction and selection efficiencies in
simulation are corrected to match the data using scale factors. These scale factors are
derived as a function of the lepton kinematics and are taken from measurements of the
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efficiency in data using Z → µµ or Z → ee and W → eν decays. The same processes are
used to measure the lepton momentum scale and resolution.
4.4.2 Jet energy scale
The jet energy scale uncertainty is derived from in-situ and single pion test-beam measure-
ments, uncertainties on the material budget of the ATLAS detector, the description of the
electronic noise and the Monte Carlo modelling used in the event generation. The effect
of this uncertainty is assessed by varying the pT , η , flavour, pileup and nearby jet depen-
dent calibration at a per-jet level by ±1σ . This gives a two point uncertainty envelope
which can be used to assess the impact on selection efficiency and the shapes of kinematic
distributions.
4.4.3 Jet energy resolution
The jet energy resolution (JER) and reconstruction efficiency are measured in data using
techniques described in [101, 114]. An extra pT and η dependant pT smearing is applied
to jets,to account for a possible underestimation of the jet energy resolution in the MC
simulation.
4.4.4 b-jet scale factors
The b-tagging efficiencies and mis-tag probabilities are measured in data as in [107,108], and
jet pT dependent scale factors are applied to simulation to match the efficiencies measured
in data. The uncertainties in scale factors are calculated similarly to the JES, with up and
down variations for three sub-sets of the overall scale factor, the mistag rate, the b-tagging
efficiency and the c- and τ -tagging efficiency. The uncertainty due to all three is calculated
and combined in quadrature to give the final result.
4.4.5 EmissT
The systematic uncertainties on objects are propagated to the missing transverse momen-
tum EmissT . In addition, the uncertainties in E
miss
T due to the contribution from soft jets
and cells which are not associated with any physics objects, including the effects of pile-up
modelling, are included.
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4.4.6 Luminosity
An uncertainty is assigned to the integrated luminosity of a dataset. The luminosity is
determined from the counting rates measured by the ATLAS luminosity detectors. For the
2011 dataset the uncertainty on the measured luminosity is 3.9%. For the 2012 dataset the
uncertainty on the measured luminosity is 3.6%.
4.5 Monte Carlo simulation
Monte Carlo simulation is an essential part of most analyses in ATLAS. It is used for
comparison of the data to predictions from simulation and in estimation of SM backgrounds
when data-driven techniques are not available. In searches for new physics it is required
to simulate the signal process and optimise the analysis sensitivity to that process and
for model-dependant interpretation of results. Additionally, the use of generator level
particle information, referred to as truth information, can be vital for understanding the
composition and behaviour of signal and background in an analysis.
There are several MC tools available for generation of a wide range of processes. As
was already discussed in §3.2.3 and shown schematically in Figure 3.4, event simulation can
be rather complicated at hadron colliders. Event generation can in general be separated
into two parts based on the two extremes in the behaviour of QCD.
4.5.1 Running of αS
The evolution or running of the strong coupling constant, shown in Figure 4.7, leads to
markedly different behaviour of QCD at different distance or energy scales. Asymptotic
freedom means that QCD is weakly interacting at short distance scales (high energies) so
calculations of the high Q2 hard interaction can be performed using perturbation theory.
This is referred to as the matrix element (ME) calculation. However, at larger distance
scales (lower energies) soft hadronic processes, like hadronisation and the formation of
the UE, are non-perturbative and must be computed, not directly from QCD but from
QCD-inspired models. This is referred to as the parton shower (PS).
Renormalisation group equations (RGEs) are used to evolve quantities from some
reference scale to another. For αS this running is governed by the following diffential
equation:
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Figure 4.7: Summary of measurements of αS as a function of the respective energy scale
Q . Figure from [115].
dαS(µR)
d lnµR
= − β0
2π
α2S −
β1
4π2
α3S −
β2
64π3
α4S + . . . (4.4)
LO NLO NNLO
where µR is the renormalisation scale usually taken to be the Q2 scale of the hard inter-
action. Taking only the lowest order it is possible to solve for αS ,
αS(µR) = αS(µ0)
1 + β04piαS(µ0) ln(µ2R/µ20) ≡
4π
β0 ln(µ2R/Λ2QCD) (4.5)
where ΛQCD is the QCD scale parameter and β0 is defined as
β0 = 11n − 2
3
f, (4.6)
where n is the number of colours in the theory and f is the number of flavours. If β0 < 0
(as in the SM) the coupling decreases with increasing Q2 . This is the origin of asymptotic
freedom.
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If evaluated to all orders in perturbation theory the choice of scale is arbitrary, how-
ever, in practice this is is not possible. In general the scale should be set to scale of the hard
interaction to avoid large logarithms which might spoil the perturbation series. But even
with this choice the fact that calculations cannot be completed to infinite orders means
that there is some residual dependance on the scale choice. Therefore, it is important
that the uncertainty due to a particular choice of scale is evaluated when considering MC
generator systematic uncertainties. Such dependancies and the corresponding systematic
uncertainities are considered in §6.5.1 and §9.4.3 for the MC samples described in §4.5.3.
4.5.2 Generators and matching
Several different methods for modelling high-energy collisions have been implemented by
different MC generators. Generally the ME calculation of the hard process is performed to
some perturbative order, followed by parton showering and finally detector simulation.
High jet multiplicity final state processes are common backgrounds to new physics
searches at a pp collider. In such searches the kinematic configuration of jets is often
hard and well separated, which is away from the PS-dominated region and so PS alone
can be inaccurate. Therefore it is essential that such processes be generated using tree-
level matrix element calculations. Examples of such generators include ALPGEN [116] and
MADGRAPH [117]. These generators are then interfaced with general purpose MC generators
such as PYTHIA 6.4 [118], PYTHIA 8.1 [119] and HERWIG 6.5 [120] which are used to shower
the parton level inputs. These MC configurations are referred to as ME+PS generators.
HERWIG++ [121] and SHERPA [85] also use the ME+PS method but include both parts of the
calculation internally.
Another class of MC generators perform ME calculations at the next-to-leading per-
turbative order (NLO) and are combined with a PS, these are referred to as NLO+PS
generators. These higher order calculations are intrinsically more accurate as they include
the radiation of an extra parton with full tree-level accuracy and NLO virtual corrections.
Examples of such generators are MC@NLO [122] and POWHEG [123, 124]. However, it should
be noted that, in certain circumstances, namely when a final state with multiple hard, well
separated jets is required, ME+PS generators can be preferable to NLO+PS.
In both ME+PS and NLO+PS generators there is a problem of the overlap of phase
space between the tree-level calculation and PS contributions of multi-jet final states. In
the case of ME+PS generators, an overlap between the ME and PS phase-space can arise
when samples are generated with additional partons at ME level, as described schematically
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.8: Schematic diagrams of the origin of the overlap between matrix element and
parton shower in event generation with additional partons (a) and the MLM
matching procedure to remove double counting (b). Figures from [125].
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in Figure 4.8.
To avoid such overlaps these generators use matching procedures. The aim of the
matching procedure is to define some means with which to merge the ME and PS con-
tributions without this overlap. There are several different approaches to this problem.
Two of the most common are the CKKW method [126–128] that applies a shower veto and
therefore event reweighting and the MLM method [129,130] based on event rejection. The
latter will now be described in more detail in the context of MADGRAPH+PYTHIA.
MLM matching in MADGRAPH+PYTHIA
The original MLM method uses a cone algorithm and minimum pT cut to cluster partons.
In MADGRAPH three matching schemes, based upon the MLM scheme, are implemented with
PYTHIA as the PS. These are the cone MLM, kT MLM and shower-kT schemes. The kT
MLM scheme will now be described in more detail.
The final-state partons in an event generated by MADGRAPH are clustered according
to the kT jet algorithm to obtain the “equivalent parton shower history” of the event.
Only clusterings that correspond to Feynman diagrams existing in the generated matrix
element are kept. For the cone jet algorithm, a minimum pMET and ∆R is required for
all partons. For the kT scheme, the smallest kT value is required to be above the cutoff
scale xqcut. Events are then passed to PYTHIA for showering. After showering, but before
hadronisation and decays, the final-state partons are clustered to form jets using the same
kT algorithm. Here the jets are clustered with a cutoff scale, QCUT, which must be larger
than xqcut. These jets are then compared to the partons from the matrix element event.
A jet is considered to be matched to a parton if the jet measure kT (parton,jet) is smaller
than the cutoff QCUT. The event is kept only if each jet is matched to a parton, except
for the highest multiplicity sample, where extra jets are allowed below the kT scale of the
softest ME parton in the event. Events which do not match are rejected. Non-matched
events generally arise when partons are so close that they cannot generate independent jets
or when a parton is too soft to generate its own jet.
The shower-kT scheme is identical until events are passed to PYTHIA where they are
showered using pT -ordered showers. For events from lower-multiplicity samples, the event
is rejected if the scale of the hardest emission, Qhard , is above the matching scale QCUT,
while events from the highest multiplicity sample are rejected if Qhard is greater than the
scale of the softest matrix element parton in the event. One of the benefits of this matching
scheme is that it allows for the matching scale QCUT to be set closer to the matrix element
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cutoff scale xqcut and hence is more efficient.
Typically when generating a samples with N additional partons, the generation of
sub-samples with ≤ N − 1 partons proceeds by rejecting events containing more than re-
quired number of jets, these are said to be exclusive. The subsample with N additional
partons is said to be inclusive and additional jets from the PS are allowed as there will be
no overlap.
Figure 4.9 shows differential jet rates, Log(Differential Jet Rate N → N + 1, for two
scenarios in the context of generation of tt¯+Z MADGRAPH+PYTHIA samples. The differential
jet rate is the scale at which the sample falls into a lower N -jet multiplicity based on
the choice of QCUT and qcut. The distributions should be independent of the cutoff scales
chosen as these quantities do not have physical meaning and the transition between the
N -jet and N + 1-jet samples at the cutoff should be as smooth as possible. The top row
shows the kT MLM matching scheme where xqcut = QCUT = 40 GeV, clearly there is not
a smooth distribution in the differential jet rate plot and can also be seen in the leading
jet pT spectrum. The second row shows several choices of QCUT for xqcut= 25 GeV. The
optimised parameter choice of xqcut = 25 GeV, QCUT = 30 GeV is shown in the bottom row
where it is clear that the differential jet rate and pT spectrum are considerably smoother.
4.5.3 MadGraph+Pythia tt¯ +V(=W/Z)
Several processes in ATLAS are generated using MADGRAPH. The author of this thesis was
responsible for generation of simulated samples of the tt¯+W /Z processes. These processes
are a significant background in several SUSY searches, including those in Chapters 8 and 9.
In addition, tt¯ +Z is the signal for the analysis in Chapter 6.
These samples were generated at
√
s = 7 and 8 TeV. Figure 4.10 shows the W /Z and
top pT distributions and jet multiplicity. The samples were originally generated with one
additional parton and later with two additional partons. In both cases the implementation
of MLM matching in MADGRAPH+PYTHIA uses the shower-kT scheme, with xqcut = 25 GeV,
QCUT = 30 GeV.
4.5.4 Detector simulation
Stable particles (those with lifetimessuch that cτ > 10 mm) that exist after hadronisation
and decays of unstable particles are fed to the ATLAS detector simulation [131]. This
simulation is performed using either full GEANT4 [132] simulation or a fast simulation in
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Figure 4.9: Differential jet rate and leading jet pT spectrum for (a) xqcut = 40 GeV,
QCUT = 40 GeV. A comparison of several QCUT values for xqcut=25 GeV is
shown in (b) and (c) Shows the optimal choice of xqcut = 25 GeV, QCUT =
30 GeV.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of
√
s = 7 and 8 TeV samples for tt¯ +W (Left) and tt¯ + Z
(Right). Both samples are normalised to unit area for comparison of the
shape of distributions.
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which calorimeter showers are simulated with a parameterised description [133] whilst all
other interactions are simulated with GEANT4.
Following simulation of the hard interaction additional minimum bias collisions are
added to simulate the multiple interactions per bunch crossing. Reconstruction of the
events after digitisation of the hits in the detector uses the same software as that applied
to data. In all the analyses that follow the Monte Carlo simulation is weighted to match
the ⟨µ⟩ distribution in the data for each year.
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Chapter 5
Trigger
5.1 Introduction
This Chapter will begin by describing the ATLAS trigger system. Followed by a description
of the design and implementation of a topological jet trigger algorithm based on the con-
transverse mass kinematic variable. Finally, an overview of studies performed to optimise
the ATLAS SUSY group trigger strategy for 2011 and 2012 data taking will be given.
The author’s contribution in this Chapter is the design and implementation of a
topological jet trigger for SUSY searches as described in §5.3. This includes writing the
trigger algorithm and thorough validation of this algorithm before it was used to collect
data. In addition, the author provided justification for the allocation of trigger rate for
this trigger and others through optimisation of the ATLAS SUSY Working Group trigger
strategy, as described in §5.4.
5.2 ATLAS trigger system
With a nominal 40 MHz LHC bunch crossing rate and ∼ 1 MB event size ATLAS is
generating more information than can be recorded to disk with full granularity. As a
result it is essential to have an efficient trigger system for selecting events of interest whilst
rejecting those that are more abundant yet less physically significant. Approximately one
W or Z boson will be produced for every 1-10 million pure-QCD events [83] as already
shown in Figure 3.3.
The ATLAS trigger system, shown schematically in Figure 5.1 has a three tier struc-
ture with increasing levels of information used in reconstruction, and hence refinement of
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Figure 5.1: ATLAS trigger system schematic diagram. Figure from [134].
the selection criteria, at each stage.
At the lowest level, Level 1 (L1), hardware triggers use coarse calorimeter and muon
information for the trigger decision. At this level the event accept rate is reduced to a
maximum of 75 kHz with a latency on decision of ∼2.5 µs. In the case where the trigger
is passed, the raw event data is sent to the readout stream via the RODs for the next
trigger level. The L1 trigger defines one or more regions-of-interest (RoIs), these are the
positions in η and ϕ where the L1 trigger has identified interesting features. Results
from the L1 muon and calorimeter triggers are processed by the central trigger processor
(CTP), which implements trigger selections based on energy and momentum thresholds
using combinations of trigger objects. This is known as a trigger menu.
The Level 2 (L2) trigger is software based. At this level full granularity and precision
is used for the trigger decision but only within particular RoIs as identified by the Level
1 trigger. The advantage of this technique is that only ∼1-4% of the event information
is unpacked [135] and it is considerably quicker to analyse. The L2 menu is designed to
reduce the event rate to ∼2 kHz with a latency of ∼40 ms.
The final trigger level is the Event Filter (EF). Oﬄine reconstruction algorithms are
used but only inside the RoIs passed on from the L2 triggers . The EF reduces the output
rate to ∼200 Hz, where the extra complexity in the trigger algorithms results in ∼4 s of
latency. Once accepted by an EF trigger an event is written to mass storage. The Level 2
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and EF are collectively known as the High-Level Trigger (HLT).
During 2011 the RoI seeded EF reconstruction algorithm was replaced by a full scan
algorithm. It was found that sufficient time was available to unpack the entire ATLAS
calorimeter for jet-finding rather than just those areas within RoIs coming from L2. In
this case the trigger level reconstruction is very close to that of the oﬄine software and the
efficiency is improved.
5.2.1 Trigger chains, menus and rates
Some technical aspects of the ATLAS trigger system will now be described that are required
in the following discussions.
Trigger algorithms begin with a specific L1 trigger selection and typically require that
additional refinements be applied to the selection at L2 and EF. This structure is defined
by three separate so-called trigger items, one item for each level, which combine to give
what is referred to as a trigger chain.
For example, one of the simplest configurations is a single jet trigger. At each trigger
level the respective trigger items test for the existence of a jet-like object satisfying a given
selection, in this case an ET threshold. If the L1 item finds a jet-like object above the
required threshold then the location of that RoI is passed on to L2. Here the L2 item
selection requirements are applied if they are satisfied the location of the L2 RoI is passed
on to the EF item. If the EF item requirements are satisfied the event will be written to
permanent storage. An example in ATLAS trigger nomenclature is the trigger chain
L1 J15→ L2 j25→ EF j40. (5.1)
The first part of the trigger item naming indicates the trigger level whilst the second part
describes the object(s) being selected and the ET or pT threshold required. Note that
increasing ET or pT thresholds are applied at each subsequent trigger level, this is to
ensure that full efficiency is maintained between levels avoiding unnecessary trigger rate
being used.
Several different trigger requirements can be combined together at each level. For
example a di-jet trigger that requires two jets with a lower threshold and the additional
requirement for one of these jets to satisfy a higher threshold would be written
L1 J15 2J10→ L2 j25 2j15→ EF j30 2j20. (5.2)
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Figure 5.2: (a) Peak instantaneous luminosity during 2011 data-taking. (b) Trigger rates
for 2011 for various Level 1 trigger items. Figures from [96] and [136].
Also different objects can be combined to construct a trigger, for example the following
electron and muon trigger
L1 EM15 MU5→ L2 e25 mu10→ EF e40 mu25. (5.3)
The different trigger objects available at each level are summarised in the following table:
Object Level 1 HLT
jet J j
electron EM e
photon EM g
tau TAU tau
muon MU mu
EmissT XE xe
A record of all trigger items and how different items are linked together to form trigger
chains is managed by what is referred to as a trigger menu. The role of the trigger menu is
to define the available trigger chains and manage the distribution of the available trigger
bandwidth between them at any given moment of data-taking. The trigger menu can
be adapted to suit different LHC running conditions, for example different instantaneous
luminosities during 2011 and 2012 data taking required significant change in the menu
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design to accommodate the extra rate at the high instantaneous luminosity in 2012. Figure
5.2(a) shows the peak instantaneous luminosity during 2011 data-taking and Figure 5.2(b)
shows the rates of various trigger items as a function of instantaneous luminosity. This
demonstrates the range of LHC running conditions that must be accommodated.
5.3 Contransverse mass trigger
The design and implementation of a topological jet trigger that uses contransverse mass as
the discriminating variable is described in the following section. This trigger was developed
primarily as an alternative to missing transverse energy triggers for 0-lepton SUSY searches
during early ATLAS data-taking.
5.3.1 Contransverse Mass
The contransverse mass, MCT , is a kinematic variable first devised in [137] and further
developed in [138]. It provides a representation of the kinematic configuration of visible
objects in an event. For the case where two objects undergo equal magnitude contra-linear
boosts in the laboratory transverse plane, MCT is an invariant quantity. Although being
somewhat different in philosophy, in practise MCT is rather similar to another kinematic
variable, mT2 , described in [139,140].
For two visible particles v1 and v2 the mathematical definition of MCT is given by
MCT(v1, v2)2 = [ET (v1) +ET (v2)]2 − [pT(v1) − pT(v2)]2, (5.4)
in the case where particles v1 and v2 are massless this reduces to
MCT(v1, v2) =√2pT (v1)pT (v2)[1 + cos∆ϕ12]. (5.5)
From (5.5) it is clear that MCT is maximised for given pT (v1) and pT (v2) when the two
objects considered are co-linear, i.e. ∆ϕ12 is small, and is minimised for two objects ‘back-
to-back’ in the transverse plane, i.e. ∆ϕ12 = π .
MCT also provides information about the masses of the invisible particles in multi-
step decay chains. Consider pair production of the particle δ , where both δ s undergo a
one-step decay, as shown in (5.6), to a visible object a and an invisible object α .
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δ α
a (5.6)
One can construct the contransverse mass from the four-momenta of the two visible objects,
MCT(a, a) . Over many events a distribution of this variable will exhibit a kinematic upper
limit, or endpoint, because MCT is kinematically bounded from above. The kinematic
endpoint is determined by an analytical combination of the masses of the invisible particles
in the decay. In our example the value of this upper limit in MCT(a, a) is given by
MmaxCT (a, a) = m(δ)2 −m(α)2m(δ) , (5.7)
This has two important consequences; firstly that combinations of endpoint measure-
ments can be used to determine the masses of the particles involved in the decay and
secondly it allows MCT to be used as a discriminating variable.
The presence of ISR in events can boost the CoM frame of the event in the transverse
plane. As the objects used to calculate MCT are no longer experiencing contra-linear boosts
in the lab frame the invariance of the quantity is broken. This can result in events appearing
above the kinematic endpoints which can be a problem especially for mass reconstruction.
The MCT technique has been developed to be able to correct for such boosts from ISR and
FSR by re-boosting the CoM frame back to being at rest in the lab frame [138]. It is not
possible to fully reconstruct the mass of the CoM frame so exact correction is not possible.
However, the technique is formulated such that a conservative correction can be derived
which when applied gives a MCT value which is less than or equal to the true value of MCT
in the CoM frame. This is referred to as boost-corrected contransverse mass, M corrCT . This
version of MCT is the one used in the analysis described in Chapter 8.
In general, if the mass splitting between δ and α , ∆m =m(δ)−m(α) , is sufficiently
large it is possible to produce events with large values of MCT . There are several SUSY
scenarios where massive particles undergo decays of the form shown in (5.6). For example
squark pair production where the squark decays to a quark and LSP, q˜ → qχ˜01 as shown in
(5.8).
q˜ χ˜01
q (5.8)
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Figure 5.3: MCT (b, b) for the dominant tt¯ and single top background and two SUSY
signal points; sbottom, b˜ , pair production with b˜ → bχ˜01 for mb˜ = 280 GeV,
mχ˜0
1
= 60 GeV (solid red) and mb˜ = 280 GeV, mχ˜01 = 100 GeV (dashed red).
In this case large values of MCT can be obtained. However, for many SM background
processes MCT is expected to be low. For instance, QCD di-jet events will have MCT
values close to zero due to their back-to-back topology and from (5.7) it is clear that tt¯
events have a maximum possible value of the contransverse mass between the two b-jets
given by,
MmaxCT (b, b) =m2t −m2W /mt ∼ 140 GeV. (5.9)
From Figure 5.3 it can be seen that the endpoint in the tt¯ distribution is clearly below that
of the two SUSY signal samples.
It is clear that contransverse mass allows differentiation between SUSY signal and
many standard model backgrounds, thus making it a good candidate variable on which to
trigger SUSY events. This is especially true in the 0-lepton jets+EmissT channel where pairs
of jets constitute the visible objects that enter the MCT calculation.
5.3.2 Trigger algorithm
Designing a trigger to select jets+EmissT SUSY events without a E
miss
T requirement at a
hadron collider is a very challenging task. QCD multijet events have a very large cross
section relative to the SUSY signal processes being targeted. More conventional selection
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criteria such as high jet pT thresholds are not sufficient to keep the trigger rate at an
acceptable level whilst maintaining efficiency for the SUSY signal, additional rejection
power is required. This can be achieved by demanding, in addition to jet pT requirements,
that the contransverse mass, calculated from pairs of jets as the visible particles, is above
a given threshold.
It is technically possible to calculate MCT at trigger level but only in the HLT. The
L1 trigger is hardware based and has only the capability to identify the number of jets that
pass a given ET threshold. It is unable to perform calculations such as those required for
calculation of MCT1.
To remain as inclusive as possible a di-jet trigger is the obvious L1 seed choice for
the MCT trigger. Limitations on the acceptable rate of L1 jet trigger items do constrain
the available options for jet thresholds and/or multiplicities. This will be discussed in
more detail in §5.3.3. However, it is the available output rate at Level 2 that is most
restrictive and, hence, where the additional rejection provided by an MCT requirement is
vital. Therefore, the format of the MCT trigger chain is a di-jet L1 seed item followed by
L2 and EF items with the addition of a MCT threshold,
L1 2JA→ L2 2jB mctX→ EF 2jC mctY, (5.10)
where A, B and C are the L1, L2 and EF jet ET thresholds respectively, X and Y are the
respective L2 and EF MCT thresholds.
HLT trigger algorithms operate in two stages; firstly, trigger level jets are selected
with a feature extraction algorithm (FEX), and secondly, these jets are passed on to the
hypothesis algorithm which applies ET thresholds, calculates the MCT values and applies
the MCT threshold requirement. If all the hypothesis selection requirements are satisfied
the trigger item passes the event.
The hypothesis algorithm must be applied to pairs of jets. However it is not obvious
how to select which pairs of jets should be considered in the MCT calculation. There are
two ways in which the L2 trigger can select these pairs. Firstly, all possible combinations
of pairs of jets can be passed to the hypothesis algorithm. The trigger is passed if any of
these pairs of jets satisfy the hypothesis selection requirements. The trigger items with this
version of the algorithm are given the label anymct. Secondly, the two highest ET (leading)
jets are selected, only if those two jets satisfy the hypothesis selection requirements is the
1It should be noted that this functionality may be available in the future and work is ongoing in this
area.
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trigger passed. This version of the trigger is labelled leadingmct.
The leadingmct algorithm suffers a non-negligible loss of efficiency with respect to
the oﬄine selection. This is due to the L2 reconstruction not identifying the same two
leading jets as the oﬄine software in a non-negligible fraction of events. However this
disadvantage must be balanced against the benefit of this choice which is a significantly
lower trigger rate due to the more stringent selection requirement.
5.3.3 MCT trigger chains
In 2011 several variations of the MCT triggers ran online collecting data. During the year
the instantaneous luminosity steadily increased to a maximum of ∼ 3.6 × 1033 cm−2 s−1 as
can be seen in Figure 5.2. This increase in instantaneous luminosity required evolution in
the trigger menu including the MCT triggers. Table 5.1 shows which trigger chains were
collecting data during each run periods. The rates of each EF trigger for a benchmark
instantaneous luminosity of 1033cm−2 s−1 are also given for comparison. The relative re-
duction in the rate of the triggers used for periodI onwards is clear. The choice of jet ET
thresholds is almost entirely dominated by the available L1 seed items. At each point in
time the lowest ET threshold unprescaled di-jet item was chosen.
From Table 5.1 it can be seen that both types of FEX algorithms are used. The rate
of the anymct algorithm became unmanageable for a sufficiently low MCT threshold, hence
the leadingmct algorithm was required late in 2011. The high instantaneous luminosity
during this period of data-taking meant that an additional EmissT requirement at L1 was
necessary to keep the rate of the seed item sufficiently low whilst maintaining ET thresholds
that were acceptable in terms of signal efficiency.
5.3.4 Trigger Efficiencies
The more coarse energy and direction information and less sophisticated reconstruction
algorithms available at trigger level lead to inefficiencies with respect to oﬄine quantities.
For example this means that a L1 jet ET threshold of 30 GeV will not become fully efficient
or, turned on, until about 45-50 GeV in an oﬄine analysis. This also corresponds to a loss
in efficiency for MCT . Understanding the efficiency of the trigger with respect to oﬄine as
a function of MCT is vital for the use of these triggers in analysis.
Broadly speaking the efficiency can be defined as the number of events that the trigger
selects per possible triggered event as a function of some oﬄine quantity. In this case the
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Data
period
L1 item L2 items EF item Rate [Hz]
(at 1033
cm−2s−1)
A-B 2J10 J50 j70 2j25 anymct150 j75 j30 L2anymct150 5.42±0.68
2J10 J50 j70 2j25 anymct175 j75 j30 L2anymct175 2.88±0.49
D-J 2J10 J50 j70 2j25 L2anymct100 j75 j30 anymct150 4.72±0.63
j75 j30 anymct175 2.28±0.44
I+ 2J30 XE20 2j40 anymct100 xe20 2j45 leadingmct100 xe40 0.42±0.19
2J30 XE20 2j50 anymct100 xe20 2j55 leadingmct100 xe40 0.33±0.17
Table 5.1: The MCT trigger chains, the run period at which they were taking data and
the rates for EF item at an instantaneous luminosity of 1033 cm−2 s−1 .
efficiency is calculated using a bootstrap method. This method uses a lower threshold
trigger with a well understood efficiency for which the events selected by the trigger whose
efficiency is being calculated are always a subset of the events sexlected by this lower
threshold baseline trigger. Thus, the baseline trigger is chosen as the reference point for
comparison. The efficiency of a given trigger is calculated by measuring the fraction of
events that pass both the trigger of interest and the baseline trigger to the number of
events that pass the baseline trigger,
ǫ = no. events passing baseline and MCT trigger
no. events passing baseline
. (5.11)
This efficiency is calculated for both the anymct and leadingmct triggers. The choice
of oﬄine variable for comparison in order to best understand the trigger performance in
each case is not entirely trivial. In the case of leadingmct the choice is more clear, one
should compare to MCT calculated from the two leading oﬄine jets per event, MCT (j1, j2) .
However, for anymct this choice is less obvious as several pairs of jets are considered. After
some consideration it becomes clear that one should compare to the maximum MCT of all
combinations of pairs of jets in the event, max(MCT) . This is analogous to the single jet
trigger, the metric of comparison there is the leading jet in the event.
The efficiency plots for each trigger are shown in Figure 5.4. It can be seen that, as
expected, the anymct trigger is significantly more efficient than the leadingmct version for
a given MCT threshold.
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Figure 5.4: Trigger efficiencies for the anymct algorithm (a) and leadingmct algorithm
(b).
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Trigger item Rate [Hz]
EF j75 xe55 4.24 ±0.60
EF j75 j30 anymct150 4.72 ±0.63
EF xe60 3.29 ±0.53
EF j100 ht400 3.31 ±0.53
Table 5.2: 2011 menu options and corresponding trigger rates at 1033 cm−2 s−1 .
5.4 SUSY trigger menu optimisation
In developing the MCT trigger proposal it was important to justify applications for these
triggers and specifically where they might perform better than the existing SUSY triggers.
This meant considering several available trigger choices in the context of a number of
potential SUSY signatures and analyses.
Conventional SUSY 0-lepton triggers are based on jets, EmissT and combinations
thereof. The two main considerations for potential new trigger items are their rate and
signal efficiency, especially the relative efficiency of a given item with respect to the baseline
trigger.
5.4.1 2011 SUSY inclusive 0-lepton menu optimisation
In early 2011 two SUSY scenarios were the focus of the 0-lepton searches, the mSUGRA
m0 – m1/2 plane and the pMSSM mq˜ – mg˜ plane.
Table 5.2 shows a selection of new trigger possibilities and their rates which were
considered in the 2011 menu optimisation. EF j75 xe55 is the nominal choice and the
baseline for comparison to potential new trigger items. Three candidates are selected for
comparison; EF j75 j30 anymct150 which has been discussed in the preceding section and
is focused on di-jet topologies; EF xe60, a pure EmissT trigger that for the sacrifice of a higher
EmissT threshold gives access to final states with lower jet pT ; EF j100 ht400 a trigger based
on HT , the scalar sum of jet pT s in the event. This allows access to multi-jet topologies
with potentially lower EmissT .
The two signal grids mentioned above were used for the trigger menu optimisation.
The signal efficiencies across the mSUGRA plane for each trigger item are shown in Figure
5.5. It is most instructive to consider the unique gain in efficiency with respect to the
baseline option, this is defined as the fraction of signal events selected by a new trigger
item and not by the baseline. Figures 5.6(a-c) show this additional efficiency gain for each
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Figure 5.5: Signal efficiency across mSUGRA mass plane for (a) baseline EF j75 xe55,
(b) EF j75 j30 anymct150, (c) EF xe60 and (d) EF j100 ht400.
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Figure 5.6: Fractional gain in efficiency for individual items with respect to baseline trig-
ger.
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Trigger item Rate [Hz]
EF b10 j75 j55 2j30 17.7 ±3.0
EF b15 j100 j40 EFxe30 12.9 ±2.5
EF b15 j100 j40 ht300 9.2 ±2.1
EF b75 j100 EFxe20 ht200 7.7 ±1.9
EF b75 j100 ht300 6.3 ±1.8
EF b75 j100 EFxe30 6.2 ±1.7
EF b15 4j45 3.9 ±1.4
EF b15 j75 j40 xe50 1.91 ±0.96
EF b15 2j55 xe50 0.98 ±0.69
EF 2b10 j75 2j30 10.6 ±2.3
EF 2b15 3L1J15 7.8 ±2.0
EF 2b10 4j30 6.8 ±1.8
EF 2b10 4j40 2.5 ±1.1
EF 2b15 4L1J15 1.88 ±0.94
EF 2b15 j75 j40 EFxe30 0.47 ±0.47
EF 2b15 j75 j40 ht350 0.47 ±0.47
Table 5.3: 2012 menu options and corresponding trigger rates at 1034 cm−2 s−1 .
trigger item with respect to the baseline, EF j75 xe55. Figure 5.6(d) shows the combined
efficiency of a logical or between all items (excluding EF j75 j30 anymct150), comparing
this to Figure 5.5(a) one can see clearly the gain in signal efficiency, especially in the large
m0 low m1/2 region.
5.4.2 2012 SUSY with b-jets 0-lepton menu optimisation
In 2012 trigger menu optimisation was particularly important for 0-lepton SUSY searches
with b-jets. For 2011 most analyses had relied on the baseline jet+EmissT , EF j75 xe55,
trigger. However, with the increased instantaneous luminosity in 2012 the jet ET and EmissT
thresholds were expected to increase significantly to maintain an acceptable trigger rate.
With these higher thresholds it was important to assess alternative trigger options. Given
that the signal is expected to contain real b-jets, exploiting this at trigger level provides
an interesting possibility to reduce trigger rates and lower thresholds.
Table 5.3 shows several possible jet, EmissT , b-jet and HT trigger combinations and
their respective rates at an instantaneous luminosity of 1034 cm−2 s−1 . This acts as a guide
for what trigger items could be allowable - as with 2011 a rate of ∼1-2 Hz per item is
feasible.
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Trigger item Oﬄine selection [GeV]
EF j100 xe65 pT(j0) > 150, EmissT > 200
EF xe80 EmissT > 250
EF b15 4j30 ht350 pT(b0) > 50, pT(j3) > 70, HT > 500
EF b15 j75 4j30 ht350 pT(b0) > 50, pT(j0) > 130, pT(j3) > 50, HT > 500
EF b15 j75 4j30 xe30 pT(b0) > 50, pT(j0) > 130, pT(j3) > 50, EmissT > 100
EF 2b15 j75 3j40 xe30 pT(b1) > 50, pT(j0) > 130, pT(j2) > 50, EmissT > 100
Table 5.4: 2012 menu options. Rates 5 × 1033 cm−2 s−1 .
In contrast to the studies performed in 2011, oﬄine rather than trigger quantities are
used to assess the various trigger combinations. This allows more flexibility and removes
turn-on effects by applying oﬄine thresholds that correspond to the full efficiency points
of the trigger.
The trigger items chosen for comparison are given in Table 5.4 along with the corre-
sponding oﬄine cuts required to emulate the triggers at full efficiency. In order to determine
the worth of these triggers their performance is assessed in three key SUSY with b-jets sig-
nal scenarios. These are simplified model grids for sbottom and stop quark production.
Specifically, gluino-mediated sbottom production, g˜ → bχ˜01 ; sbottom pair production, with
the sbottoms decaying b˜ → bχ˜01 with BR=100%; and t˜ pair production, with the stops
decaying t˜ → tχ˜01 with BR=100%. These signal scenarios are described in more detail in
Chapter 7.
The trigger selection that provides the best signal efficiency at each point on each
of the three SUSY signal grids is shown on the left of Figure 5.7. The relative gain in
efficiency compared to the baseline selection at each point on the signal grids is shown on
the right hand side of Figure 5.7 for the following selection
pT(b0) > 50GeV,pT(j0) > 130GeV,pT(j3) > 50GeV,EmissT > 100GeV. (5.12)
From Table 5.3 it is clear that selecting events with b-jets at trigger level can provide
the rate reduction required to relax other aspects of the trigger selection. Figure 5.7
demonstrates that these low thresholds can lead to improved signal efficiency with respect
to the baseline trigger. It is especially clear in the small mass splitting regions where one
expects softer jets and EmissT that these lower thresholds can significantly increase signal
efficiency.
As a result of this work the trigger items shown in Table 5.5 were included in the
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Figure 5.7: (a,c,e) Selection giving the highest signal efficiency for the gluino-sbottom,
sbottom pair and stop pair grids respectively. (b,d,f) Relative increase in
efficiency compared to baseline for pT(b0) > 50 GeV, pT(j0) > 130 GeV,
pT(j3) > 50 GeV, EmissT > 100 GeV for the same signal grids.
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Trigger item Rate [Hz]
EF 2b45 loose j145 j45 EFxe40 1.91±0.95
EF b110 loose j110 xe55 2.9 ±1.2
EF b110 loose j110 xe60 2.4 ±1.1
EF b145 medium j145 ht400 2.9 ±1.2
EF b165 medium j165 ht500 1.93±0.97
EF b35 loose j110 2j35 EFxe80 1.48±0.85
EF b45 mediumEF j110 j45 xe60 5.9 ±1.7
EF b45 medium j145 j45 ht400 5.3 ±1.6
EF b45 medium j145 j45 ht500 3.9 ±1.4
EF b55 mediumEF j110 j55 xe60 4.9 ±1.6
EF b80 loose j80 xe55 7.3 ±1.9
EF b80 loose j80 xe60 4.4 ±1.5
Table 5.5: 2012 menu options. Rates 1034 cm−2 s−1 .
trigger menu during 2012 data-taking.
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Chapter 6
Search for tt¯+Z production
6.1 Introduction
In this Chapter a search for production of tt¯ in association with a Z boson in the 3-lepton
final state is presented. The analysis uses 4.7 fb−1 of pp collision data collected in 2011 at√
s = 7 TeV. In the targeted 3-lepton final state the Z boson is required to decay to a pair
of leptons and one top quark to decay leptonically whilst the other decays hadronically.
This is the first such search performed by ATLAS.
The author initiated this analysis and made major contributions to many aspects of it.
This includes generation of the tt¯+Z signal and several background simulated samples and
development of a system for estimation of generator systematic uncertainties as discussed
in §6.5.1. This analysis was published in a conference note [1] which the author co-edited.
6.2 Theoretical motivation
The LHC is often described as a “top quark factory” [141,142] with several million tt¯ pairs
having already been produced during 2011 and 2012 data-taking. As such, one of the
principal goals of the LHC is to measure the properties of the top quark.
The properties of the top quark are interesting for many reasons. Due to its large
mass and Yukawa coupling close to unity the top quark is expected to play a key role in
electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB). New physics associated with mass generation is
more likely to manifest itself in the top quark sector than the lighter fermions. Several
models exist that predict new particles or interactions that preferentially couple to the top
quark [141]. As the top quark provides the largest contribution to quadratic divergences
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in corrections to the Higgs mass new physics is expected for a natural theory at ∼ mt .
The top quark’s large mass also opens up phase space for decay to exotic heavy states,
for example Z ′ . The fact that the lifetime of the top (0.5 × 10−24 s) is shorter that the
QCD interaction time (∼ 10−23 s) means that it offers the unique opportunity to study
the properties of a bare quark; couplings, mass and spin. Several such measurements have
already been performed and are reviewed in [115,141–143].
Since the discovery of the top quark almost two decades ago, electroweak couplings of
the top quark to other SM particles have been explored at the Tevatron and LHC. These
couplings can take different values in a number of BSM scenarios, such as technicolor [144]
or Little Higgs [145] models. Direct measurement of electroweak couplings to the top
quark can be probed in several ways, but predominantly via measurements of single top
production and tt¯ and vector boson associated production. The tbW coupling can be
studied through cross section measurements of single top quarks [146–149]. Measurement
of the tt¯γ cross section, can also provide a direct probe of the ttγ coupling. Measurement
of this process has been undertaken at the Tevatron [150, 151], and more recently at the
LHC [152]. The CDF Collaboration has claimed 3σ evidence for tt¯γ production [151]. The
tt¯+W process does not depend on the details of the top sector since the accompanying W
boson is radiated from the initial state quarks. However, tt¯ + Z production can directly
probe the ttZ coupling.
Electroweak precision data from LEP [153–155] imposes rather strong indirect bounds
on the coupling of top quarks to the Z boson. However no direct measurements of this
coupling currently exist. It should be noted that the ttZ coupling cannot be constrained
through measurements of tt¯ production at hadron colliders via intermediate virtual Z
bosons as the pp → tt¯ cross section is overwhelmed by contributions from purely QCD
processes.
g
g
g
t t
Z
t¯
(a)
u¯
u
g
t t
Z
t¯
(b)
Figure 6.1: Feynman diagrams of tt¯ +Z production at the LHC.
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The prospects for measurements of the ttZ coupling at hadron colliders using the
tt¯ + Z process were studied in [154, 156, 157]. The cross section for the tt¯ + Z process is
too low to have been observable at the Tevatron, hence the LHC offers a new and unique
window to view this process.
The cross section for tt¯+Z production at
√
s = 7 TeV is calculated at next-to-leading
order (NLO) to be 0.14 pb [158, 159]. The k -factor, defined as the ratio of NLO and LO
cross sections, is found to be 1.35 at a 14 TeV centre-of-mass energy [160], with a theoretical
uncertainty of approximately 20%.
The CMS collaboration recently presented a preliminary measurement of the tt¯ + Z
cross section [161], finding σtt¯Z = 0.30 +0.14−0.11 (stat) +0.04−0.02 (syst) pb with a significance of 3.66
standard deviations from the background hypothesis.
6.3 Selection
The following chapter uses the Top-2011 object definitions. In order to select events con-
sistent with the tt¯+Z final state under consideration, precisely three leptons are required.
Of these three leptons one is required to have satisfied the single lepton trigger selection
criteria. Additionally one opposite sign same flavour (OSSF) lepton pair is required to
have an invariant mass close to mZ (= 91.2 GeV), ∣ml+l− −mZ ∣ < 10 GeV and hence be
consistent with a Z boson. In the case where multiple such pairs exist, the pair whose
invariant mass is closest to mZ is assumed to be the one coming from the Z boson in what
follows. Furthermore, the remaining objects in the event are required to be consistent with
a tt¯ pair in the semi-leptonic decay mode. Therefore, events must contain four jets with
pT > 30 GeV and EmissT > 30 GeV. The signal region, denoted SR, is finally defined by the
requirement that at least one of the selected jets is tagged by the MV1 algorithm. The
signal is expected to contain two real b-jets in the final state. However, due to the low
signal efficiency, the compounding b-tagging efficiency and already very small remaining
SM background, the requirement of two b-jets leads to worse signal significance than the
one b-jet requirement. Table 6.1 shows both the relative and absolute efficiencies of each
cut for the simulated tt¯ +Z sample.
To validate the MC modelling of the 3-lepton final state several control regions are
defined with a somewhat looser selection than that of the signal region. Every control region
must contain three leptons, two of which must form an OSSF pair and EmissT > 30 GeV.
No requirement on the invariant mass of the OSSF pair of leptons is applied. The separate
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Cut number
Relative efficiency
[%]
Absolute efficiency
[%]
C0 3 leptons 15.0 15.0
C1 OSSF lepton pair 100.0 15.0
C2 EmissT > 30 GeV 83.2 12.5
C3 4 jets pT > 30 GeV 42.1 5.2
C4 ∣ml+l− −mZ ∣ < 10 GeV 98.6 5.2
C5 1 b-jet pT > 30 GeV 87.7 4.5
Table 6.1: The relative efficiency, with respect to the previous cut, and the absolute ef-
ficiency of all previous cuts is shown for the simulated tt¯ + Z sample. C0
includes jet quality and trigger requirements. Only events with three leptons
in the final state, resulting from decays of type tt¯(→ qq¯′bb¯lν)Z(→ ll) , where l
denotes e, µ , or a τ decaying into e or µ , are considered.
control regions are then defined by jet multiplicity requirements, control regions CRk (with
k = 1, . . . ,3) require events to contain precisely k jets with pT > 30 GeV and CR4Inc
requires 4 jets or more with pT > 30 GeV. One additional, slightly looser, inclusive control
region where two or more jets are required, CR2Inc, is defined for the purpose of having
increased statistics with which to allow comparison of relevant distributions.
Table 6.2 shows the expected and observed numbers of events in CRk (k = 1, . . . ,4).
Good agreement is observed between data and simulation. The control regions are dom-
inated by the WZ+jets process. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the expected and observed
distributions in CR2Inc for several important variables. For all distributions, good agree-
ment is observed between data and simulation.
6.4 Backgrounds
There are few non-signal SM processes which give rise to three leptons in the final state and
fewer still that contain additional jets. The dominant processes, for the signal region defined
in Section 6.3, are the ‘singly resonant’ production of tb¯Z +X and t¯bZ +X with X = jj, lν
along with ‘non-resonant’ WZ+jets and ZZ+jets backgrounds. The backgrounds from
these processes are estimated from Monte Carlo simulation.
Dedicated simulated samples for these backgrounds were generated for this analysis
using MADGRAPH interfaced with PYTHIA. Specifically, the (tb¯Z +X and t¯bZ) +X(= jj, lν)
processes and WZbb¯jj sample was generated additionally to the inclusive samples.
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Figure 6.2: Expected and observed distributions of (a) EmissT , (b) the invariant mass of
the OSSF pair of leptons, (c) the number of jets with pT > 30 GeV and (d)
the number of b-tagged jets with pT > 30 GeV. Figures from [1].
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Figure 6.3: Expected and observed distributions of (a) the pT of the hardest jet, (b) the
pT of the second hardest jet and (c) the lepton flavour combination. Figures
from [1].
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CR1 CR2 CR3 CR4
tt¯ +Z 0.20 ± 0.02 0.63 ± 0.03 0.91 ± 0.04 1.04 ± 0.04
tt¯ 2.0 ± 0.3 0.64 ± 0.15 0.28 ± 0.13 < 0.07
Z+jets 0.4 ± 0.2 0.3 ± 0.2 < 1.2 0.2 ± 0.2
WZ+jets 44.5 ± 1.7 14.7 ± 1.0 4.0 ± 0.4 0.98 ± 0.19
ZZ+jets 6.3 ± 0.7 2.4 ± 0.4 0.77 ± 0.19 0.17 ± 0.06
tt¯W 0.21 ± 0.04 0.33 ± 0.04 0.09 ± 0.02 0.032 ± 0.013(tb¯Z + t¯bZ) + jj, lν 0.122 ± 0.013 0.203 ± 0.016 0.192 ± 0.016 0.155 ± 0.015
WZbbjj 0.14 ± 0.02 0.25 ± 0.03 0.21 ± 0.03 0.11 ± 0.02
Observed 53 19 8 1
MC Total 53.9 ± 1.9 19.5 ± 1.1 6.5 ± 0.5 2.7 ± 0.3
Table 6.2: Numbers of events observed in data and expected from the tt¯+Z signal process
and various backgrounds for the control regions CR1-4. Uncertainties shown
are statistical only.
It was shown in the previous section that the WZ+jets process with three leptons in
the final state is well described by simulation, by comparisons with data in control regions
CR1-4.
6.4.1 Fake lepton background
In addition to backgrounds with three real leptons, there is also a background contribution
from processes that have fewer than three real leptons and one or more fake leptons. In
this case a ‘real’ lepton refers to a lepton arising from W or Z decay, a ‘fake’ lepton
refers to those from all other sources, including in-flight decays of light or heavy hadrons,
hadrons mimicking lepton signatures, and converted photons reconstructed as electrons. In
a low yield multi-lepton signal region where standard model backgrounds are expected to
be small, constraining the background due to events containing fake leptons is especially
important.
The fake lepton background arises primarily from events with two real leptons and
one additional fake lepton. These contributions can be separated into two components.
Firstly, tt¯ events in which both top quarks decay leptonically, giving two real leptons, and
a third isolated lepton that could for example come from the decay of one of the b-quarks.
Such an event would pass the signal region selection requirements described in Section 6.3.
Secondly, events containing a real Z boson decay to a pair of leptons with one additional
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fake lepton arising from a jet that is mistakenly reconstructed as a lepton. These two fake
lepton background contributions are estimated separately and are combined to give the
final estimation of the fake lepton background contribution to the signal region.
Matrix method
Estimation of the background contribution arising from fake leptons can be provided by us-
ing the matrix method [162]. This method works by dividing the dataset into two categories
based on loose and tight lepton definitions. The tight lepton requirements are the ones de-
scribed in Section 4.3 for the Top-2011 selection. Loose leptons have relaxed identification
criteria and/or isolation requirements.
Loose electrons are defined by changing the identification criteria from the “tight” to
the “medium” of [110]. The isolation requirement is relaxed such that the energy in a cone
of ∆R = 0.2 as well as the sum of track transverse momenta in a cone of ∆R = 0.3 around
the electron are required to be less than 6 GeV. The loose muon definition is identical to
that of tight muons, except that the isolation requirement is removed.
For clarity we shall describe the matrix method in its simplest form where the esti-
mation of the fake lepton contribution in a single lepton sample is undertaken. However,
the method can readily be generalised for estimation of the fake lepton contribution with
any number of leptons in the final state.
The method relies on determination of the real and fake efficiencies, ǫreal and ǫfake ,
from dedicated control samples. More specifically, the efficiencies for real or fake loose
leptons to also satisfy the tight criteria is defined as
ǫreal = N
tight
real
N loosereal
, ǫfake = N
tight
fake
N loosefake
, (6.1)
where N tightreal and N
tight
fake are the numbers of real and fake lepton events passing the tight se-
lection criteria. The real lepton efficiency ǫreal is measured using a control region consisting
of events with a Z boson decaying to two leptons. The fake lepton efficiency ǫfake is mea-
sured from control regions, where the contribution of fake leptons is significantly higher. For
electrons, the control region used for measuring fake rates is defined by requiring EmissT < 20
GeV, and the presence of at least one jet. For muons, the cuts mT (l,EmissT ) < 20 GeV and
EmissT +mT (l,EmissT ) < 60 GeV, together with requiring the presence of one jet, are used to
define the control region.
From these efficiencies one is able to obtain the following relations in the single lepton
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case. The number of events which contain one loose lepton that does not pass the tight
criteria can be written as
NL = (1 − ǫreal)N loosereal + (1 − ǫfake)N loosefake , (6.2)
where N loosereal and N
loose
fake are the number of events containing real and fake leptons that
pass the loose lepton requirements, and the number of events selected using the tight
lepton requirements can be written as
NT = ǫrealN loosereal + ǫfakeN loosefake . (6.3)
The two previous relations may be represented in the form of a two dimensional matrix
⎛⎝ NTNL
⎞⎠ = ⎛⎝ ǫreal ǫfake(1 − ǫreal) (1 − ǫfake)
⎞⎠⎛⎝ N
loose
real
N loosefake
⎞⎠ . (6.4)
One can then invert the matrix to obtain equations for N loosereal and N
loose
fake in terms of
the measurable quantities NT , NL , ǫreal and ǫfake . Then taking the expression for N loosefake
and simply rearranging (6.1) one can obtain the number of fake leptons passing the tight
selection requirements
N tightfake = ǫfakeǫreal − ǫfake [ǫrealNL − (1 − ǫreal)NT ]. (6.5)
Estimation of backgrounds arising from fake leptons
1-lepton matrix method for Z+jets background estimate Estimation of the fake lep-
ton background due to events with two leptons originating from the Z boson, which are
assumed to be real, and one other isolated lepton is performed using the single lepton
matrix method. A loose lepton sample is defined by events containing an OSSF pair of
tight leptons (l+l− ) whose invariant mass satisfies ∣ml+l− −mZ ∣ < 10 GeV, together with a
loose lepton that fails the tight requirements. Formula (6.5) is then used to obtain the fake
lepton background estimate. No events are found in data in the loose lepton sample. The
68% confidence level (CL) upper limit for a mean of a Poisson distribution with no observed
events (from a Neyman confidence interval construction) is 1.14. A conservative limit on
the number of Z+jets events with a fake lepton can be estimated by taking N loose = 1.14,
N tight = 0, ǫfake = 0.50, corresponding to the largest measured fake efficiency as a function
of lepton η and pT , and ǫreal = 0.80, the corresponding real lepton efficiency. The resulting
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estimate for the number of Z+jets events with three leptons, one of which being a fake, in
the signal region is 0.0+1.5−0.0 . A different criterion for loose electrons, in which no isolation
requirement is applied, gives an estimate of 0.0+0.8−0.0 for this background.
Non-Z background estimate The fake lepton background coming from events that do
not contain a Z boson candidate is estimate with a sideband method. The number of events
expected in the signal region is estimated by extrapolating from a control region with
identical selection criteria to the signal region except the requirement that an OSSF lepton
pair has an invariant mass not compatible with a Z boson, ∣ml+l− −mZ ∣ > 10 GeV. The
extrapolation from the control region to the signal region is made using a transfer factor.
The transfer factor between the sideband and the signal region is defined as
f = N(∣ml+l− −mZ ∣ < 10 GeV)
N(∣ml+l− −mZ ∣ > 10 GeV) . (6.6)
The value of f is calculated using tt¯ simulated events (with no jet or EmissT requirement
to minimise the statistical uncertainty) to be f = 0.34 ± 0.09 (stat.) ± 0.03 (syst.) . The
systematic uncertainty is dominated by the electron efficiency scale factor and jet energy
scale uncertainties. No events are found in data in this control region. The number of
events expected in the control region from the tt¯ +Z signal process and backgrounds with
three real leptons is found to be negligible. A 68% CL upper limit of 1.14 on the number of
fake lepton background events in the sideband control region is set. The resulting estimate
of the fake lepton background (excluding Z(→ ll) +X events with fake leptons) is 0.0+0.4−0.0 .
The total fake lepton background is given by the sum of the contributions from events
with and without a Z boson, giving 0.0+1.6−0.0 events. This estimate is used for the primary
result. However, the remainder of this section outlines several methods for validating the
fake background estimate. The justification for this particular choice is that it provides
a data driven estimation. This is important due to the MC generator uncertainties that
exist, especially in final states that require the presence of several additional partons in
order to satisfy the selection criteria.
Methods for validation of the fake lepton background estimate
3-lepton matrix method As previously discussed the matrix method can be extended
to estimate the fake contribution for any number of leptons in the final state. For our
signal selection requirement of three leptons an eight-dimentional matrix method can be
formulated. For each of three leptons (ordered, say, in pT ), in a data sample with loose
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lepton criteria applied, the lepton may either pass the tight selection (T ), or the loose but
not the tight (L) selection. One then writes
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
NTTT
NTTL
. . .
NLLL
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
=M
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
NRRR
NRRF
. . .
NFFF
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (6.7)
Here NLLL,NTTL, . . . denote the numbers of events in which the i-th lepton satisfies the
tightness criterion Ti (with Ti either L or T ), while NRRR,NRRF , . . . denote the numbers
of events in the loose sample for which the i-th lepton is real or fake. The matrix M is
then given by
M =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
r1r2r3 r1r2f3 ⋯ f1f2f3
r1r2(1 − r3) r1r2(1 − f3) ⋯ f1f2(1 − f3)
⋯(1 − r1)(1 − r2)(1 − r3) (1 − r1)(1 − r2)(1 − f3) ⋯ (1 − f1)(1 − f2)(1 − f3)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
,
(6.8)
where ri and fi are the real and fake efficiencies for lepton i1. The matrix M can be
inverted to obtain NRRR,NRRF , . . . from the measured numbers NLLL,NLLT , . . . . The fake
lepton background contribution in the signal region can then be computed as the contri-
bution to NTTT from all terms with at least one fake lepton.
Only two events are found in data which satisfy signal region selection but contain
three leptons, at least one of which fails the tight selection. The resulting estimate of
the fake lepton background is 2.4 ± 1.9 (stat.) +1.6−0.4 (syst.). The systematic uncertainty is
computed from the uncertainty in the fake lepton efficiencies. The method is repeated with
an even looser criterion for loose electrons, where no isolation requirement is applied, this
gives an estimate of 0.6 ± 0.5 (stat.) for the fake lepton background. No additional events
enter the loose sample with the looser requirement. However, a lower value of f results in
a smaller central value for the estimate.
Monte Carlo prediction for fake lepton backgrounds The data driven estimates of
the fake lepton background can be compared to the estimate purely from Monte Carlo
simulation. No events in simulated samples pass the signal region selection, and estimates of
0.0+1.2−0.0 events for the Z+jets background, and 0.00
+0.07
−0.00 for the tt¯ background are obtained.
1Shorthand for ǫfake(i) and ǫfake(i) in the description of the single lepton method.
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CR1 CR2 CR3 CR4
Fakes (DD, 3-lepton MM) -0 ± 3 -3 ± 2 2 ± 3 2.4 ± 1.9
Fakes (DD, 1-lepton MM) 0.1 ± 1.4 0.5 ± 1.1 -0.1 ± 0.4 -0.16 ± 0.16
Fakes (DD, sideband) 2.0 ± 0.8 1.0 ± 0.6 0.7 ± 0.5 0 ± 0
Fake Background (MC) 2.4 ± 0.4 0.9 ± 0.3 0.30 ± 0.14 0.2 ± 0.2
Table 6.3: The fake background estimates from the data-driven (DD) 3-lepton Matrix
Method, 1-lepton Matrix Method, the Z sideband method, and Monte Carlo
simulation for the four control regions CRi , i = 1, . . . ,4.
These are compatible with estimates from the data driven methods.
A comparison of estimates of the fake backgrounds in control regions CRi (i = 1, . . . ,4)
obtained using the various methods described above is shown in Table 6.3. It can be seen
that the estimation from the 3-lepton matrix method and from the purely Monte Carlo
simulation driven method are both compatible with each other and compatible with the
estimate from the combination of the two single lepton approximation methods, hence
validating the method that is used for the fake lepton background estimation in what
follows.
6.5 Systematic uncertainties
Several sources of systematic uncertainty effect the predicted number of simulated signal
and background events. A discussion of systematic uncertainties common to all analyses
is given in §4.4. The affect of these uncertainties and discussion of additional systematic
uncertainties that are specific to this analysis only are given in the following section.
The dominant systematic uncertainties in this measurement come from MC statis-
tics, b-tagging, jet energy scale, corrections to e and µ identification and reconstruction
efficiencies, jet vertex fraction and MC generator uncertainties. These are summarised in
Table 6.4.
6.5.1 MC generator systematics
An additional important systematic uncertainty for this analysis is the MC generator un-
certainty. This enters the cross section upper limit calculation through the signal selection
efficiency. The uncertainty on the renormalisation scale and factorisation scales are de-
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Systematic uncertainty Background Signal
Luminosity 4% 4%
b-tagging 5% 5%
e trigger efficiency 2% <1%
e reco. and identification efficiency 5% 5%
e energy scale <1% <1%
e energy resolution <1% <1%
µ trigger efficiency 2% <1%
µ reco. efficiency 2% 2%
µ momentum scale <1% <1%
µ momentum resolution <1% <1%
Jet energy scale 5% 7%
Jet reco efficiency <1% <1%
EmissT cell out and soft jet 1% <1%
EmissT pileup 1% <1%
JVF 5% 6%
Renormalisation & factorisation scale - 10%
ISR/FSR - 6%
MC driven background normalisation 50% -
Total 51% 17%
Table 6.4: Systematic uncertainties in the signal region for tt¯Z signal and background
yields estimated from Monte Carlo simulation. The uncertainties are relative
to the nominal value and expressed in percent. In cases where asymmetric
shifts were obtained for a single systematic uncertainty, the average of the
absolute values of the shifts with respect to the nominal value was taken.
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termined by considering variations around the nominal value. Dedicated MC samples are
generated with the nominal scale fixed at µR = µF = 2mt+mZ , then with each scale is then
varied up and down independently multiplying by a factor of 2 and 0.5, respectively. The
largest effect comes from the downward variation of the factorisation scale. The result-
ing overall uncertainty is 10%, estimated by taking the largest variation in the selection
efficiency.
The uncertainty on the signal selection efficiency due to potential Monte Carlo mis-
modeling of initial and final state radiation (ISR/FSR) is also studied. Alternative MC
samples with more or less ISR and FSR activity are produced by varying the Pythia
parameters controlling the parton shower (PS). The ISR variations are constrained by the
ATLAS measurement of tt¯ production with a veto on additional central jet activity in pp
collisions [163]. The resulting effect on the signal selection efficiency leads to an overall
uncertainty of 6.2% which is used in the final result.
tt¯ +Z scale variation systematics
Figure 6.4 shows various kinematic distributions obtained with the scale variations de-
scribed above. It can be seen from the ratios that the variation around the nominal value
is most apparent in the jet pT distribution.
Figure 6.5 shows the number of events remaining after each of the analysis cuts and
the corresponding percentage differences are shown in Table 6.5. One can see that the
largest difference comes from the downward variation of the factorisation scale where at
the 4-jet requirement the efficiency is ∼ 7% lower than the nominal value and this grows
to ∼ 10% after the full selection is applied.
tt¯ +Z ISR/FSR variation systematics
Monte Carlo samples were generated for different ISR, FSR and PS variations of parameters
in PYTHIA. These samples correspond to variations of the following parameters in PYTHIA:
• PARP(64): Multiplicative factor for the transverse momentum evolution scale for use
as a scale in αs and parton distributions.
• PARP(67): Multiplicative factor for the Q2 scale of the hard scattering to define the
maximum parton virtuality allowed in Q2 -ordered space-like showers.
• PARP(72): Λ value used in running αs for time-like parton showers, except for
showers in the decay of a resonance.
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Figure 6.4: Kinematic distributions with scale variations compared to the distribution for
the nominal fixed scale for the tt¯+Z signal sample. The hatched area on the
ratio histogram shows the expected statistical uncertainty from the limited
size of generated samples.
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Figure 6.5: Fraction of the total number of events passing each stage of signal selection for
several scale variations. The hatched area on the ratio histogram shows the
expected statistical uncertainty from the limited size of generated samples.
• PARJ(82): Invariant mass cut-off, mmin , of parton showers, below which partons are
not assumed to radiate.
Dedicated samples are used to compare selection efficiencies for the various samples.
Figure 6.6 shows kinematic distributions obtained with the ISR/FSR/PS variations men-
tioned above. Figure 6.7 shows the number of events remaining after each of the analysis
cuts and the corresponding percentage differences are shown in Table 6.6. One can see
that the largest difference comes from the PS variation where, from the 4-jet requirement
onwards, the efficiency is ∼ 7% lower than the nominal value.
6.5.2 Other systematic uncertainties
An uncertainty on the cross section for the WZ+jets background of 50% is assigned. This
is based on Berends-Giele scaling [164], and assuming a 24% uncertainty per additional
jet [165]. The same 50% uncertainty is also applied for the (tb¯Z + t¯bZ) +X , X = jj, lν
background process assuming that the uncertainty is similar for this process.
All the considered systematic uncertainties estimated from Monte Carlo simulation
in the signal region are shown in Table 6.4 for both the signal and background yields.
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Scale Variation 3 lepton ∣mll −mZ ∣ < 10 GeV 4 jet 2 b-jet EmissT > 30 GeV
Nominal(efficiency) 0.01417 0.01016 0.0053 0.0043 0.0036
µR 2µF 0.91 0.92 -0.051 -2.2 -1.6
µR µF /2 .15 -2.2 -7.1 -8.7 -10
2µR µF .5 2.3 4 3.3 3
2µR 2µF 0.063 1.4 -0.58 -1.7 -1.4
2µR µF /2 .6 -1.5 -5 -5.6 -7.5
µR/2 µF .6 1.3 1.5 0.47 0.012
µR/2 2µF .1 4.4 2.9 0.5 0.31
µR/2 µF /2 .082 -2 -6.2 -7.1 -8.7
Table 6.5: Percentage difference with respect to the nominal value at each stage of the
selection for different scale variations.
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Figure 6.6: Kinematic distributions with ISR, FSR and PS variations compared to the
distribution for the nominal Pythia parameters tt¯ + Z signal sample. The
hatched area on the ratio histogram shows the expected statistical uncertainty
from the limited size of generated samples.
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Figure 6.7: Fraction of the total number of events passing each stage of signal selection for
several ISR, FSR and PS variations. The hatched area on the ratio histogram
shows the expected statistical uncertainty from the limited size of generated
samples.
6.6 Results
The number of signal region events expected from simulation and observed in data are
shown in Table 6.7. The expected number of signal events in the signal region is 0.85 ±
0.04 (stat.) ± 0.14 (syst.). The expected number of background events from SM processes
with three real leptons, obtained from simulation, is 0.28 ± 0.05 (stat.) ± 0.14 (syst.). The
expected fake lepton background is 0.0+1.6−0.0 . If central value for the fake lepton estimation
is taken to be zero the signal to background ratio is 3.0. One event is observed in the data.
Figure 6.8 shows a number of key distributions with the full signal region selection
applied. The one observed event in data is clearly compatible with that of the expected
signal and is consistent with the standard model expectation. Figure 6.9 shows an event
display of the only candidate event found in data passing all selection cuts of the signal
region. This event has EmissT = 78.3 GeV, the invariant mass of the two selected muons is
found to be 90.7 GeV, the transverse mass of the missing transverse momentum with the
selected electron is 66.8 GeV. The event has two jets which are b-tagged and two more
which are not b-tagged. The invariant mass of the pair of jets which are not b-tagged is
82.5 GeV.
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Scale Variation 3 lepton ∣mll −mZ ∣ < 10 GeV 4 jet 2 b-jet EmissT > 30 GeV
Nominal(efficiency) 0.014 0.012 0.0061 0.0049 0.004
Less FSR 3.8 2.5 -4.8 -2.2 -0.2
Less ISR -1 -5.1 -6.9 -5.6 -3.1
Less PS -0.59 -2.9 -7.1 -6.2 -7
More FSR 2.4 2.1 -2.8 -3.1 -4.1
More ISR 4.7 3.6 -3.2 -1.3 -1.6
More PS 1.4 0.48 -6.1 -3.8 -3.8
Table 6.6: Percentage difference with respect to the nominal value at each stage of the
selection for different ISR, FSR and PS variations.
SR
tt¯Z 0.85 ± 0.04
WZ+jets 0.06 ± 0.04
ZZ+jets 0.014 ± 0.014
tt¯W 0.011 ± 0.008(tb¯Z + t¯bZ) +X(= jj, lν) 0.125 ± 0.013
WZbbjj 0.065 ± 0.016
Observed 1
MC Total 1.13 ± 0.06
Table 6.7: Numbers of events observed in data and expected from the tt¯Z signal process
and various backgrounds for the signal region. The uncertainties shown are
statistical only. No events passing the selections are found in the Z+jets and
tt¯ simulated samples.
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Figure 6.8: Continued overleaf.
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Figure 6.8: Expected and observed distributions of (a) EmissT , (b) the invariant mass of
the OSSF pair of leptons, (c) the number of selected jets with pT > 30 GeV,
(d) the number of b-tagged jets and (e) the lepton flavour combination, for
the signal region selection. Figures from [1].
The result can be translated into a 95% probability upper limit on the tt¯+Z produc-
tion cross section, σtt¯Z . For this purpose, a Bayesian prescription is used, as implemented in
Ref. [166]. A flat prior probability distribution is assumed for the number of signal events,
and a Poisson likelihood P (n∣s, b, θi) is used where n is the number of observed events, s
the expected number of signal events, b the expected number of background events and θi
are nuisance parameters corresponding to the dominant systematic uncertainties: the jet
energy scale, b-tagging scale factor and jet vertex fraction scale factor uncertainties.
To derive the 95% probability upper limit on the tt¯+Z production cross section, the
efficiency2 ǫ is computed using tt¯ +Z simulated events, and the posterior distribution of
σ = s
ǫMC ×L (6.9)
is computed, where L = 4.7 fb−1 is the integrated luminosity of the analysed dataset.
The 95% probability upper limit on the number of signal events is 4.1, with an
efficiency of ǫMC = (0.13±0.02)%. The observed upper limit on the tt¯+Z production cross
2The efficiency ǫ as defined here includes also detector acceptance effects.
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section is 0.71 pb with an expected upper limit of 0.74 pb.
Figure 6.9: The only candidate event in data found in the signal region. The event is in
the eµµ channel. The thick green line indicates the selected electron. The
two thick red lines with associated tracks (light blue) represent the selected
muons. The red arrow indicates the direction of the EmissT . The b-jets are
highlighted with by blue cones/towers. The expected signal-to-background
ratio in the signal region is 3.0, taking zero as the estimate of the fake lepton
background. Figures from [1].
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6.7 Summary and conclusion
Using 4.7 fb−1 of
√
s = 7 TeV pp collision data collected by ATLAS, a search for tt¯ + Z
production in the three lepton final state was performed. In a signal region requiring three
leptons, a missing transverse momentum of 30 GeV and four jets with pT > 30 GeV, one
of which is b-tagged, 0.85 ± 0.04 (stat.) ± 0.14 (syst.) signal events were expected. The
background from events containing three leptons from W and Z bosons in this signal region
was estimated from simulation as 0.28 ± 0.05 (stat.) ± 0.14 (syst.). In addition, a fake
lepton background of 0.0+1.6−0.0 events was estimated by a data driven method. One candidate
event whose kinematical properties are consistent with a tt¯ + Z event was found in data,
in agreement with expectations from the Standard Model. The result was translated to a
95% probability upper limit of 0.71 pb on the tt¯ + Z production cross section, consistent
with the NLO Standard Model prediction of 0.14 pb.
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Third generation SUSY searches
7.1 Introduction
In Chapters 8 and 9 two analyses that search for the direct pair production of the supersym-
metric partners to the bottom and top quarks are described. This Chapter will introduce
the SUSY signals being targeted and motivation for these searches. Furthermore, there are
several aspects of the analyses that are common to both, such as methods for background
estimation and determination of systematic uncertainties. To avoid repeated discussion of
these techniques in what follows they are summarised in this Chapter.
7.2 Introduction to searches
An overview of the theoretical motivation for searches for the supersymmetric partners to
third generation quarks will be given, followed by a description of relevant signal models
and finally an overview of previous third generation squark searches.
7.2.1 Theoretical motivation
Due to the larger masses of the SM third generation quarks significant mixing of the left-
and right-handed squarks can occur. This can lead to significantly lighter mass eigenstates
which has important implications for naturalness.
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Mixing
The left- and right-handed third generation squarks can mix to produce mass eigenstates,
the lightest of which can, in the case of maximal mixing, be significantly lighter than the
first and second generation quarks. The sbottom and stop mixing in the MSSM enters
through following stop mass terms in the Lagrangian:
Lstop masses = − (t˜∗Lt˜∗R)m2t˜ ⎛⎝ t˜Lt˜R
⎞⎠ , (7.1)
where
m2
t˜
= ⎛⎝ m(t˜L)
2 m(t)(At − µ cotβ)
m(t)(At − µ cotβ) m(t˜R)2
⎞⎠ . (7.2)
The matrix can be diagonalised in the L − −R basis to get the mass eigenstates:
⎛⎝ t˜1t˜2
⎞⎠ = ⎛⎝ cos θt˜ − sin θt˜sin θt˜ cos θt˜
⎞⎠⎛⎝ t˜Lt˜R
⎞⎠ (7.3)
where m2
t˜1
< m2
t˜2
and θt˜ is the stop mixing angle. The large top quark Yukawa coupling
effects the RGE evolution of parameters down the electroweak scale such that the third
generation squark masses can be significantly smaller than the those of the first two gen-
erations. The m2t terms in the diagonal elements of (7.2) mitigate this effect somewhat,
but the off-diagonal entries can still induce a significant mixing which reduces the lighter
top-squark squared-mass eigenvalue. Hence, models often predict that t˜1 is the lightest
squark of all, and that it is predominantly right-handed [20].
A very similar prescription applies for the sbottom mixing, where
m2
b˜
= ⎛⎝ m(b˜L)
2 m(b)(Ab − µ cotβ)
m(b)(Ab − µ cotβ) m(b˜R)2
⎞⎠ . (7.4)
The size of mixing in the sbottom sector depends on the size of tanβ . If it is small (<∼ 10)
there is not a large effect from the mixing terms as the bottom Yukawa term is much smaller
than that of the top. However, even in the case of small tanβ , because b˜L is part of the t˜L
doublet, it can be significantly lighter than the other left-handed down-type squarks after
renormalisation group evolution to the electro-weak scale.
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Figure 7.1: “Naturalness probability distribution” for the gluino mass in the CMSSM.
Only its tail was allowed after LEP, and the tail of the tail remains allowed
after first LHC data. Figure from [169].
Naturalness
Providing a solution to the hierarchy problem is one of the fundamental motivations for
SUSY as an extension to the SM. However, the exclusion of low mass scale sparticles
introduces a new fine tuning problem for SUSY models. One of the chief motivations for
sparticles with masses <∼ 1 TeV is that they naturally render MW ≪ MP l without the
need to fine tune parameters to keep MW small [167].
To avoid increasingly precise fine-tuning of parameters, the effective scale of super-
symmetry breaking must not be arbitrarily separated from the electroweak breaking scale.
Imposing this “naturalness” criterion, corresponds to placing an upper limit on superpar-
ticle masses in the TeV range [168]. The amount of fine tuning required for a particular
set of SUSY model parameters can be quantitatively assessed by the following metric:
∣ ai
M2Z
∂M2Z(ai)
∂ai
∣ <∆, (7.5)
where M2Z(ai) is the Z mass squared as a function of the parameters of the theory ai . The
purpose of (7.5) is to avoid unnatural tuning of the physical parameters of the theory by
requiring that a variation of any of the parameters ai does not correspond to a variation
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Figure 7.2: Sparticle production cross sections at NLO as a function of the sparticle mass
(or average mass for e.g. multiple squarks), maverage , (a) at
√
s = 7 TeV and
(b) at
√
s = 8 TeV. Figures from Prospino2.1 [170].
of M2Z more than ∆-times larger.
Figure 7.1 provides an indication of how much SUSY phase space can be ruled out
my imposing naturalness arguments. It illustrates the “naturalness probability” as defined
in [169] for a range of gluino masses in the CMSSM. The regions excluded by LEP and now
the LHC are shown, only a tiny fraction of the phase space now remains and what does
remain has a very low naturalness probability.
7.2.2 Signal models
As already discussed, large mixing in the MSSM can result in mass eigenstates for the
lightest sbottom and stop, b˜1 and t˜1 , that are significantly lighter than those of the first
and second generation squarks. Consequently, the ∼TeV scale exclusion on first and second
generation squarks masses does not restrict the possibility to produce b˜1 and t˜1 at low
masses and considerable cross sections at the LHC.
In the signal models considered in the following, there are two different production
modes of third generation squarks: gluino mediated production and direct pair production.
Gluino mediated production refers to production of b˜1 and t˜1 in the gluino decay. Figure
7.2 shows the production cross section for several SUSY processes at both
√
s = 7 TeV and√
s = 8 TeV. It is clear that for a given mass scale first and second generation squark and
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Figure 7.3: Feynman diagrams for (a) gluino mediated sbottom, (b) gluino mediated stop,
(c) gluino mediated off-shell stop (d) direct stop production.
gluino pair production has a considerably larger cross section than stop pair production.
However, with ∼TeV scale exclusion of gluino masses the production cross section of allowed
gluino masses becomes comparable to that of direct third generation squark pair production.
Therefore, searches for gluino mediated stop and sbottom production is most relevant for
early searches, with direct production searches becoming more important with increased
luminosity.
Decay
Gluino pair production can mediate sbottom and stop production through the following
gluino decay modes, g˜ → b˜1b and g˜ → t˜1t . Of central importance to the final phenomenology
for gluino mediated production as well as direct pair production are, of course, the decay
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modes of the sbottom and stop. Depending on the sparticle mass spectra many different
decay modes are available. However, only a small number of specific scenarios are considered
here. The only scenario for the b˜1 decay considered is decay via b˜1 → bχ˜01 . Two different
scenarios are considered for the t˜1 decay. Firstly, analogous to the b˜1 decay mode, decay
via t˜1 → tχ˜01 ; secondly, decay via an intermediate chargino, t˜1 → bχ˜±0 . In gluino mediated
production, where g˜ → b˜1b→ bbχ˜01 or g˜ → t˜1t→ ttχ˜01 , the case where the b˜1 or t˜1 is off-shell
can be considered. This gives rise to an effective 3-body decay of the gluino. Thus, one
has the decay modes, g˜ → bbχ˜01 or g˜ → ttχ˜01 . The corresponding Feynman diagrams for the
previously described processes are given in Figure 7.3.
7.2.3 Previous sbottom and stop searches
The focus of the remaining Chapters is searches for direct pair production of sbottom and
stop squarks. To provide a wider context to these searches a brief review of existing results
from analyses targeting gluino mediated stop and sbottom production will now be given.
Results are interpreted in four SUSY signal scenarios that can be divided into two
categories; phenomenological MSSM models and simplified models. The idea in both cate-
gories is to impose restrictions on the available sparticle phase space such that only a small
number of processes contribute in any given model.
The phenomenological MSSM model goes some way to simplifying the signal model.
All particles other than the gluino, sbottom, (stop and chargino) and neutrino have their
masses set very high. In this case, gluino pair production, sbottom (stop) pair produc-
tion and gluino-sbottom(-stop) associated production are the only contributing processes.
With the neutralino (and chargino) masses fixed there are only two remaining relevant pa-
rameters, mg˜ and mb˜1 (mt˜1 ). Variation of these variables provides a range of kinematics.
Results can straightforwardly be presented in the relevant 2-dimensional mass plane.
Simplified models [171, 172] go one step further and generally restrict the sparticle
phase space such that only one process is produced. All other sparticles are decoupled by
setting their masses to very high values leaving only two or three masses free. Variation
of these masses give rise to a wide range of kinematics. This strategy has the benefit that
the interpretation of results is unambiguous. It is then possible provide re-interpretation
of more complicated models by taking linear combinations of several simplified models and
assigning each different production cross sections and branching ratios.
The signal models for relevant ATLAS and CMS searches will now be described in
more detail:
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Gluino-sbottom: Within the framework of the phenomenological MSSM the b˜1 is set
to be the lightest squark and all others are set much heavier than the gluino, giving the
spectrum mg˜ >mb˜1 >mχ˜01 . this way only a few processes contribute. Sbottoms can only be
produced via gluino mediation and direct pair production, diagrams (a) and (d) in Figure
7.3. The gluino decays via g˜ → b˜1b with a branching ratio of 100% and the sbottom via
b˜1 → bχ˜01 with a branching ratio of 100% with mχ˜01 is set to 60 GeV. Exclusion limits are
set in the mg˜ −mb˜1 plane.
Gluino-stop: Similar to the gluino-sbottom model, except this time the t˜1 is the lightest
squark. In this particular scenario the t˜1 is assumed to decay exclusively via t˜1 → bχ˜±0 .
The neutralino mass is set to 60 GeV and here the chargino mass is set to 120 GeV. The
Feynman diagram for the gluino-mediated production mode is given in Figure 7.3 (a).
Results are interpreted in the mg˜ −mt˜ plane.
Gbb: A simplified model scenario is constructed where mg˜ < mb˜1 resulting in a 3-body
decay of the gluino via an off-shell sbottom. With all other squark masses set much larger
than the gluino mass the only contributing process is gluino pair production with g˜ → bbχ˜01
with a branching ratio of 100%, as shown in the diagram of Figure 7.3 (c). Event kinematics
are not affected by the sbottom mass and only parameters of interest become the gluino
and neutralino masses, so results are interpreted in the mg˜ −mχ˜0
1
plane.
Gtt: This model is entirely analogous to the Gbb simplified model scenario replacing the
sbottom with a stop , as shown in the diagram of Figure 7.3 (c).
Figures 7.4 (a) and (b) show the exclusion limits set by the ATLAS search looking
for events containing three b-jets using the
√
s = 7 TeV data in the gluino-sbottom and
gluino-stop scenarios. Figures 7.4 (c) and (d) show the ATLAS and CMS exclusion limits,
respectively, in the Gbb scenario using the
√
s = 8 TeV dataset. The ATLAS search again
looks for events containing three b-jets. There are two complimentary CMS searches, one
considering the events containing large EmissT and HT and another using the αT kinematic
variable. Figures 7.4 (e) and (f) show the exclusion limits for a number of ATLAS and
CMS SUSY searches, respectively, that have interpreted their results in the Gtt model.
The results discussed in this section do not impose direct constraints on the direct
sbottom and stop searches that are discussed in detail in the following two Chapters. This
is because in the direct sbottom and direct stop pair production simplified models the
gluino is decoupled and the exclusion limits applied here do not apply.
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Figure 7.4: Exclusion limits on gluino mediated sbottom and stop production with 2011√
s = 7 TeV and 2012 √s = 8 TeV data. Figures from [173], [174], [77]
and [76]. 123
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7.3 Background estimation techniques
Almost all SUSY searches expect some level of contamination from SM processes in their
signal regions. Precise estimation of the expected contribution from these backgrounds
and their corresponding uncertainties is essential in such searches. A well developed un-
derstanding of SM backgrounds is mandatory for both confidence in claims for observation
of new physics and claims for exclusion of particular signal models. In this section two
background estimation techniques are described that are common to the analyses that will
be described fully in Chapters 8 and 9.
7.3.1 Transfer factor method
An approach used in many SUSY analyses is the transfer factor method. This approach
is referred to as semi-data-driven as it combines information taken both from data and
MC simulation. The general principal is to define a control region where some part of the
selection is orthogonal to the signal region selection. Control regions are usually defined to
select one particular background process that is expected to contribute in the signal region.
Once defined, a control region can be used to compare expectation from simulation to the
data. Good agreement provides validation of the MC performance for a given selection.
With a control region defined and the MC description of the process under consider-
ation validated, there can be some confidence in extrapolating from the control region to
the signal region using the MC. This is where the transfer factor arises. It is defined to
be the ratio between the number of events expected from the MC in the signal region to
the number of events expected from the MC in the control region. Normalising this ratio
to the number of events observed in the data and subtracting away contributions from the
other backgrounds, provides an estimation of the number of events expected in the signal
region for this background process. This procedure can be summarised by the following
expression
N
Bkg(data)
SR = N
Bkg(MC)
SR
N
Bkg(MC)
CR
× (NdataCR −NNon-Bkg(MC)CR ) , (7.6)
where SR and CR refer to the signal region and control region respectively.
One of the major attractions of this technique is that some systematic uncertainties
are expected to cancel out in the ratio. In general, the more kinematically similar the control
region and signal region are the greater the cancellation. In practice, when defining a control
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region selection, there is often trade-off between maximising the similarity of the kinematic
requirements of the two regions and maintaining sufficient numbers of events that statistical
uncertainties do not become dominant. Another consideration is the signal contamination
in the control region. This technique is only applicable if the signal contamination in the
control region is negligible.
The transfer factor technique is used extensively to estimate, for example, the tt¯ ,
W+jets or Z+jets backgrounds in the following analyses.
7.3.2 Multi-jet background estimation
QCD has a low selection efficiency but very large cross section compared to the signal
models being considered. Hence, this is an extremely important background to constrain.
In the following searches the QCD multi-jet and all-hadronic tt¯ backgrounds are estimated
using the data-driven jet smearing method which is briefly described here. More details of
the method can be found in [175].
Overview of the method
QCD events that enter the signal region are assumed to have acquired EmissT due to mis-
measurement of one or more jets in the event. The concept of the jet smearing method
is to estimate the QCD background from such events by emulating this mis-measurement.
The momentum of jets in clean, well measured data events (with low EmissT /12√ΣET ) are
smeared to generate pseudoevents with possibly large EmissT and E
miss
T /12√ΣET values that
can pass the signal region selection requirements. The different stages of the method are
as follows:
1 Low EmissT /12√ΣET seed events with the same number of jets as in the analysis are
selected from data.
2 A smearing function is constructed using a sample of simulated jet events. This is
referred to as the jet response, R , it is calculated in bins of pT (jtrue) and defined to
be
R = pT (jreco)
pT (jtrue) . (7.7)
Separate response functions are constructed for b-tagged and non-b-tagged jets. They
are expected to have markedly different responses due to the large number of neutrinos
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and muons in heavy flavour jets hence it is important to smear each jet with its
corresponding response.
3 The momentum of jets in the seed events selected in (1) are smeared, randomly
sampling from either b-tagged or non-b-tagged response as defined in (2). The re-
sponse function used is dependent on the b-tag weight of the jet. This operation is
repeated many times (typically ∼ 10,000 times) per seed event to randomly generate
configurations where EmissT comes from fluctuating jets.
4 Once a large sample of pseudo-events is generated, these are passed through the
analysis cuts to give distributions of the QCD estimation for any variable of interest.
These distributions are then normalised within a QCD enriched control region, sub-
tracting the non-QCD component taken from Monte Carlo. For the sbottom and stop
searches the control region is constructed by selecting events with the signal region
cuts but with the QCD rejection cuts reversed.
The response function
The response function is derived using PYTHIA di-jet samples. The shape of the response is
constructed by calculating the response R for each jet in 20 GeV bins of pT(jtrue) , where
R is defined as in (7.7). The pT of any neutrinos within ∆R(j, ν) < 0.4 of the jet are
added back to the pT(jtrue) as well as any other objects within a cone of ∆R < 0.4 that
contribute to any of the EmissT terms. This ensures that the full true jet momentum is taken
into account.
Examples of the two-dimensional response taken from the stop pair analysis using
2012 data are shown in Figure 7.5. The larger number of neutrinos present in heavy
flavour jets results in a broader low side tail for their response as can be seen more clearly
in Figure 7.6. These distributions are again taken from the 2012 data stop analysis and
compares the response functions in different truth pT ranges for reconstructed b-tagged
jets, non-b-tagged jets and all jets.
Validation in data
To validate the response function in data, two analyses are performed. The first, referred
to as the di-jet balance analysis, is used to validate the Gaussian core of the response. The
second, referred to as the mercedes analysis, is used to validate the tails of the response. In
both the di-jet balance and Mercedes analyses events are selected with single jet triggers.
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Figure 7.5: The response function binned in true pT as calculated using PYTHIA di-jet
samples for untagged jets (left) and tagged jets (right).
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Figure 7.6: Plots of the response function for b-tagged jets (red), non-b-tagged jets
(green) and all jets (black) using MC samples in the truth pT ranges [0,100]
GeV (top left), [100,200] GeV (top right), [200,500] GeV (bottom left),[500,3500] GeV (bottom right).
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Trigger items with online jet pT thresholds of 55 − 460 GeV are used and it is required
that the leading oﬄine jet pT is above the respective turn-on plateau value. The b-tag and
non-b-tag cases are treated separately in each analysis.
Di-jet balance The MC modelling of the Gaussian component, σR , of the response is
investigated using the di-jet balance A(pT (1), pT (2)) , defined as follows for 2 jets with
pT (1), pT (2) :
A(pT (1), pT (2)) = pT (1) − pT (2)
pT (1) + pT (2) (7.8)
This is a useful quantity as the width of A(pT (1), pT (2)) , denoted by σA , is related to σR
by means of: √
2σA = σPT
PT
= σR (7.9)
A(pT (1), pT (2)) is calculated in events with exactly two jets that satisfy the following
selection cuts:
• 2 jets with pT(1) > 70 GeV and pT(2) > 40 GeV
• A veto on any third jet with pT > 30 GeV
• mini=1,2 ∣∆ϕ (ji,EmissT )∣ < 0.3 to ensure that the EmissT is associated to one of the jets.
The di-jet balance distribution derived from the pseudodata and data is binned in
pT and fitted with a Gaussian. An example taken from the 2012 data stop analysis is
shown in Figures 7.7(a) and (b). The mean of the Gaussian is set to 0 and the width and
normalisation are fitted. The difference between the data and pseudodata widths can be
treated with a pT dependent correction which is convoluted with the response as derived
from the Monte Carlo. Figure 7.7 (c) shows the fitted gaussian widths are a function of
average pT .
Mercedes Analysis The tails of the response function are validated in data using a sample
of three-jet events where the EmissT can be unambiguously associated with one of the jets,
and hence, can be attributed to the fluctuation of that jet. Such events are known as
Mercedes events because of their resemblance to the three-pronged Mercedes logo. Figure
7.8 shows two examples of the parallel and anti-parallel selection from 2011 data.
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Figure 7.7: An example of the fit to the di-jet balance A is shown for 140 < pT < 160GeV
in the smeared pseudodata (a) and the data (b). The widths σA(pT ) of the
balance distribution as derived from the data and the smeared events, shown
as a function of average pT (c).
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The true transverse momentum vector of the jet can be estimated by adding back the
EmissT vector. The response of this jet (R2 ) is then given by:
R2 ≃ p⃗
J
T ⋅ (p⃗JT + ⃗EmissT )∣p⃗JT + ⃗EmissT ∣2 , (7.10)
where p⃗JT is the reconstructed pT of the jet associated with the E
miss
T . A sample of events
where the EmissT is associated with a single jet is selected by applying the following cuts:
• At least three jets with pT > 130,40,40GeV
• EmissT > 30GeV which is parallel or anti-parallel to one, and only one, of the jets. To
ensure this the jets are ordered in ϕi = ∆ϕ(ji,EmissT ); i = 1..n and two configurations
are considered:
– Parallel: In this case the EmissT is a product of an under fluctuation and one
requires that ∣ϕ1∣ < 0.1. To rule out the cases where the source of the EmissT
is ambiguous it is required to be well separated from the other jets in ϕ by
requiring ∣ϕ1∣ < π − ∣ϕn∣ , and ∣ϕ(n−1)∣ > 0.5.
– Anti-Parallel: Here the EmissT is the product of a jet energy over-estimate and
so is required to be on the opposite side of the event from one of the jets. This
topology is enforced by requiring π−∣ϕn∣ < ∣ϕ1∣ , π−∣ϕ1∣ < 0.1 and π−∣ϕ(n−1)∣ > 0.5.
To reduce the Z → νν + jj contamination of the control region the pT of the two
leading non-fluctuating jets are required to be larger than 130 GeV and 40 GeV. Figure 7.9
shows the R2 distribution for b-tagged jets and non-b-tagged jets respectively as measured
with data and using the jet smearing method, taken from the 2012 data stop analysis.
Source of systematic uncertainties
There are several systematic uncertainties in the method which must be evaluted and
extrapolated into the final estimation in the signal regions. The uncertainties and their
treatment will now be described.
Uncertainty on the correction to the Gaussian component
The correction to the Gaussian component is validated in data, however the size of
the correction is varied up and down such that the smeared widths lie above and
below the data to provide an estimation of the uncertainty on this correction. For
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 7.8: (a) Schematic diagram of a Mercedes event. (b) A Mercedes event in the
parallel configuration and (c) one in the anti-parallel configuration taken from
2011 data.
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Figure 7.9: Events in the tails of the R2 distribution as measured in Mercedes events for
non-b-tagged jets (left) and b-tagged jets (right).
each variation, the corresponding estimate of the yield is calculated and the difference
with respect to the nominal value is quoted as the uncertainty.
Tail uncertainty
To evaluate the uncertainty due to imperfect modelling of the tail component, the
analysis is repeated after modifying the low side tail of the response function. The
tail is scaled up and down by factors which push the smeared estimate above and
below the R2 distribution as calculated using the data. The estimated yield using
these scaled responses is calculated and the differences with respect to the nominal
yield are used as systematic uncertainties.
The total uncertainty on the estimate is calculated by adding the different compo-
nents described above in quadrature. The exact value of the uncertainty is analysis
dependent but is approximately 100% for the searches described in this thesis. This
value is fairly large, however the estimated yield is often very small and these large
uncertainties have very little impact on the final interpretation of the results.
7.4 Statistical interpretation
In order to assess the compatibility of the observed data with a particular model of new
physics a well defined statistical treatment is essential. Claims of discovery or exclusion of
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a particular signal model can only be obtained with a rigorous mathematical framework.
In the analyses described in the following chapters the results are interpreted in
terms of exclusion limits in the mt˜1 − mχ˜01 or mb˜1 − mχ˜01 planes. A framework called
HistFitter [176], developed by the ATLAS SUSY group, is used for the statistical in-
terpretation of results in Chapter 9. A subtly different framework was used in Chapter 8
but the underlying statistical treatment is the same.
The statistical model used is based on the profile likelihood ratio method [177]. The
likelihood is constructed for each signal region and is the product of Poisson distributions,
one for the signal region, PSR , and another constraining the systematic uncertainties, CSyst .
In addition, it is possible to include a Poisson distribution for a control region, PCR , in
order to constrain specific backgrounds. A possible likelihood function is therefore:
L(n∣µ, s,b, α) = PSR × PCR ×CSyst(θ0, θ). (7.11)
Each Poisson function Pi reflects the measured number of events, ni , in the region i and
the expected number of events for signal s and background b . Normalisation factors µX
for background or signal are free parameters to adjust the magnitude of these contributions.
The nuisance parameters α parameterise the systematic uncertainties on both the signal
and the background using Gaussian distributions.
The inputs to the fit are; the expected and observed number of events in the control
regions; transfer factors that can be used to propagate the event count from the control
region to signal regions; fixed background estimates in the signal regions from either data
driven or MC estimates.
Gaussian PDFs are used to model the systematic uncertainties, each having nominal
values θ0 around which θ can be varied when maximising the likelihood. Theoretical and
background uncertainties are taken into account as well as detector uncertainties on the
signal. Correlations between nuisance parameters can be treated properly as 1) overall
scale factors fully correlated across the different regions and the different components (like
luminosity), 2) scale factors fully correlated across the different regions but independent
per component (like theory uncertainties), and 3) fully uncorrelated variables (like Monte
Carlo statistical errors) with one parameter per bin. Table 7.1 summarises the systematic
uncertainties considered in the likelihood.
The current ATLAS recommendation is not to directly consider the theoretical un-
certainties on the signal yield in the limit setting machinery itself. Instead the limit-setting
process is repeated with signal yields corresponding to the nominal cross-section ±1σSUSYTheory
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Name Treatment
Luminosity Fully correlated
MC statistics Uncorrelated
Physics process modelling
Pileup Fully correlated
Total cross-section Correlated per process
Generator Correlated per process
ISR, FSR Correlated per process
Parton Shower
QCD jet smearing
Object modeling
JES
JER
Soft Emiss
T
scale Fully correlated
Soft Emiss
T
resolution
b-tagging
Table 7.1: Summary of systematic uncertainties included in the likelihood.
where the term σSUSYTheory corresponds to the uncertainty arising from the choice of normali-
sation and factorisation scales as well as the PDF uncertainties. The latter also includes a
variation of the strong coupling.
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Chapter 8
Search for direct sbottom pair
production
8.1 Introduction
In this Chapter a search for direct pair production of the supersymmetric partner to the
bottom quark (sbottom) using 2.05 fb−1 of
√
s = 7 TeV pp collision data collected by
ATLAS is described. It is the first search of its kind to be performed by ATLAS.
The author initiated this analysis and was responsible for the introduction and de-
velopment of the contransverse mass variable, used for discrimination between signal and
background. The author’s major contributions are optimisation of the signal region, de-
scribed in §8.4, and estimation of the leptonic tt¯ and W+jets backgrounds, described in
§8.6.3. This analysis was published in a paper [2].
8.2 Existing experimental limits
The analysis targets sbottom pair production in the b˜ → bχ˜01 decay mode, shown in Fig-
ure 8.1. The final state is two b-jets and EmissT coming from the undetected neutralinos.
Limits on this process have been set by previous experiments; CDF and D0 at the
Tevatron [178,179] and at LEP [180]. The exclusion limits from the most recent CDF and
D0 results are shown in Figure 8.2.
The physics object definitions used are the SUSY-early 2011 criteria described in
§4.3.
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b˜
b˜
χ˜01
χ˜01
b
b
Figure 8.1: Feynman diagram of direct sbottom pair production signal being considered.
Figure 8.2: Limits on direct sbottom pair production from the Tevatron experiments,
D0 [179] and CDF [178].
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8.3 Dataset and simulated samples
This analysis uses pp collision data recorded by ATLAS during 2011. The dataset cor-
responds to an integrated luminosity of 2.05 fb−1 . The final state under consideration
contains jets and EmissT , thus a combined single jet and E
miss
T trigger is used to select
events. At the event filter level this trigger requires events to contain at least one jet with
pT > 75 GeV and EmissT > 45 GeV at EM scale. To be in the full efficiency region of the
trigger, events must contain one oﬄine jet with pT > 130 GeV and oﬄine EmissT > 120 GeV
at EM+JES scale.
Monte Carlo simulation samples are used for estimation of key standard model back-
grounds, signal optimisation studies and setting exclusion limits. The Monte Carlo samples
used in this study are simulated with the ATLAS full GEANT4 simulation and are summarised
in Table 8.1 along with their cross sections. When several generators are listed, the first
corresponds to the one used for the default estimate and the remainder are used only for
systematic studies.
QCD PYTHIA6 with ATLAS MC10 tune settings [181] and modified MRST2007LO* PDF
[182].
W/Z + jets ALPGEN interfaced with JIMMY [183]. Cross sections are computed with
NNLO accuracy using FEWZ [184, 185] and the CTEQ6L1 PDF. Additional samples are pro-
duced to simulate the contribution from Wbb , Wcc and Zbb .
Top pair production MC@NLO with final state parton showers and the underlying event
simulated via interfaces to HERWIG and JIMMY respectively and the CTEQ6.6 NLO PDF. The
tt¯ cross section is normalised to the NLO value including next-to-leading-log resummation
corrections (NLO+NLL) [186].
Diboson and tt¯+X WW , WZ and ZZ events are generated using HERWIG and the event
yield normalised to NLO. Events of tt¯ produced in association with W /Z or bb¯ are not
included in the standard top pair samples described above. Additional samples generated
with ALPGEN interfaced with HERWIG are used for tt¯+bb¯ . MADGRAPH interfaced with PYTHIA6
is used to generate tt¯ +W /Z . In all cases, LO cross section values are used to normalize
the event yield.
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SUSY HERWIG++ using the simplified model particle spectrum calculated with MADGRAPH.
All sparticle masses except those involved in the production and decay are set very high to
effectively decouple the particle spectrum. The MRST2007LO* PDF [187] is used. Samples
are normalised to next-to-leading order (NLO) cross section predictions calculated using
PROSPINO [188].
All MC samples are simulated with an average of 8 minimum bias interactions per
bunch crossing. Contributions from out-of-time pileup have also been taken into account.
Production process σ× BR in nb (perturba-
tive order)
Generator
Dijet (QCD) (pˆT >8 GeV/c) 10.47 × 106 (LO) PYTHIA, ALPGEN
W → ℓν (+jets) 31.4 (NNLO) ALPGEN
Z → νν¯ (+jets) 5.82 (NNLO) ALPGEN
Z → ℓ+ℓ− (+jets) 3.20 (NNLO) ALPGEN
Diboson (WW , WZ, ZZ ) 7.1 × 10−2 (NLO) HERWIG, ALPGEN
tt¯ 0.164 (NLO + NLL) MC@NLO, POWHEG
ALPGEN, ACERMC
single t 0.85 (NLO + NLL) MC@NLO
tt¯+bb¯ 0.9 × 10−3 (LO) ALPGEN, ACERMC
tt¯+W /Z 0.4 × 10−3 (LO) MADGRAPH+PYTHIA
Table 8.1: Summary of simulated samples for standard model backgrounds.
8.4 Signal region optimisation
In this analysis the main discrimination between signal and background is provided by
the contransverse mass, MCT , kinematic variable which has already been described in
§5.3.1. With the final state of two b-jets and EmissT , after QCD rejection cuts the dominant
background is tt¯ . MCT is used in this analysis as it is particularly good at discriminating
between the signal and tt¯ background.
Taking (5.7) and adapting it to the case of tt¯ production (δ = t , α =W ) the kinematic
endpoint in MCT(b, b) is given by
MmaxCT (b, b) = m(t)2 −m(W )2m(t) ≃ 140 GeV. (8.1)
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In the sbottom signal model (δ = b˜1 , α = χ˜01 ) the endpoint is given by
MmaxCT (b, b) = m(b˜1)2 −m(χ˜01)2
m(b˜1) , (8.2)
which for relatively large mass splittings, ∆m = mb˜1 −mχ˜01 , values of MmaxCT (b, b) larger
than the tt¯ kinematic limit can be achieved. Hence, MCT(b, b) acts as a very effective
discriminating variable. The boost-corrected version of the contransverse mass variable is
used in the analysis in order to conservatively correct for unwanted boosts of the reference
frame due to ISR [138].
MCT should ideally be constructed using the two b-jets in the event. However, in
order to inform our choice of the final jet selection three MCT definitions are considered
for optimisation, each differing in the choice of jet pairs used to reconstruct the MCT
observable.
1 MCT (b1 ,b2 ): the two highest pT b-tagged jets are used; only events where b1 and b2
are first and second leading jet, respectively, are selected.
2 MCT (j1 ,j2 ): the first and second leading jets are used, regardless of whether they are
tagged jets; the selected events must have at least two b-tagged jets with pT above
50 GeV.
3 MCT (b
′
1 ,b
′
2 ): the two highest pT b-tagged jets, regardless of their position in the
pT -ordered jet list.
Figure 8.3 shows the MCT distributions in MC for the three definitions with two represen-
tative signal samples and the tt¯ background. Definition 2, MCT (j1 ,j2 ), is found to be less
effective for discrimination because it is easy to select the wrong combination of jet pairs
to construct MCT , this means the kinematic endpoint is not preserved. Definitions 1 and
3 give similar performance. However, the signal model under consideration is expected to
have exactly two b-jets in the final state and these jets will have a significant pT if ∆m is
sufficiently large. Additional jets from initial and final state radiation (of all flavours) are
also expected but these jets will be significantly softer in pT . For this reason an exclusive 2
jet selection is chosen where a veto on the pT on the third jet of pT < 50 GeV is imposed.
This gives good background rejection whilst maintaining signal efficiency.
The signal regions are defined by incremental MCT thresholds in order to maximise
signal efficiency whilst rejecting SM background. Increasing thresholds maintains sensitiv-
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Figure 8.3: Distributions of MCT constructed using the first and second leading jets only
if they are b-tagged (a), the first and second leading jets regardless of b-
tagging requirements (b) and the two leading b-tagged jets (c). Two repre-
sentative signal samples are compared to tt¯ background distribution.
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ity across a range of sbottom and neutralino masses. The lowest threshold is MCT above
100 GeV, where top pair production peaks.
It is important to understand the tails of the MCT(b, b) distribution for the dominant
tt¯ background. For tt¯ MCT(b, b) is expect to be bounded from above at ∼ 140 GeV.
However, some events are found above this threshold. Figure 8.4 (top) shows the MC truth
composition of the tt¯ sample after requiring exactly two b-tagged jets as a function of
MCT .
When the two b-jets used in calculating MCT (b ,b) correspond to the two b-quarks
originating from the top decays the kinematic endpoint is clearly preserved. The MCT(b, b)
tail is dominated by events where one of the two leading b-tagged jets is actually a c-jet
arising from the hadronic decay of one of the W bosons. In this case the kinematic limit
of ∼140 GeV no longer applies. The composition is also shown in the bottom two plots
of Figure 8.4, where semi-leptonic (b) and di-leptonic (c) tt¯ contributions are considered
separately. As expected the tail is dominated by semi-leptonic tt¯ events.
8.5 Event selection
In order to enter the signal region events must satisfy event cleaning and data quality
requirements. These include rejecting events with poorly reconstructed jets and requiring
the event has a primary vertex with ≥ 5 tracks. Events must satisfy the trigger requirements
described in §8.3 and there must be at least one jet with pT > 75 GeV and EmissT > 45 GeV.
Oﬄine the leading jet is required to have pT > 130 GeV and EmissT > 130 GeV is required to
be in the fully efficient region of the trigger. To isolate the 0-lepton final state events that
contain electrons with pT > 20 GeV or muons with pT > 10 GeV are vetoed. Rejection
of the dominant QCD background is achieved by imposing topological constraints on the
orientation of jets and EmissT and the relative magnitude of E
miss
T compared to the hadronic
activity in the event. The azimuthal angle between the leading two jets and EmissT is
required to be larger than 0.4 and the ratio of EmissT to meff is required to be larger than
0.25, where meff is defined to be the scalar sum of EmissT and jet momenta in the event.
It is then required that events contain exactly two b-jets. This serves to suppress the
W+jets and Z+jets backgrounds whilst having a high efficiency for the SUSY signal. The
remaining dominant background is tt¯ . Finally the signal regions are defined by incremental
MCT (b ,b) cuts. The selection is summarised in Table 8.2.
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Figure 8.4: (a) Composition of the tt¯ sample after requiring 2 b-tagged jets and exclusive
selection as a function of MCT . Also shown for the semi-leptonic (b) and
dilepton (c) components separately.
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Lepton veto: e: pT > 20 GeV, µ: pT > 10 GeV
== 2 jets pT > 130,50 GeV
veto 3rd jet, pT > 50 GeV
EmissT > 130 GeV
EmissT /Meff > 0.25
minimum ∆ϕ(EmissT , jet1,2) > 0.4 rad, ∆ϕ(EmissT , jet3) > 0.2 rad
== 2 b-jets pT > 50 GeV
MCT >100/150/200 GeV
Table 8.2: Definition of the three signal regions, each characterised by different MCT
thresholds.
8.6 Background estimation
Estimation of the SM backgrounds purely from MC lead to significant systematic uncer-
tainties due to the generator modelling and can suffer from limited statistics. As such,
dedicated control regions are defined to use the data to aid estimation of the dominant
backgrounds. A 1-lepton control region is defined for validation of the MC for the tt¯ , sin-
gle t and production of a W in association with heavy flavour jets (W+HF) backgrounds.
A 2-lepton control region is defined for validation of the background from production of a
Z in association with heavy flavour jets (Z+HF). In both cases estimation of the contri-
bution of these backgrounds in the signal regions use the semi-data-driven transfer factor
method, described in §7.3.1. The QCD background is estimated using the data-driven jet
smearing method.
8.6.1 QCD background estimation
Estimation of the QCD background is provided by the jet smearing method, previously
discussed in §7.3.2. Although the probability that a QCD event contains heavy flavour jets
and that one or more of those jets gives rise to significant EmissT is small, the comparatively
large QCD cross section means that this is a very important background to constrain.
The di-jet balance analysis is used to derive corrections to the gaussian core of the
response function in order to better describe the data. The Mercedes analysis is used
to validate the tails of the response function. It was found that the low side tail of the
response function would better describe the data with a small correction to increase the
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tail component.
The estimation is validated in a QCD enriched control region that is defined by revers-
ing the cut on the angle between the two leading jets and the EmissT : ∆ϕ(EmissT , jet1,2) < 0.4.
This gives a control sample to validate the technique and calculate the normalisation of
the QCD estimate. The normalisation is taken to be the ratio of the number of events in
data, subtracting the contribution of non-QCD SM backgrounds from MC, to the number
of pseudodata events passing the selection cuts.
Selection Total
2 b-jets jets 1.77±0.90
MCT >100 GeV 1.58±0.80
MCT >150 GeV 1.40±0.29
MCT >200 GeV 0.09±0.05
Table 8.3: Estimate of the QCD background for 2.05 fb−1 from jet smearing method for
the 2-jet exclusive selections in the various Signal regions.
The estimate of the QCD background in each of the signal regions using this method
is given in Table 8.3.
8.6.2 Leptonic tt¯ and W +HF control region
The control region is defined by reversing the lepton veto and instead selecting events that
contain exactly one lepton. The same pre-selection requirements are imposed as for the
signal region except the jet+EmissT trigger is replaced by single electron and single muon
triggers. The jet selection is loosened to require at least two jets rather than exactly two
jets to increase statistics. An additional requirement that the transverse mass between the
lepton and EmissT , mT (l,EmissT ) , be between 40 and 100 GeV is imposed. The lower bound
reduces the contribution from QCD events containing a fake lepton whilst the upper bound
reduces possible signal contamination and also reduces the contribution from di-leptonic
tt¯ . The latter keeps the composition of the background closer to that of the signal regions.
The EmissT threshold is reduced and the QCD rejection cuts dropped completely, again to
increase statistics. The 1-lepton control region selection is summarised in Table 8.4
The upper threshold of 100 GeV on mT is introduced to reduce the fraction of events
that enter the control region from di-leptonic tt¯ where one of the leptons is lost. Figures 8.5
(a) and (b) shows the composition of the tt¯ sample in terms of semi-leptonic and di-leptonic
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Figure 8.5: Background composition in the signal and control regions after the full selec-
tions are applied except the MCT requirement, with (a) no mT requirement
and (b) requiring 40 <mT < 100 GeV. (c) Shape comparison for the MCT dis-
tribution in the signal region and control regions. (d) Illustration of control
regions in MCT VS N lepton employed for the determination of the top and
W+HF background.
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== 1 lepton: e/µ: pT > 25 GeV
>= 2 jets pT > 130,50 GeV
veto 3rd jet, pT > 50 GeV
EmissT > 80 GeV
== 2 b-jets pT > 50 GeV
40 <mT (l,EmissT ) < 100 GeV
MCT >100/150/200 GeV
Table 8.4: Definition of the 1-lepton control region.
tt¯ fractions with and without the mT requirement. The composition of signal region and
control region is closer with the mT requirement. It is desirable to keep the background
composition as similar as possible to the signal region in order to reduce reliance on the
MC to extrapolate between the two regions.
The use of a fully data-driven estimation of these backgrounds using the ABCD
method was considered. In this method four regions are defined in a 2-dimensional space
where extrapolations between each can give a purely data-driven estimate. Figure 8.5(d)
shows the four regions. They are defined by two regions in lepton multiplicity and two
regions separated by the MCT(b, b) = 100 GeV boundary. Region B is designed to have
kinematics close to those of the signal region, while the requirement of 1-lepton ensures
negligible signal contamination. However, for this method to work, the MCT(b, b) distribu-
tion must have the same shape in both the signal region and 1-lepton control region. Figure
8.5(c) shows there is a systematic difference in shape and therefore the ABCD cannot be
employed here, the transfer factor method is used instead.
Taking (7.6) and applying it in this case, the number of top and W+HF events in
the signal regions (NSRtop+W+HF ) can be estimated from the following relation,
N
top+(W+HF )
SR = (NSRNCR)
top+(W+HF )
MC
× [NdataCR −NZ,MCCR −N others,MCCR −NQCDCR ]. (8.3)
The QCD multijet background in the 1-lepton control region, NQCDCR , is estimated us-
ing the 1-dimensional implementation of the matrix method described in §6.4.1. N others,MCCR
indicates the diboson and tt¯ +W /Z/bb¯ background contributions that are estimated from
MC. As discussed in §7.3.1 this approach allows some cancellation of the JES, b-tagging
and theoretical systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 8.6: Distribution of MCT (b,b) in the 1-lepton control region. Figure from [2].
Figure 8.6 shows a comparison of the data with SM expectation for the full 1-lepton
control region selection except the MCT(b, b) cuts. The agreement is very good, validating
the capability of the MC to reproduce the data in this regime and hence in the signal
region.
8.6.3 Z +HF control region
The signal region contains a contribution of approximately 25% from Z+HF (Z → νν)
before any MCT(b, b) cut is applied. This rises up to approximately 35% in the higher
MCT(b, b) signal regions after the contribution from tt¯ is reduced. It is very hard to define
a control region dominated by Z+HF but orthogonal to the signal region. Instead, a 2-
lepton control region is used to select Z → ll events. The transverse momenta of the leptons
is then vectorially subtracted from the EmissT to emulate Z → νν events, this is referred to
as Z → l′l′ . Other than this modification a very similar approach to that of the previous
subsection is taken to estimate this background, again using the transfer factor method.
The control region is defined by requiring exactly two opposite sign same flavour
leptons. The leptons’ transverse momenta are vectorially subtracted from the EmissT in
order the mimic the Z → νν topology. This modified EmissT must be greater than 50 GeV.
At least two jets with pT > 80,50 GeV are required. Finally the invariant mass of the
lepton pair is required to be compatible with a Z : 81 < mll < 101 GeV. The selection is
summarised in Table 8.5.
Using the transfer factor method the estimated number of events in the signal region
is given by the relation
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== 2 leptons: ee/µµ: pT > 25/20 GeV
>= 2 jets pT > 80,50 GeV
E
miss(leptoncorrected)
T > 50 GeV
== 2 b-jets pT > 50 GeV
81 <mll < 101 GeV
MCT >100/150/200 GeV
Table 8.5: Definition of the 2-lepton control region.
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Figure 8.7: Distributions of MCT(b, b) (left) and ml+l− (right) in the 2-lepton control
region. Figures from [2].
NZ→νν+jetsSR = (NZ→νν+jetsSR
NZ→l
′l′+jets
CR
)
MC
× [NdataCR −N top,MCCR −N others,MCCR −NQCDCR ]. (8.4)
Figure 8.7 shows the MCT(b, b) and ml+l− distributions in the two 2-lepton control
region for the full selection without any MCT cuts applied. Z+HF and single top and
tt¯ production constitute approximately half of the events each, the other backgrounds are
negligible and no signal contamination is expected. Note that the contribution from single
top and tt¯ is estimated from MC but is scaled by a transfer factor derived from the mll
sidebands. The value of this is found to be 1.1 with an uncertainty of about 30% due
to b-tagging uncertainties. Excellent agreement between the data and SM expectation is
observed, validating the MC estimate of this background.
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8.6.4 Other backgrounds
Several other SM processes that contribute to the final state are considered such as diboson
and associated production of tt¯ with W , Z bosons or bb¯ . These processes only make up
a small fraction of the signal region yields and predictions are taken purely from MC.
8.7 Systematic uncertainties
Several sources of systematic uncertainties are considered in the analysis. The dominant
contributions come from uncertainties in the tt¯ background MC modelling, b-tagging effi-
ciency, JES and JER.
In the QCD estimate the uncertainties considered are those due to modelling of the
gaussian core and lowside tail, along with the JES and b-tagging uncertainties. The lowside
tail and b-tagging uncertainties dominate, resulting in an uncertainty on the final estimate
of 50%-100% in the signal region depending on the MCT selection.
The important systematic uncertainties in the top and W+HF estimation are the
residual (not cancelled in the transfer factor ratio) JES, b-tagging, lepton identification
and theory uncertainties. The dominant contribution comes from the top theoretical un-
certainties. These are estimated using dedicated ACERMC samples with variations in the
amount of ISR and FSR, and through comparison of the default Alpgen samples with
MC@NLO. The theory uncertainty on the estimate is between 10% and 15% depending on the
MCT selection. Other important contributions come from b-tagging efficiencies and JES
which range from 5%-10% and 5%-15%, respectively, also subject to the MCT selection.
In the Z → νν+HF estimate the systematic uncertainties considered are JES, b-
tagging efficiency and theory. The dominant contribution comes from the residual JES
uncertainty which ranges from 15%-20% depending on the MCT selection. The uncertainty
on b-tagging efficiency is 4%-7% depending on the MCT selection.
The systematic uncertainty on the background expectation due to the finite data
statistics in the control regions varies from 21% to 44%, increasing with the MCT selection
applied.
8.8 Results and interpretation
The number of events observed in data compared to the expectation from SM backgrounds
is shown in Table 8.6 and the correspondiing MCT and EmissT distributions are shown in
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MCT top, W+HF Z+HF Others Total SM Data
0 67 ± 10 23 ± 8 3.6 ± 1.5 94 ± 16 96
100 36 ± 10 23 ± 9 3.1 ± 1.6 62 ± 13 56
150 12 ± 5 12 ± 6 2.7 ± 0.9 27 ± 8 28
200 3.2 ± 1.6 3.9 ± 3.2 1.0 ± 0.9 8.1 ± 3.5 10
Table 8.6: Number of events observed and expected from SM backgrounds for an inte-
grated luminosity of 2.05 fb−1 .
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Figure 8.8: Distribution of the MCT(b, b) (left) and EmissT (right) with all the signal region
selection applied except the MCT selection. Figure from [2].
Figure 8.8. The quoted errors include the full systematic uncertainties. No significant
excess is observed, the observation is consistent with the SM expectation.
The results are interpreted in terms of 95% confidence level upper limits using the CLs
prescription. At each point on mb˜ −mχ˜01 plane the signal region giving the best expected
sensitivity is used. Figure 8.9 shows the corresponding exclusion limits in the mb˜ −mχ˜01
plane. The dashed blue line shows the expected exclusion limit and the dark green dashed
lines correspond to the ±1σ uncertainty on the expected limit. The red line indicates the
observed exclusion and the yellow band shows the ±1σ theoretical uncertainty on the signal
cross section.
The quoted exclusion is conservatively chosen to be that of the −1σ signal cross
section band. For a massless neutralino sbottom masses are excluded up to 390 GeV. For
neutralino mass of 120 GeV sbottom masses are excluded for 275 <mb˜ < 350 GeV.
It is also possible to set model independent limits on the effective cross section, σeff ,
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MCT σeff(Expected) [fb] σeff(Observed) [fb]
100 15.2 13.4
150 9.2 9.6
200 4.7 5.6
Table 8.7: Expected and observed 95% confidence level upper limits on the effective cross
section for new physics.
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Figure 8.9: Expected and observed exclusion limits in the mb˜1 − mχ˜01 plane. Figure
from [2].
(including acceptance and efficiency corrections) for new physics in each signal region. The
95% confidence level upper limits are given in Table 8.7.
8.9 Summary and conclusions
This search for sbottom quark direct pair production was performed using 2.05 fb−1 of√
s = 7 TeV ATLAS data collected in 2011. The search was dedicated on the b˜1 → bχ˜01
decay mode assuming a branching ratio of 100%. No significant excess was observed in the
data and exclusion limits at the 95% confidence level were set. These limits significantly
extend the reach of previous searches.
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Chapter 9
Search for direct stop pair production
9.1 Introduction
In this Chapter searches for direct pair production of the supersymmetric partner to the
top quark (stop) are described. The first uses 4.7 fb−1 of
√
s = 7 TeV pp collision data
collected by ATLAS in 2011 and the second uses 20.5 fb−1 of
√
s = 8 TeV pp collision data
collected by ATLAS in 2012.
As well as being responsible for initiating these analyses, the author’s contributions
in this Chapter are the introduction of a key new discriminating variable for rejection of
the dominant tt¯ background, described in §9.2.1, and general signal region optimisation,
described in §9.4.2. The author was also responsible for estimation of the QCD background,
described in §9.3.3 and §9.4.3; generation of the tt¯+W /Z background and estimation of the
corresponding generator systematic uncertainties, described in §9.4.3. The analysis using
2011 data was published in a paper [3] and the analysis using 2012 data was published as
a conference note [4]. The author co-edited the internal documentation in both cases.
9.2 Analysis strategy
Both analyses target the scenario where the lightest stop decays t˜1 → tχ˜01 , as shown in
Figure 9.1, with a branching ratio taken to be 100%. The analyses focus on the 0-lepton
final state, and hence the all-hadronic tt¯ decay mode. The final state under consideration
consists of six jets, b-jets and significant EmissT .
The analysis strategy is the same for both analyses. A general overview of the selection
procedure is given here, more detail is provided in the following sections.
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t˜
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t
t
Figure 9.1: Feynman diagram of direct stop pair production signal being considered.
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Figure 9.2: The true pT , η , and flavour of the lepton originating from the top decay.
This is taken from sqrts = 7 TeV semi-leptonic and di-lepton tt¯ MC samples
after a basic preselection requiring 6 jets and EmissT > 150 GeV.
Firstly, events must satisfy trigger requirements based on some criteria on the leading
jet pT and/or EmissT . Then events containing leptons are vetoed and, in order to identify
events consistent with all-hadronic tt¯ , the event is required to contain at least six jets. To
reject the QCD background some EmissT preselection threshold is applied. Furthermore,
cuts on the azimuthal angle between the leading three jets and EmissT are applied and the
direction of EmissT (calculated by the calorimetry) is required to coincide with that of the
missing transverse momentum calculated from tracks in the event,EmissT
Track . To reject a
significant amount of W /Z+jets background events are required to contain at least one
b-jet. The exact b-jet requirements differ between the 2011 and 2012 analyses and are
described in more detail in §9.3 and §9.4.
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Figure 9.3: Distribution of mT (b,EmissT ) with the 2012 signal region selection, except the
cut on this variable, on a linear (Left) and logarithmic (Right) scales.
9.2.1 Semi-leptonic tt¯ rejection
The remaining dominant background is semi-leptonic tt¯ where the lepton has either gone
out of acceptance, been mis-identified or is a τ lepton that decays hadronically and is re-
constructed as a jet. The relative contributions of each component are shown in Figure 9.2.
Transverse mass
A kinematic variable has been developed and optimised specifically for this analysis to
remove the majority of the remaining leptonic tt¯ background whilst maintaining high signal
efficiency. The variable exploits the kinematic constraints on the decay products of the top
quark.
In a W boson decay W → lν the transverse mass between the lepton and EmissT ,
mT (l,EmissT ) , is bounded from above by mW . Analogously, in a top decay, t → bW , the
transverse mass between the b-quark and W boson is bounded from above by mt . In
the high EmissT regime that this analysis focuses upon it is a reasonable assumption that
the majority of the transverse momentum of the leptonically decaying W is imparted to
the neutrino. Hence, if the assumption pT(W ) ≃ EmissT is made, the following relation is
obtained
mT (b,EmissT ) ≡√2pT(b)EmissT (1 − cos∆ϕbEmiss
T
) ≤mt. (9.1)
As two b-quarks are present in tt¯ events there is an ambiguity in the identification of
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which b-jet is associated to the leptonic side of the decay. It was found that selecting the
b-jet closest to the EmissT in ϕ is a suitable choice. The stop signal model is not bounded
from above at mt , hence, a large increase in sensitivity can be achieved by cutting on
this variable. Figure 9.3 gives an impression of the discriminating power possible with this
variable.
tt¯ reconstruction
Further requirements for events to be consistent with the fully-hadronic tt¯ decay mode can
be imposed. Reconstruction of the two top quarks can be achieved by collecting together
two sets of three-jet objects, based on their consistency with the tt¯ topology. Although
several methods for allocating jets to two top quarks are available, one of the simplest is
used in these analyses. It is referred to as the ∆Rmin method and the algorithm is defined
as follows:
• Find the two jets closest in ∆R . Combine them to form a W candidate.
• Find the next jet closest in ∆R to the W . Combine this with the jets from the W
candidate to form a top quark candidate. The mass of this candidate is referred to
as m(t1) .
• Repeat these steps with the remaining jets in order to construct a second top quark
candidate. The mass of this candidate is referred to as m(t2) .
The mass of both reconstructed top candidates can then be considered in the selection
criteria optimisation. The difference between the truth and reconstructed top candidates
in the MC is shown in Figure 9.4 for lepton+jets tt¯ events and a signal sample. The re-
constructed masses provide additional discrimination between the signal and semi-leptonic
tt¯ background but also removes a large fraction of any remaining W /Z+jets background.
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Figure 9.4: The mass difference between the reconstructed and true top candidates in tt¯
MC using the ∆Rmin method. The black curve shows the lepton+jets tt¯ MC,
and the red curve shows the mt˜1 = 400GeV ,mχ˜01 = 1GeV signal MC.
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9.3 Stop pair search using 2011 data
This analysis is the first stop pair production search performed by ATLAS in the 0-lepton
final state. The SUSY-late 2011 object definitions of §4.3 were used.
9.3.1 Dataset and simulated samples
The analysis uses the full dataset collected by ATLAS during 2011, this corresponds to
4.7 fb−1 of
√
s = 7 TeV pp collisions. The data were collected using two combined single
jet and EmissT triggers, in order to cope with the increasing pileup conditions the E
miss
T
threshold was increased mid-way through data-taking, see Table 9.1. For events to satisfy
the trigger at EF level, they were required to contain at least one jet with pT > 75 GeV and
EmissT > 45,55 GeV at EM scale. To be in the full efficiency region of the triggers oﬄine the
leading jet is required to have pT > 130 GeV and EmissT > 150 GeV.
Table 9.1: Triggers used for 2011 data periods D −M .
2011 Period Trigger Chain L2 Chain L1 Seed
D −K EF j75 xe45 L2 j50 xe20 L1 J50 XE20
L −M EF j75 xe55 L2 j70 xe35 L1 J50 XE35
Simulated samples are used for several purposes throughout the analysis. Predomi-
nantly they are used for estimation of the SUSY signal, the main SM backgrounds during
optimisation, to understand the shape of the semi-leptonic tt¯ background in the final semi-
data-driven estimate and the final estimation for subdominant backgrounds. The exact
choice of MC generators and settings used for this analysis will now be described. A sum-
mary of the samples used and their corresponding cross sections are given in Table 9.2.
Where more than one generator is listed the first used for the final estimation and the
remainder are considered in the estimation of systematic uncertianties.
QCD PYTHIA6 with ATLAS MC11 tune settings [181] and modified MRST2007LO* PDF
[182].
W/Z + jets ALPGEN interfaced with JIMMY. Cross sections are computed with NNLO
accuracy using FEWZ [184,185] and the CTEQ6L1 PDF. Additional samples are produced to
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simulate the contribution from W + bb , W + cc and Z + bb .
Top pair production ALPGEN is interfaced with HERWIG and JIMMY. The tt¯ cross sec-
tion is normalised to the NLO value including next-to-leading-log resummation corrections
(NLO+NLL) [186].
DiBoson and tt¯ +X WW , WZ and ZZ events are generated using HERWIG and the
event yield is normalised to the NLO cross sections. Events of tt¯ produced in association
with W /Z or bb¯ are not included in the standard top pair samples described above. Addi-
tional samples generated with ALPGEN interfaced with HERWIG is used for tt¯+ bb¯ . MADGRAPH
interfaced with PYTHIA6 is used to generate tt¯+W /Z . In all cases, LO cross section values
are used to normalize the event yield.
SUSY HERWIG++ is used to generate the signal samples with the t˜1 → tχ˜01 branching ratio
set to 100%. All sparticle masses except those involved in the production and decay are set
very high to effectively decouple the particle spectrum. The t˜ t˜∗ production cross section is
calculated to NLO+NLL accuracy using the NLL-fast [189] program with the MSTW2008NLO
and CTEQ10 PDF sets taking the average of the two as the quoted value. Theoretical
uncertainties on the cross section due to variations in the renormalisation and factorisation
scale, αs and PDF are also calculated by NLL-fast.
Production process σ× BR in nb (perturba-
tive order)
Generator
Dijet (QCD) (pˆT >8 GeV/c) 10.47 × 106 (LO) PYTHIA, ALPGEN
W → ℓν (+jets) 31.4 (NNLO) ALPGEN
Z → νν¯ (+jets) 5.82 (NNLO) ALPGEN
Z → ℓ+ℓ− (+jets) 3.20 (NNLO) ALPGEN
Diboson (WW , WZ, ZZ ) 7.1 × 10−2 (NLO) HERWIG, ALPGEN
tt¯ 0.167 (NNLO) ALPGEN, MC@NLO,
POWHEG, ACERMC
single t 0.085 (NLO+NLL) MC@NLO
tt¯+bb¯ 0.9 × 10−3 (LO) ALPGEN, ACERMC
tt¯+W /Z 0.4 × 10−3 (LO) MADGRAPH+PYTHIA
Table 9.2: Summary of simulated samples for standard model backgrounds.
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9.3.2 Event selection
The general analysis strategy has already been outlined in §9.2 and will now be discussed in
more detail. Standard ATLAS event cleaning cuts are applied, including the requirement
for the primary vertex in each event to have ≥ 5 tracks, that events containing poorly
reconstructed jets are vetoed. Cuts are also applied to remove events with fake EmissT
induced by jets associated with calorimeter noise, non-collision backgrounds and cosmic-
ray or poorly reconstructed muons.
The signal region selection begins by isolating events with the 0-lepton final state,
vetoing events containing electrons with pT > 20 GeV or muons with pT > 10 GeV. Events
are required to contain at least six jets with pT > 130,30, ...,30 GeV, the leading jet selection
being driven by the trigger. Again, driven by the trigger requirements, events must have
EmissT > 150 GeV.
The signal model under consideration is expected to contain two real b-jets from the
tt¯ decay. However due to non-negligible inefficiencies that exist in the b-tagging algorithms
it is not necessarily optimal to require two b-jets. A significance based optimisation was
performed and the selection that gives the best sensitivity is the requirement for events to
contain either two b-jets tagged with the loose b-tagging efficiency operating point or just
one b-jet tagged with the tight b-tagging efficiency operating point. In this case loose
corresponds to 75% efficiency and tight to 60% efficiency.
Rejection of any residual QCD background is performed by requiring that the az-
imuthal angle between the leading three jets and the EmissT is larger than π/5 and that the
direction of the track-based EmissT is within π/3 of the direction of the calorimeter–based
EmissT .
Having already selected events containing at least six jets the ∆Rmin tt¯ reconstruction
algorithm, described in §9.2.1, can be employed. Once two 3-jet objects corresponding to
the reconstructed top quarks are identified, cuts can be placed on the invariant mass of
these combined objects. This helps reject any remaining W /Z+jets background as well
as removing some of the dominant semi-leptonic tt¯ background which is only expected to
contain one well reconstructed hadronically decaying top quark.
After the previous selection requirements are imposed, the dominant remaining back-
ground is semi-leptonic tt¯ . As can be seen from Figure 9.2, for these events to pass the
lepton veto the lepton must either be out of acceptance or mis-identified due to events
where the W decays to a τ lepton which decays hadronically and is reconstructed as a jet.
In fact it is the latter that gives the largest contribution. To reject this background a τ
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Figure 9.5: Distributions of mT (bclosest,EmissT ) and min [mT (j1−4,EmissT )] .
candidate veto is applied. τ candidates are identified as jets with low track multiplicity
that are close to the direction of the EmissT in ϕ and have mT (τcandidate,EmissT ) consistent
with a W → τν decay. Events are rejected if these requirements are satisfied.
Further rejection of the semi-leptonic tt¯ background is achieved through use of kine-
matic variables similar to the transverse mass variable described in §9.2.1. In the case
where two loose b-tagged jets are present the closest b-jet to the EmissT in ϕ is selected
and events are required to have mT (bclosest,EmissT ) > 175 GeV. In the case of only one
tight b-tagged jet being present the ambiguity of whether the identified b-jet is associated
with the leptonic or hadronic t decay makes this variable less useful. Instead the minimum
transverse mass between the leading four jets and the EmissT , min [mT (j1−4,EmissT )] , is used.
This behaves very similarly to the previous transverse mass definition as can be seen in
Figure 9.5. These events are required to have min [mT (j1−4,EmissT )] > 175 GeV.
Finally, the signal regions are defined by incremental EmissT thresholds. The signal
region selection was extensively optimised and thresholds of 150 GeV and 260 GeV are used,
the higher threshold giving increased sensitivity to larger stop masses. The full selection
that defines the two signal regions, SRA and SRB, is summarised in Table 9.3.
9.3.3 Background estimation
Estimation of the QCD background is again performed using the jet smearing method,
previously described in §7.3.2. The dominant semi-leptonic tt¯ background is estimated
using the transfer factor method, outlined in §7.3.1, using a 1-lepton control region to
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1 tight b-tagged jet OR 2 loose b-tagged jets
Emiss,trackT > 30GeV and ∣∆ϕ (EmissT ,Emiss,trackT )∣ < pi3
min ∣∆ϕ (jet0−2,EmissT )∣ > 0.2π
80 <m(t1), m(t2) < 270 GeV
Veto events with a τ candidate based on mT (τ candidate,EmissT )
Events with 1 tight b-tagged jet: min [mT (j1−4,EmissT )] > 175GeV
Events with 2 loose b-tagged jets: mT (bclosest,EmissT ) > 175GeV
SRA SRB
EmissT > 150GeV EmissT > 260GeV
Table 9.3: Summary of signal region selection criteria.
Leading jet pT > 130GeV , ≥ 6 jets pT > 30GeV
EmissT > 150GeV
1 tight b-tagged jet or 2 loose b-tagged jets
Emiss,trackT > 30GeV∣∆ϕ (EmissT ,Emiss,trackT )∣ > pi3 or min ∣∆ϕ (jet0−2,EmissT )∣ < 0.2π
Table 9.4: Selection criteria for the QCD control region.
validate the MC modelling of the tt¯ process in this regime.
QCD background estimation
As in the sbottom pair analysis, selection efficiency of backgrounds due to QCD or all-
hadronic tt¯ events is expected to be very low, but due to the potentially huge cross sections
of these processes it is important that they are well constrained. Events can contribute to
the signal region if they contain significant EmissT arising from mis-measurement of one or
more jets in the event. Once again the jet smearing method is used for estimation of this
background. The estimate is normalised to data in a QCD enriched control region.
From the di-jet balance analysis the gaussian core of the response was determined to
be narrower in MC than in data, so a correction is applied.
The Mercedes analysis is used to validate the tails of the response function. The
agreement between data and the smeared estimate using the MC derived response is very
good and no additional correction is applied to the tails of the response function.
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Figure 9.6: Distributions in the QCD control region prior to the reversed QCD rejection
cuts.
A QCD enriched control region is used to normalise the estimate from the pseudodata
to the data. The control region is defined by reversing the QCD rejection criteria outlined
in the previous section. Specifically, events are required to satisfy either of the reversed∣∆ϕ (EmissT ,Emiss,trackT )∣ or min ∣∆ϕ (jet0−2,EmissT )∣ selections defined in Table 9.3. In order
to increase statistics the selection requirements for tt¯ rejection are removed. The selection
is summarised in Table 9.4.
The method is validated in the control region through comparison of the estimate
to the data for several important variables. Of crucial importance is that the method can
reproduce the ∣∆ϕ (EmissT ,Emiss,trackT )∣ and min ∣∆ϕ (jet0−2,EmissT )∣ variables as these are key
to the overall normalisation. The two variables are shown in Figure 9.6 with the full control
region selection applied except the requirements on each variable. The estimate is clearly
able to provide an accurate estimation of these variables. With the full control region
selection applied several other key variables are shown in Figures 9.7 and 9.8. All variables
are well reproduced by the jet smearing estimate.
The estimation of the QCD and all-hadronic tt¯ background in the signal regions is
derived by taking the smearing estimate normalised to data in the control region. The
multi-jet yield as estimated using the jet smearing method is given in Table 9.14 for each
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Figure 9.7: Continued overleaf.
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Figure 9.7: Distributions of key variables in the QCD control region.
of the signal regions. The systematic uncertainty assigned is 100% which is predominantly
due to variations in the gaussian core and the lowside tail.
Signal Region Jet Smearing Estimate % of SR
EmissT > 150GeV 0.2 ± 0.2 2%
EmissT > 260GeV 0.015 ± 0.015 < 1%
Table 9.5: Estimated background in the signal regions of QCD multijet and all-hadronic
tt¯ processes from the jet-smearing method.
Semileptonic tt¯ background estimation
The dominant background in the signal region is tt¯ where one of the W decays to leptons.
Figure 9.2 shows that the signal region is composed predominantly of events where the W
boson decays to a τ which decays hadronically and is reconstructed as a jet. In order to
replicate this topology a control region is defined with very similar selection requirements
to the signal region except that the lepton veto is reversed and instead, exactly one lepton
is required. The lepton is then added to the jet collection and treated as a jet in all
the remaining selection criteria, emulating a hadronic τ . The MC modelling of the tt¯
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Figure 9.8: Distributions of jet multiplicity (a) and distributions of the b-jet multiplicity
for the “loose” 75% (b) and “tight” 60%(c) operating points in the QCD
control region.
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single electron or muon trigger
exactly 1 signal lepton,
which is then treated as a jet
EmissT > 150GeV
Leading jet with pT > 130GeV≥ 6 jets with pT > 30GeV
min ∣∆ϕ (jet0−2,EmissT )∣ > 0.1π
m(t1) < 600GeV OR m(t2) < 600GeV
40 <mT (ℓ,EmissT ) < 120GeV
1 tight b-tagged jet OR 2 loose b-tagged jets
Table 9.6: Summary of the selection for the 1-lepton control region.
background is validated in this control region and the transfer factor technique is used to
extrapolate from the control region to the signal region to provide the final estimate.
It is especially important to have a partially data-driven estimate of this background
because the MC modelling of additional partons in high jet multiplicity tt¯ events is known
to have large uncertainties. For events to enter the signal region they must satisfy the 6-jet
selection, for semi-leptonic tt¯ this means that at least one jet from ISR or FSR must be
present.
The 1-lepton control region is defined by requiring that either a single electron or
single muon trigger be satisfied and that the event contains exactly one lepton that passes
the signal lepton criteria. From this stage onwards the lepton is considered as a jet in
the selection and definition of variables. In keeping with the signal region, events must
contain EmissT > 150 GeV, leading jet pT > 130 GeV and six jets with pT > 30 GeV. The
QCD rejection criteria along with the reconstructed top mass selection are slightly loosened
to increase statistics. Additionally, the transverse mass between the lepton and EmissT is
required to be within the window 40 < mT (l,EmissT ) < 120 GeV, the lower bound to reject
the QCD background from fake leptons and the upper bound to reduce possible signal
contamination and to remain orthogonal to the 1-lepton stop search. Finally, identical b-
tagging requirements to the signal region are imposed. The 1-lepton control region selection
is summarised in Table 9.6.
The transfer factor method can also be thought of as defining a scale factor with
which to normalise the MC predictions to the data. The scale factor, SFtt¯ , is defined as
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Figure 9.9: (a) Three-jet invariant mass distribution of the hadronic top-quark candidate
in the 1-lepton control region. (b) mT (τ,EmissT ) distribtion in the τ enhanced
validation region. Both distributions have the tt¯ scale factor applied. Figures
from [3].
follows
N tt¯SR = (NMCSRNMCCR ) × [NdataCR −NMCothers] = (
NdataCR −N
MC
others
NMCCR
) ×NMCSR = SFtt¯ ×NMCSR . (9.2)
The scale factor obtained is 0.66 ± 0.05 where the error quoted is statistical only. Fig-
ure 9.9 (a) shows the invariant mass of the reconstructed hadronic top in the 1-lepton
control region after the scale factor has been applied. The scale factor is also validated in a
τ enriched validation region that has selection identical to the signal region but reversing
the τ candidate veto and relaxing the mT requirements to increase statistics. Figure 9.9 (b)
shows the transverse mass of τ candidates with EmissT in this validation region, the agree-
ment between the SM expectation and the data is very good.
9.3.4 Systematic uncertainties
Several sources of systematic uncertainty are considered in the analysis, the dominant con-
tributions are summarised in Table 9.7. The uncertainty in the JES, JER, cell-out EmissT
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SRA Generator ISR/FSR b-tag Fakes JES JER MC Stats
Leptonic tt¯ 23.5% 10.9% 4.9% 0.4% 7.3% 2.2% 7.5%
Other 33.4% – 5.5% 8.1% 27.5% 15.2% 13.2%
Total BG 26.7% 7.3% 5.1% 2.9% 13.9% 6.5% 6.6%
SRB Generator ISR/FSR b-tag Fakes JES JER MC Stats
Leptonic tt¯ 5.1% 6.8% 4.2% 0.3% 9.4% 9.5% 16.8%
Other 37.4% – 4.6% 8.9% 41.6% 3.5% 20.3%
Total BG 20.8% 3.5% 4.3% 4.5% 25.1% 6.6% 9.9%
Table 9.7: The symmetrised systematic uncertainties for each signal region separated into
contributions from the dominant leptonic tt¯ and other backgrounds.
term and b-tagging efficiency are estimated for all backgrounds and the signal. A MC
generator uncertainty is also considered for the tt¯ and W /Z+jets backgrounds along with
other theoretical uncertainties. The dominant systematic uncertainties on the tt¯ estimate
are due to MC generator modelling, JES, limited MC statistics and b-tagging efficiency.
The total uncertainty on the tt¯ estimation is 30% and 27% in signal regions A and B respec-
tively. For the W/Z+jets estimation an additional theoretical uncertainty on the fraction
of events containing heavy flavour jets of 55% is applied. The other dominant systematic
uncertainties are again due to MC generator modelling, JES, limited MC statistics and
b-tagging efficiency. The total uncertainty on all non-tt¯ backgrounds is 51% and 47% in
SRA and SRB respectively.
9.3.5 Results and interpretation
Table 9.8 shows the number of events observed in data for each signal region compared
to the SM expectation. The agreement between observation and expectation is very good
and no significant excess is observed in the data. Figure 9.10 shows the EmissT distribution
with the full signal region selection applied, good agreement between the data and SM
expectation is observed.
The results are interpreted in terms of a model-independent 95% confidence level
upper limit on the visible cross section, shown in Table 9.8. Interpretation is also provided
as 95% confidence level exclusion limits of the stop pair signal model in the mt˜1−mχ˜01 plane.
Figure 9.11 shows the expected and observed exclusion limits. The yellow shaded region
indicates the ±1σ exclusion due to experimental uncertainties on the expected limit. The
dashed red lines indicate the ±1σ exclusion due to uncertainty on the signal cross section
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Figure 9.10: The EmissT distribution in data compared to the SM expectation for SRA.
Figure from [3].
on the observed exclusion. The exclusion quoted is conservatively chosen to be the that of
the −1σ theoretical uncertainty on the observed limit. Correspondingly, stop masses are
excluded between 370 and 465 GeV for a neutralino mass of ∼ 0 GeV and a stop mass of
445 GeV is excluded for neutralino masses below 50 GeV.
9.3.6 Summary
A search for direct stop quark pair production was performed using 4.7 fb−1 of
√
s = 7 TeV
pp collision data collected by ATLAS during 2011. The stop quarks are assumed to decay
via t˜1 → tχ˜01 with a branching ratio of 100%. No excess was observed above the SM
expectation and the result is interpreted in terms of 95% confidence level exclusion limits
in the mt˜1 −mχ˜01 plane.
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SRA SRB
EmissT > 150 GeV > 260 GeV
tt¯ 9.2 ±2.7 2.3 ± 0.6
tt¯ +W /Z 0.8 ±0.2 0.4 ± 0.1
Single top 0.7 ±0.4 0.2 + 0.3− 0.2
Z+jets 1.3 + 1.1− 1.0 0.9
+ 0.8
− 0.7
W+jets 1.2 + 1.4− 1.0 0.5 ± 0.4
Diboson 0.1 + 0.2− 0.1 0.1
+ 0.2
− 0.1
Multi-jets 0.2 ±0.2 0.02 ± 0.02
Total SM 13.5 + 3.7− 3.6 4.4
+ 1.7
− 1.3
SUSY (mt˜1 ,mχ˜01) = (400,1) GeV 14.8 ±4.0 8.9 ± 3.1
Data (observed) 16 4
Visible cross section [fb] (upper limit) 2.9 (2.5) 1.3 (1.3)
Table 9.8: The numbers of expected events for the SM backgrounds and an example SUSY
signal point.
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9.4 Stop pair search using 2012 data
In this section a search for direct stop quark pair production using 20.5 fb−1 of
√
s = 8 TeV
pp collision data collected by ATLAS during 2012 is described. This analysis is an update
to the analysis described in the previous section, §9.3.
9.4.1 Dataset and simulated samples
The full 2012 dataset corresponding to 20.5 fb−1 of
√
s = 8 TeV pp collisions is used in this
analysis. The data was collected using two EmissT triggers, one of which only considered
events that were not in the first 3 bunches of the bunch train in order to cope with the
pileup conditions, see Table 9.9. For events to satisfy the trigger they were required to have
EmissT > 80 GeV at EM scale. To be in the full efficiency region of the triggers the oﬄine
EmissT is required to be above 150 GeV for the jet selection applied in §9.4.2.
2012 Period Trigger Chain L2 Chain L1 Seed
Period A-Run 203680 EF xe80T tclcw loose L2 xe45T L1 XE40 BGRP7
Run 203719-Period L EF xe80 tclcw loose L2 xe45 L1 XE40
Table 9.9: Triggers used for 2012 data periods A −L .
Simulated samples are used for several purposes throughout the analysis, predomi-
nantly for estimation of the main SM backgrounds during optimisation and to understand
the shape of the semi-leptonic tt¯ and Z+jets background in the final semi-data-driven
estimates and for estimation of the SUSY signal and subdominant SM backgrounds. The
exact choice of MC generators and settings used for this analysis will now be described
and is summarised along with the corresponding cross section in Table 9.10. Where more
than one generator is listed, the first is used for the main estimaition and the others for
systematic uncertainty calculations.
QCD Events are generated using PYTHIA8.
Top pair production POWHEG is used to generate events with generator level lepton filter
and MC@NLO for the all-hadronic decay mode. The inclusive tt¯ cross section is calculated
with HATHOR 1.2 [190] using MSTW2008NNLO [83] PDFs.
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Production process σ× BR in nb (perturba-
tive order)
Generator
Dijet (QCD) (pˆT >8 GeV/c) 72.85 × 106 (LO) PYTHIA8
W → ℓν (+jets) 36.5 (NNLO) ALPGEN
Z → νν¯ (+jets) 6.70 (NNLO) SHERPA
Z → ℓ+ℓ− (+jets) 3.72 (NNLO) ALGEN
Diboson (WW , WZ, ZZ ) 25.3 × 10−3 (NLO) SHERPA
tt¯ 0.238 (NNLO) POWHEG, MC@NLO,
ACERMC, ALPGEN
single t 0.052 (NLO+NLL) MC@NLO
tt¯+W /Z 437 × 10−6 (NLO) MADGRAPH+PYTHIA
Table 9.10: Summary of simulated samples for standard model backgrounds.
Single top production MC@NLO is used for single-top production in the s- and Wt chan-
nels, ACERMC [191] is used for the t-channel. The cross sections are calculated with MC@NLO.
W/Z+jets Events generated using SHERPA using separate samples for different heavy
flavour jet content. Cross section calculated by DYNNLO [192] with the MSTW2008NNLO PDF
set.
tt¯+W /Z MADGRAPH interfaced with PYTHIA6 is used for generation of tt¯+W /Z associated
production. The cross sections are normalised to NLO cross sections [159,193].
DiBoson WW , WZ and ZZ events are generated using Sherpa and are normalised to
the NLO calculations from MCFM [194] using MSTW2008NLO PDFs.
SUSY HERWIG++ is used to generate the signal samples with the t˜1 → tχ˜01 branching ratio
set to 100%. All sparticle masses except those involved in the production and decay are
set very high to effectively decouple the particle spectrum. The stop is chosen to be mostly
the partner of the right-handed top quark and the neutralino to be almost a pure bino.
The signal samples were generated with HERWIG++. The t˜ t˜∗ production cross section is
calculated to NLO+NLL accuracy using the NLL-fast [189] program with the MSTW2008NLO
and CTEQ10 PDF sets taking the average of the two as the quoted value. Theoretical
uncertainties on the cross section due to variations in the renormalisation and factorisation
scale, αs and PDF are also calculated by NLL-fast.
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9.4.2 Event selection
The analysis strategy has already been described in §9.2, but a more detailed overview of
the 2012 analysis selection will be given here. An overview of the signal region optimisation
procedure is also provided.
Optimisation
The first stage in identifying the signal region selection is to perform an optimisation using
the selection from the 2011 data analysis as the starting point. The optimisation procedure
is a simple cut-based approach. A number of relevant kinematic variables, each with a set
of allowed thresholds to be considered, are provided as the input to the optimisation. Each
variable is allowed to vary, within its range, independently with respect to the others. For
each combination of variables and thresholds the number of background events, B , and
the number of signal events, S (for every point on the signal grid) is calculated from MC.
These numbers are then passed into the following significance calculation:
S =√B2 +∆B2 +∆S2. (9.3)
Where ∆B and ∆S are the systematic error on the background and signal respectively.
For the purposes of this optimisation it is sufficient to estimate these uncertainties with a
flat value. In the following, the systematic uncertainty on the background and signal are
both assumed to be 25%.
Once the significance is calculated for each signal point for a given cut, it is stored and
then compared to the next cut. If the new cut gives a better significance it is kept for that
particular signal point, if not, the previous one is kept. Once all combinations of variables
and thresholds have been considered the optimisation in complete. The result is a signal
grid, where at each signal point the cut giving the best significance and the corresponding
significance value are assigned.
The selections considered in rows 1-4 of Figure 9.12 correspond to A-D in Table 9.11.
In each case the items in bold refer to the variables used for optimisation while the preceding
non-bold selection criteria are the pre-selection cuts. The first optimisation (A) considers
changes in the leading jet pT and EmissT . A clear preference is shown for the lowest jet pT
threshold and, as expected, incremental EmissT thresholds give the best sensitivity across the
range of stop masses. The optimisation performed in Table 9.11(B) is designed to check the
best b-jet selection. Combinations of 1 or 2 b-jets satisfying the loose and tight efficiency
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Figure 9.12: Continued overleaf.
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Figure 9.12: The left column signifies which set of cuts give the best significance at each
point and the right column shows the corresponding significance. Rows 1-4
correspond to the selections A-D in Table 9.11.
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A
(≥ 2 loose b-jets && mT (bclosest,EmissT ) > 175GeV
or
≥ 1 tight b-jet && min [mT (j1−4,EmissT )] > 175GeV )
85 <m(t1), m(t2) < 265GeV
jet pT ∈ [100,125,150,175]GeV
Emiss
T
∈ [120,150,200,250,300,350,400,450]GeV
B
jet pT > 100GeV
85 <m(t1),m(t2) < 265GeV
b-jets ∈ [≥ 2 loose, ≥ 2 tight, ≥ 1 tight,(≥ 2 loose or ≥ 1 tight)]
mT ∈ [mT (bclosest,EmissT ) > 175,min [mT (j1−4,EmissT )] > 175]GeV
Emiss
T
∈ [120,150,200,250,300,350]GeV
C
jet pT > 100GeV
85 <m(t1),m(t2) < 265GeV≥ 2 loose b-jets
mT ∈ [mT (bclosest,EmissT ) > 175,min [mT (j1−4,EmissT )] > 175]GeV
MCT(t, t) ∈ [0,400]GeV
Emiss
T
∈ [120,150,200,250,300,350]GeV
D
jet pT > 100GeV
85 <m(t1),m(t2) < 265GeV≥ 2 loose b-jets
mT ∈ [mT (bclosest,EmissT ) > 175,min [mT (j1−4,EmissT )] > 175]GeV
MCT(t, t) ∈ [0,400]GeV
min[∆ϕ(j1−6,EmissT )] ∈ [0,1.0]
Emiss
T
∈ [120,150,200,250,300,350]GeV
Table 9.11: Various selections used for optimisation of the signal regions.
requirements were considered along with a different choice of mT cut. A clear preference
for two loose b-jets and the corresponding mT (bclosest,EmissT ) cut is shown.
Finally, the selections of Table 9.11(C) and 9.11(D) look to more unconventional
optimisation criteria. The variables considered are MCT(t, t) and min[∆ϕ(j1−6,EmissT )]
shown in Figure 9.13. Here some gains in significance are observed but limited W+jets
MC statistics meant that it is hard to trust any conclusions. In the final selection these
variables were not used.
Signal regions
Following the optimisation procedure described in the previous section the following signal
regions are defined. The selection begins with the requirement that the appropriate EmissT
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Figure 9.13: MCT(t, t) (a) and min[∆ϕ(j1−6,EmissT )] (b) distributions with the pre-
selection of Table 9.11(C) applied.
trigger be satisfied, and standard event cleaning cuts that have already been described in
§9.3.2 are applied. Isolation of the SUSY signal begins by vetoing events that contain either
an electron or muon with pT > 10 GeV. In order to be in the full efficiency region of the
trigger the oﬄine EmissT is required to be above 150 GeV. To select events consistent with a
fully-hadronic tt¯ decay six jets are required with pT > 80,80,35, ...,35 GeV. Two selection
criteria designed to reject the QCD background due to events with poorly measured jets
which give rise to significant EmissT are applied: the difference between the direction in
ϕ of the track-based and calorimeter-based EmissT calculations must be smaller than π/3;
and the azimuthal angle between the EmissT and leading three jets is required to be greater
than π/5. After the above selection the remaining dominant background is semi-leptonic
tt¯ events. To remove events where the leptonic W decays W → τν and the τ then
decays hadronically, τ -candidates jets are identified. If a jet has low track multiplicity
(≤ 4 tracks) and is close in ϕ to the EmissT then it is identified as a τ -candidate and the
event is removed. Furthermore, events are required to contain two b-tagged jets, where
70% b-tagging efficiency operating point is used. The mT (bclosest,EmissT ) is required to be
larger than 175 GeV. Two hadronic top quarks are reconstructed using the ∆Rmin method
described in §9.2.1. The invariant masses of the reconstructed tops are required to be
consistent with the top mass, 80 <mjjj < 270 GeV.
Finally, the three signal regions are defined by incremental EmissT thresholds. The
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Lepton veto
EmissT > 150 GeV
jet pT > 80,80,35, ...,35 GeV
Emiss,trackT > 30GeV and ∣∆ϕ (EmissT ,Emiss,trackT )∣ < pi3
min ∣∆ϕ (jet0−2,EmissT )∣ > 0.2π
Veto events with a τ candidate
2 loose b-tagged jets
mT (bclosest,EmissT ) > 175GeV
80 <m(t1), m(t2) < 270
Signal Region I Signal Region II Signal Region III
EmissT > 200GeV EmissT > 300GeV EmissT > 350GeV
Table 9.12: Summary of the signal region selection criteria.
thresholds are optimised to give the best sensitivity over a range of stop and neutralino
masses. The full signal region selection is summarised in Table 9.12.
9.4.3 Background estimation
The dominant backgrounds are semi-leptonic tt¯ and Z+jets. The tt¯ background is esti-
mated using a dedicated 1-lepton control region in which a profile likelihood fit is performed
to obtain the normalisation in each signal region. This procedure is described in more detail
in §9.4.5. The Z+jets background is estimated using the transfer factor method with a
dedicated 2-lepton control region. The QCD background is again estimated using the jet
smearing method and normalised in a QCD enriched control region. There is an irreducible
background due to tt¯ + Z(→ νν¯) but this process has a very small cross section and it is
not possible to define a suitable control region. The tt¯ +W /Z backgrounds are estimated
purely using MC, but several generator level systematic uncertainties are considered.
QCD control region
The jet smearing method is once more employed to estimate the QCD background. The
estimate is normalised and validated to data in a QCD-enriched control region. The cuts
applied in the control region, summarised in Table 9.13, are aimed to enhance the QCD
and all-hadronic tt¯ contributions.
Figure 7.5 shows the 2D response for b-tagged and non-b-tagged jets and Figure 7.6
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jet(1,2) pT > 80,80GeV , ≥ 6 jets pT > 35GeV
EmissT > 160GeV
2 loose b-tagged jets
Emiss,trackT > 30GeV∣∆ϕ (EmissT ,Emiss,trackT )∣ > pi3 or min ∣∆ϕ (jet0−2,EmissT )∣ < 0.2π
Table 9.13: Selection criteria for the QCD control region.
Signal Region Jet Smearing Estimate % of SR
SRI (EmissT > 200GeV ) 0.12 ± 0.12 0.7%
SRII (EmissT > 300GeV ) 0.01 ± 0.01 0.2%
SRIII (EmissT > 350GeV ) 0.004 ± 0.004 0.2%
Table 9.14: Estimated background in the signal regions of QCD multi-jet and all-hadronic
tt¯ processes from the jet-smearing method.
the response for tagged and non-tagged jets for a range of truth jet pT slices. The gaussian
core of the response function is validated in using the di-jet balance validation region.
Unlike the previous analyses no correction is applied to the gaussian core of the response
function as the MC response is slightly wider than the data. The tails of the response
function are again validated in the Mercedes validation region. Figure 7.9 shows the R2
distributions for both non-b-tagged and b-tagged for the smearing estimate and the data.
Since the high ∣∆ϕ (EmissT ,Emiss,trackT )∣ and low min ∣∆ϕ (jet0−2,EmissT )∣ regions are used
to normalise the smeared events it is crucial that these variables are well described. Figure
9.14 shows these distributions using the normalisation derived from the control region
without a cut on each variable applied. Good agreement between the data and smeared
estimate is observed. Figures 9.15 and 9.16 show distributions of several key kinematic
variables for the signal region. The smearing distributions reproduce the data to a very
reasonable level and well within a conservative 100% uncertainty applied to this estimation
in the signal region.
The estimation of the QCD and all-hadronic tt¯ background in the signal regions is
derived by taking the smearing estimate normalised to data in the control region. The
multi-jet yield as estimated using the jet smearing method is given in Table 9.14 for each
of the signal regions.
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Figure 9.14: Distributions in the QCD control region prior to reversed QCD rejection
cuts. Hashed bars are the MC statistical uncertainty.
tt¯ estimation
In order to estimate the tt¯ background a control region is defined to be enriched with
semi-leptonic tt¯ events. The final estimation of the tt¯ contribution in the signal region
is extracted by a simultaneous fit to the control regions and signal regions where the
normalisation of the tt¯ is extracted from the fit.
The control region is defined by reversing the signal region lepton veto and instead
requiring events to pass a single lepton trigger and contain exactly one lepton which satisfies
the signal lepton definition. The lepton is then treated as a jet to emulate the dominant
component of the tt¯ background in the signal region coming from leptonic W decays to
a τ lepton which decays hadronically and is reconstructed as a jet. The lepton is then
included in all jet-based selection criteria.
The jet selection is identical to that of the signal region, the QCD rejection re-
quirement is loosened to requiring min ∣∆ϕ (jet0−2,EmissT )∣ > 0.1π . The mT (bclosest,EmissT )
requirement and τ -candidate veto are dropped entirely. The reconstructed top mass
window is loosened such that only one of the reconstructed hadronic tops must have
mjjj < 600 GeV. An additional requirement that the transverse mass between the lep-
ton and EmissT , mT (ℓ,EmissT ), be in the window 40 < mT (ℓ,EmissT ) < 120GeV is imposed.
The lower limit rejects the QCD background whilst the upper limit reduces signal contam-
ination and ensures that the control region is orthogonal to the 1-lepton direct stop search
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Figure 9.15: Continued overleaf.
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Figure 9.15: Distributions of key variables in the QCD control region. Hashed bars are
the MC statistical uncertainty.
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Figure 9.16: Distributions of jet multiplicity for jets with pT > 35GeV (left) and b-jet
multiplicity for the “loose” 70% operating point (right) in the QCD control
region. Hashed bars are the MC statistical uncertainty.
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single electron or muon trigger
exactly 1 signal lepton,
which is then treated as a jet
EmissT > 100GeV
Leading 2 jets with pT > 80GeV≥ 6 jets with pT > 35GeV
min ∣∆ϕ (jet0−2,EmissT )∣ > 0.1π
m(t1) < 600GeV OR m(t2) < 600GeV
40 <mT (ℓ,EmissT ) < 120GeV
2 loose b-tagged jets
Table 9.15: Summary of the selection for the 1-lepton control region.
signal region. Finally, three control regions are defined each with identical EmissT selection
to the three signal regions. The tt¯ control region selection is summarised in Table 9.15.
Figure 9.17 shows the comparison of the SM expectation and the data in the 1-lepton
control region. The yellow band in the ratio corresponds to the systematic uncertainty on
the estimate. Good agreement is observed between the data and the expectation.
Z+jets estimation
The Z+jets background is estimated using the transfer factor method, employing a ded-
icated 2-lepton control region. It is hard to identify a selection orthogonal to the signal
region that is dominated by Z(→ νν¯)+jets. So instead a 2-lepton control region is de-
fined which is dominated by Z(→ ll)+jets events, the lepton momenta is then vectorially
subtracted from the EmissT to emulate the Z(→ νν¯) topology.
Events are required to satisfy a di-lepton trigger and contain two same flavour opposite
sign signal leptons. In order to reduce contamination from di-lepton tt¯ events EmissT <
50 GeV is required. To further enhance the Z+jets contribution the invariant mass of
the lepton pair is required to be 81 < mll < 101 GeV. Identical jet selection requirements
are imposed to keep the control region as kinematically similar to the signal region as
possible. The transverse momenta of the leptons is vectorially subtracted from the EmissT
calculation in order to treat the leptons as neutrinos. This corrected EmissT is then required
to be EmissT > 70 GeV and the same b-tagging selection as the signal region is applied. The
selection is summarised in Table 9.16.
Figure 9.18 provides a comparison between the data and the SM expectation in the
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Figure 9.17: Key distributions in the 1-lepton control region. Figures from [4].
di-lepton trigger
exactly 2 signal electrons or muons
with pT >20, 20 GeV and 20,10 GeV.
EmissT < 50 GeV∣mll −mZ ∣ < 10 GeV≥ 6 jets with pT > 80,80,30, ...,30 GeV
EmissT
corr > 70 GeV
loose b-tagged jets
Table 9.16: Summary of the selection for the 2-lepton control region.
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Figure 9.18: The EmissT distribution in the Z+jets control region without the requirement
on the number of b-tagged jets (Left) and after all selection requirements
(Right). The uncertainty band around the Standard Model expectation is
the combination of statistical and systematic uncertainties. Figures from [4].
2-lepton control region. Good agreement is observed both before (Left) and after (Right)
the b-tagging requirements. The normalisation of the Z+jets MC estimate is scaled up by
a factor of 1.06 ± 0.35 as derived from the data in this control region.
tt¯ validation region
In order to validate the 1-lepton tt¯ control region, an additional validation region is used.
This region is formed by applying all of the cuts in the lowest EmissT signal region except
the mT (bclosest,EmissT ) and τ -candidate veto cuts. A window of 50 < mT (bclosest,EmissT ) <
150 GeV is selected, the lower threshold keeps the QCD background at a negligible level,
whilst the upper threshold makes the region orthogonal to the signal region minimises
signal contamination. Figure 9.19(a) shows the number of jets without any requirement on
possible τ -candidates, 9.19(b) shows the same plot with the τ candidate veto applied and
9.19(c) with the τ -candidate veto reversed. The good agreement between the observation
in data and the MC expectation for each of the three validation regions shows that there
is no bias due to the fraction of τ+jets events in the sample.
tt¯ +W/Z estimation
The tt¯ + V (V = W,Z) processes, although having relatively small cross sections, become
a significant background in the tighter signal regions. In particular tt¯ +Z, (Z → νν) is an
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Figure 9.19: Jet multiplicity distributions in the tt¯ validation region with no τ -candidate
selection (a), the τ -candidate veto applied (b) and the τ -candidate veto
reversed (c).
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Process Reference σNLO[fb] Nominal
scale, µ0
Scale Range Scale
Uncer-
tainty
PDF
Uncer-
tainty
tt¯ +W + [193] 161 mt [µ0/4,4µ0] +12%−20% +7%−8%
tt¯ +W − [193] 71 mt [µ0/4,4µ0] +16%−21% +6%−8%
tt¯ +W + [159] 142.6 mt +mW /2 [µ0/2,2µ0] +10%−11% −
tt¯ +W − [159] 60.5 mt +mW /2 [µ0/2,2µ0] +11%−12% −
tt¯ +Z [159] 205.7 mt +mZ/2 [µ0/2,2µ0] +9%−13% −
Table 9.17: Summary of NLO cross section and theoretical uncertainty calculations from
Campbell et al. [193] and Garzelli et al. [159]. In all cases the renormalisation
scale, µR , and factorisation scale, µF , are set equal to a common scale,
µ = µR = µF .
irreducible background to t˜ → t + EmissT searches. Due to the low cross section it is very
hard to define a suitable control region for this background. As a result the estimate is
taken purely from MC. Several sources of systematic uncertainty due to the MC generator
modelling of these processes are considered.
NLO cross section calculations for these processes have been performed for tt¯ +W
[193] and for both tt¯ +W and tt¯ + Z [159] at
√
s = 8 TeV. These calculations include
theoretical uncertainties on the cross section due to the choice of nominal renormalisation
and factorisation scale. In [193] the theoretical uncertainty due to the choice of PDF is also
considered. These values and their respective uncertainties are summarised in Table 9.17.
The central value for the tt¯+W cross section is taken from [193] and the tt¯+Z cross
section from [159]. The scale and PDF uncertainty envelope from [193] is chosen for the
final quoted uncertainties for both tt¯ +W and tt¯ +Z . This choice is driven by the larger,
and more conservative, scale variation range and the consistent PDF variation which is
not quoted in [159]. Although [193] does not quote these uncertainties for tt¯ + Z [159]
shows that the scale uncertainties are of the same size for tt¯ +W and tt¯ + Z so the same
uncertainty is quoted for both processes. The largest uncertainty per variation is chosen
and then symmetrised, hence a 21% scale uncertainty and 8% PDF uncertainty is assigned.
Adding these in quadrature the final theoretical uncertainty on the cross section is 22%.
Table 9.18 shows a summary of the tt¯ + V samples, the number of events generated
and their cross sections. The table also shows the theory calculation for the NLO cross
section in each case and hence the corresponding k-factor for the generated samples. The
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Sample N events σLO (MC) [pb] σNLO
[pb]
k-factor Reference
ttbarWExcl 400k 0.104100 − 1.18 −
ttbarWj ttbarWjExcl 400k 0.053372 − 1.18 −
ttbarWjjIncl 400k 0.041482 − 1.18 −
1.2M 0.199 0.232 − [193]
ttbarZExcl 400k 0.067690 − 1.34 −
ttbarZj ttbarZjExcl 400k 0.045357 − 1.34 −
ttbarZjjIncl 400k 0.039772 − 1.34 −
1.2M 0.1528 0.2057 − [159]
Table 9.18: List of MC samples, the number of events generated, their cross sections and
k-factors.
samples are all produced with MADGRAPH+PYTHIA with the AUET2B tune and CTEQ6L1 PDF.
Although the cross section is known to NLO the MC generation is performed at LO,
hence a significant shape uncertainty is expected. As these processes have been generated
with several additional partons the uncertainty due to parton shower is likely to be reduced
but is not negligible.
The generator uncertainties can be separated into the following contributions:
• Renormalisation and factorisation scale (variation in MG)
• ISR (coherent variation in MG and PYTHIA)
• FSR (variation in PYTHIA)
• MLM matching scale (variation in MG)
Each variation is expected to be independent so they are to be combined in quadrature.
Table 9.19 shows the details of which parameters are changed in MADGRAPH and/or
PYTHIA for each systematic variation. For each variation a new sample is generated with
100k events at generator level. These samples can then be used to assess impact of each
variation on kinematic distributions and signal region selection cuts.
Figure 9.20 shows a selection of relevant kinematic variables with no selection applied
to give an impression of the systematic variation in shape for different uncertainties. Note
the large dependence on both the number of jets and HT in Figure 9.20 due to the ISR
variations. Figure 9.21 shows the efficiency at each stage of a simplified version of the
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Figure 9.20: Continue overleaf.
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Variation MADGRAPH parameters PYTHIA parameters
Nominal scalefact=1.0,xqcut=20
GeV
PARP(64)=0.68, PARP(72)=0.527,
PARJ(82)=0.83
scale UP scalefact=2.0 −
scale DOWN scalefact=0.5 −
ISR UP alpsfact=2.0 PARP(64)=4.0,
ISR DOWN alpsfact=0.5 PARP(64)=0.25,
More FSR − PARP(72)=0.7905, PARJ(82)=0.5
Less FSR − PARP(72)=0.2635, PARJ(82)=1.66
xqcut UP xqcut=25 GeV −
xqcut DOWN xqcut=15 GeV −
Table 9.19: Summary of each systematic variation. The fist row shows the nominal set-
tings and all subsequent rows show the modified parameter values for each
variation, the “−” symbol denotes that all the relevant parameters remain
unchanged.
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Figure 9.20: Kinematic distributions for tt¯+W (left) and tt¯+Z (right) for each systematic
variation. The hatched band represents the statistical uncertainty on the
nominal sample.
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Figure 9.21: Cut efficiency for tt¯ +W (left) and tt¯ +Z (right) for each systematic varia-
tion. The hatched band represents the statistical uncertainty on the nominal
sample.
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Figure 9.22: EmissT distribution for tt¯ +W (left) and tt¯ + Z (right) for each systematic
variation. The hatched band represents the statistical uncertainty on the
nominal sample.
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Variation 0 lepton 2j80 6j35 2 b-jet MET130 MET200 MET300 MET350
scale 0.1% 0.3% 0.1% 0.1% 0.9% 5.1% 5.4%
ISR 0.2% 5.8% 5.5% 10.3% 10.1% 9.7% 4.8%
FSR 0% 1.9% 1.7% 4.4% 3.2% 4.6% 0.5%
xqcut 0% 0% 0.2% 0.9% 1.8% 0.5% 3%
Total 0.3% 6.1% 5.7% 11.2% 10.8% 11.9% 7.8%
Table 9.20: Summary of contribution of each systematic variation at each stage of the
signal region selection. The uncertainties have been symmetrised taking the
full envelope of the variation and centering on the nominal value.
signal region selection. Again it is clear that the ISR variation has the largest effect on the
selection efficiency, especially at the jet selection stage. Figure 9.22 shows EmissT distribution
after a requirement of a lepton veto, pT > 80,80,35, ...,35 GeV and 2 b-jets. Although the
statistics are very limited there does not appear to be a strong dependence in the shape of
the EmissT for any variation.
Table 9.20 summarises the contribution of each variation at each stage of the selection
and the total combined uncertainty. The largest uncertainty comes at the EmissT > 300 GeV
cut and is 11.9% and, as expected, is dominated by the ISR variation. The decrease in
uncertainty at the EmissT > 350 GeV cut is likely to be due to a lack of statistics. Hence a
total uncertainty of 12% would be quoted using this method. In the final limit calculation
a more conservative uncertainty of 30% on the LO→NLO k-factor is applied to cover the
shape uncertainty.
9.4.4 Systematic uncertainties
Several sources of systematic uncertainties are considered in the analysis. Each uncertainty
is treated as a nuisance parameter in the profile likelihood fit, which will be described
in more detail later in §9.4.5. Table 9.21 gives a summary of the dominant systematic
uncertainties on the signal region yields.
The important systematic uncertainties on reconstructed objects arise due to un-
certainties on the JES, JER and b-tagging efficiency. In the leptonic control regions the
uncertainty on lepton identification and momentum and energy scale are also considered. A
significant uncertainty on the tt¯ and Z+jets background estimates comes from theoretical
uncertainty in the shape and normalisation of these processes. The systematic uncertainties
on the tt¯ +W /Z processes have already been discussed in §9.4.3.
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Uncertainty SR1 SR2 SR3
Total 18% 33% 45%
Background sample sizes (data and simulation) 10% 17% 21%
Jet energy scale and resolution 10% 10% 25%
tt¯ theory 10% 19% 22%
Z+jets theory 4% 8% 8%
tt¯ + W /Z theory 5% 8% 10%
Table 9.21: The total systematic uncertainty on the background in each of the three
signal regions and a list of the dominant contributions to the uncertainty.
The individual uncertainties can be correlated.
Theoretical uncertainty on tt¯ background estimation arises due to the fixed order of
the matrix element calculation, uncertainties in the hadronisation and fragmentation and
from the amount of initial and final state radiation produced by the generator. These un-
certainties can affect the shape of distributions and hence the extrapolation of the MC from
control region to signal region and the normalisation of the samples. The latter is reduced
by employing a semi-data-driven background estimation technique. The generator uncer-
tainties are assessed through comparison of the nominal sample to other generators/parton
showers and to samples where the renormalisation and factorisation scale in POWHEF are
varied and to ACERMC samples where the amount of ISR/FSR is varied.
Similarly the theoretical uncertainty on the Z+jets estimate is assessed by comparing
the nominal samples with additional samples generated with variations of the renormalisa-
tion and factorisation scale. An additional uncertainty on the normalisation for Z+jets on
the number of additional partons and the flavour content of the additional jets is considered.
9.4.5 Results and interpretation
As previously discussed in §7.4 a profile likelihood combined fit of the signal region and tt¯
control region is performed to extract the final estimate of the SM background expectation.
The number of events in each control and signal region is treated with a Poisson probability
density function. The statistical and systematic uncertainties on the expected yields are
included in the probability density function as nuisance parameters, constrained to be
Gaussian with a width given by the size of the uncertainty. In total seventeen nuisance
parameters are included in the fit and correlations between the control region and signal
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Number of events SR1 SR2 SR3
Observed 15 2 1
Expected background 17.5 ± 3.2 4.7 ± 1.5 2.7 ± 1.2
Expected tt¯ 9.8 ± 2.6 1.9 ± 1.3 0.9 ± 0.7
Expected tt¯ + W /Z 1.7 ± 1.0 0.7 ± 0.4 0.51 ± 0.30
Expected Z+jets 2.1 ± 1.0 1.2 ± 0.5 0.8 ± 0.4
Expected W+jets 1.2 ± 0.8 0.32 ± 0.29 0.19+0.23−0.19
Expected single-top 1.5 ± 0.9 0.5 ± 0.4 0.3+0.5−0.3
Expected multijet 0.12 ± 0.12 0.01 ± 0.01 < 0.01
Expected diboson 1.2 ± 1.2 < 0.22 < 0.22
Fit input expectation tt¯ 9.9 1.7 0.6
Table 9.22: The observed numbers of events in the three signal regions, and the back-
ground expectations.
region are taken into account. A likelihood is formed by the product of these probability
density functions and the constraints on the nuisance parameters. The tt¯ background
normalisation is allowed to vary in the fit and is adjusted to maximize the likelihood.
Table 9.22 shows the number of events observed in data compared to the SM ex-
pectation in each signal region. The tt¯ expectation before and after the fit is shown. No
significant deviation from the SM expectation is observed.
Figure 9.23 shows the EmissT and mT(b,EmissT ) distributions with the full signal region
selection applied except the cut on that variable. The observation is consistent with the
SM expectation in both cases.
The result is interpreted in terms of 95% confidence level exclusion limits in the
mt˜1 −mχ˜01 plane, assuming a branching ratio t˜1 → tχ˜01 = 100%. The resulting exclusion
limits are show in Figure 9.24 (a). The yellow band signifies the ±1σ uncertainties on the
expected exclusion limit for all uncertainties other than the theoretic uncertainty on the
signal. The dashed red lines signify the uncertainty on the observed exclusion limit due to
the theoretical uncertainty on the signal cross section. The −1σ uncertainty on the observed
limit is conservatively chosen to be the quoted exclusion reach. For a nearly massless
neutralino stop masses between 320 and 660 GeV are excluded. For neutralino mass of
150 GeV, stop masses are excluded between 400 and 620 GeV. This result significantly
extends previous limits described in §9.3.
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Figure 9.23: Distributions of EmissT (left) and mT(b,EmissT ) (right) after all selection re-
quirements except for the one on the variable being plotted. The right-
most bin includes all overflow. For the mT(b,EmissT ) distribution, EmissT >
200 GeV has been applied. The SM expectation shown here is the input to
the SM background fit. The uncertainty band around the SM expectation
combines statistical and systematic uncertainties. Figures from [4].
It is also possible to convert the model-dependant cross section upper limit into an
upper limit of the branching ratio for t˜1 → tχ˜01 in the mt˜1 −mχ˜01 plane. This interpretation
is shown in Figure 9.24 (b). For a stop quark mass of 400 GeV and neutralino mass of 1
GeV branching ratios above 54% are excluded in this signal model.
9.5 Summary and conclusions
Two analyses have been reported, both targeting direct stop quark production with the
t˜1 → tχ˜01 decay of the stop in the 0-lepton final state. These searches have used the full 2011
and 2012 datasets collected by ATLAS at
√
s = 7 TeV and √s = 8 TeV respectively. No
significant excesses were found in either case and exclusion limits in terms of the mt˜1 −mχ˜01
plane are set. Figure 9.25 shows the exclusion limits set by both these analyses and the other
t˜1 → tχ˜01 searches performed by ATLAS including leptonic final states. The most recent
analysis, using 2012 data, sets the most stringent exclusion limits for a nearly massless
neutralino, with stop masses excluded up to 620 GeV.
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Figure 9.24: (a) Expected and observed exclusion limits at 95% CL for the model of
(pp → t˜1t˜∗1 → tχ˜01t¯χ˜01 ) with 100% branching ratio of t˜1 → tχ˜01 . (b) Excluded
(at 95% CL) branching fractions for t˜1 → tχ˜01 in the model where pp→ t˜1t˜∗1 .
Figures from [4].
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Figure from [77].
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Chapter 10
Summary
The LHC and its detectors have now experienced more than two years of greatly successful
data taking. The results of measurements and searches performed using this data have
already made remarkable progress in high energy particle physics. The discovery of a
Higgs boson is arguably the highlight of the LHC results so far and represents a significant
milestone. This thesis has used data collected during 2011 and 2012 to perform a number
of analyses.
The analysis described in Chapter 6 was a search for tt¯ + Z production in the three
lepton final state which was performed using 4.7 fb−1 of
√
s = 7 TeV pp collision data
collected by ATLAS. In a signal region requiring three leptons, a missing transverse mo-
mentum of 30 GeV and four jets with pT > 30 GeV and one b-tagged jet, one candidate
event whose kinematical properties are consistent with a tt¯ + Z event was found in data.
This was in agreement with the SM expectation and the result was translated to a 95%
probability upper limit of 0.71 pb on the tt¯ + Z production cross section, consistent with
the NLO Standard Model prediction of 0.14 pb.
Chapter 8 outlined a search for direct pair production of the supersymmetric partner
to the bottom quark using 2.05 fb−1 of
√
s = 7 TeV data. The search is focused on the
b˜1 → bχ˜01 decay mode assuming a branching ratio of 100%. No significant excess was
observed in the data and exclusion limits at the 95% confidence level were set. For a
massless neutralino sbottom masses are excluded up to 390 GeV. For a neutralino mass of
120 GeV sbottom masses are excluded for 275 < mb˜ < 350 GeV. These limits significantly
extended the reach of previous searches.
In Chapter 9 two searches for direct pair production of the supersymmetric partner to
the top quark were described. One performed using 4.7 fb−1 of
√
s = 7 TeV data collected
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during 2011 and the other using 20.5 fb−1 of
√
s = 8 TeV data collected during 2012. In
both cases the stops are assumed to decay via t˜1 → tχ˜01 with a branching ratio of 100%. No
significant excess above the SM expectation was observed in either dataset and the result
is interpreted in terms of 95% confidence level exclusion limits in the mt˜1 −mχ˜01 plane. In
the 2011 data analysis stop masses are excluded between 370 and 465 GeV for a neutralino
mass of ∼ 0 GeV and a stop mass of 445 GeV is excluded for neutralino masses below
50 GeV. In the 2012 analysis, for a nearly massless neutralino stop masses between 320
and 660 GeV are excluded. For a neutralino mass of 150 GeV, stop masses are excluded
between 400 and 620 GeV. This result excludes top squarks up to higher masses than in
previous searches. From the 2012 data result, the model-dependant cross section upper
limit was converted into an upper limit of the branching ratio for t˜1 → tχ˜01 in the mt˜1 −mχ˜01
plane. For a stop quark mass of 400 GeV and neutralino mass of 1 GeV branching ratios
above 54% are excluded.
Several searches for new physics have been performed using the data collected during
2011 and 2012 and whilst no significant deviation from the SM expectation has so far been
observed there is much work left to do. The shutdown of the LHC until early 2015 and
the corresponding increase in centre of mass energy that will be available when it comes
back online will facilitate the most stringent tests of the SM to date. The lack of any
observation of any new physics at this increased centre of mass energy would be a very
interesting result in itself. Amongst other things it will cast into doubt the suitability of
many SUSY scenarios as extensions to the SM.
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